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The thesis is concerned with evaluating the effectiveness of cut-off walls 
beneath water retaining structures, primarily earth-embankment dams. An 
introductory chapter considers underseepage control measures in general 
and the types of cut-off wall used in Civil Engineering practice are 
described in detail. Cut-off wall effectiveness is defined in terms of 
flow and head efficiency.
A comprehensive review of previous work is undertaken, which includes 
analytical solutions and performance data obtained by analytical and 
experimental means. Additional analytical methods are developed and a 
solution for the important case of anisotropy within a foundation is presented.
As a first stage in obtaining performance data for cut-off walls, various 
hydraulic models were built and tested, the most effective of these being 
the single tank horizontal flow model. The scope of the work was extended 
through the use of electrical analogue models; the continuous conductor 
model proved suitable only for the testing of perfect cut-offs while the 
resistor network model had wider application. Supplementary work was 
undertaken by numerical analysis using the finite difference method of 
approach and a digital computer to achieve a solution. Data from these 
experimental and theoretical investigations are presented in the form of 
relationships correlating head efficiency with cut-off wall penetration 
ratio and depending on the type of wall simulated, either the degree of 
imperfection or the permeability ratio. Of the various methods used, the 
electrical resistor network analogue model is considered to be the most 
useful.
Case histories providing performance data on installed cut-off walls are 
presented and analysed.
The main points of the work are summarised and on the basis of data 
resulting from the investigation some broad conclusions are drawn.
Design recommendations are made and an area of future study is identified.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 THE CONTROL OF SEEPAGE BENEATH DAMS
1.1.1 Purpose of control measures
When a dam is constructed on a pervious foundation, unless control 
measures are provided, underseepage will occur due to a head loss across the 
dam caused by the difference in elevation between reservoir and tailwater 
levels. It is however usual practice to seek to reduce and control under­
seepage for the following reasons:
1. If a dam has been constructed for water storage purposes then an
excessive loss of water from the reservoir may be economically 
unacceptable.
2. The stability of a dam and its foundation may otherwise be
endangered.
While the prevention of a water loss may be an important design consideration, 
the main problem is that of stability and in this context control measures 
are directed towards:
1. The elimination of the possibility of a piping failure either in
the form of a foundation heave or by sub-surface erosion.
2. The prevention of the development of high pore-water pressures
within the foundation which reduce the effective stresses and 
therefore reduce soil strength.
The means by which underseepage control is achieved is through the use of 
drainage and by the installation of seepage barriers. It is often the 
case that both methods are used in combination in order to achieve design 
requirements. In the following section 1.1.2 seepage control methods used 
in civil engineering practice are summarised and the circumstances under 
which they are used are briefly discussed.
1.1.2 Seepage Control Measures
1.1.2.1 Drainage
Piping by sub-surface erosion is most likely to occur when a dam is 
founded on pervious soil. If allowed to develop unchecked, then seeping water
emerging downstream of a dam may initiate a process which could eventually
lead to the formation of erosion conduits beneath the dam. These
progressively lengthen in an upstream direction by exploiting lines of least
resistance to scour^. Reservoir water discharges through the foundation
when a conduit emerges upstream of the dam and partial or complete failure
of the dam by undermining may result (Taylor,1948; Leliavsky,1955;
Terzaghi and Peck,1967; Cedergren,1967).
Although a rock foundation is less susceptible to a piping failure
of the type described, Cedergren (1972) points out that soft rock (weakly
cemented sandstone and weathered limestone for example) may be prone to
erosion by percolating water. A serious situation could develop when an
earth dam is founded on jointed rock since if a concentration of flow
develops at the dam-foundation contact surface then soil particles could be
2
eroded and transported away through the network of open joints .
An early empirical approach to the design of concrete dams on soil
foundations against failure by subsurface erosion was formulated by Bligh
. 3
(1916) who proposed that the ratio (termed creep ratio) of the length of 
the seepage path at the contact surface (line of creep) to the head loss 
across the dam should not exceed a specified value which would depend on 
the nature of the foundation material. Dams designed and built on the 
basis of this method are described by Bligh (1916) and Wegmann (1922).
Based on a number of case studies Lane (1935) modified Bligh’s approach to 
account for soil anisotropy. It was suggested that since in sedimentary
1. Erosion at the dam-foundation interface has been termed ’roofing’ 
by Taylor (1948)
2. This is obviated by careful preparation of the contact surface and 
sealing open joints by grouting
3. Reciprocal of the average hydraulic gradient through the foundation 
soil
deposits the horizontal permeability exceeds the vertical permeability 
typically by a factor of three, then horizontal sections of the line of 
creep were only one third as effective as vertical sections. Lane 
proposed the following equation:
Cw  = (Ljj/3 + L ^ / H  ... (1.1)
where L : Horizontal contact length ( ^ 4 5  to the horizontal)
H
L^: Vertical contact length ( ^  45° to the horizontal)
H : Head drop across the dam
C : Weighted creep ratio (values are given for various soils
by Lane, 1935)
These empirically based methods which attempt to correlate the type of
foundation soil with piping potential lead to designs with unknown factors
of safety (Sherard et al,1963; Breth and GUnther,1970).
Now that the mechanism of piping is fully understood (Terzaghi, 1943) 
more rational design methods are adopted. Since the process of backward 
erosion develops only when soil particles are removed from the foundation,
it can be effectively prevented by providing adequate filter protection over
the seepage discharge area. The use of a graded filter, designed in 
accordance with the recommendations of Terzaghi and Peck (1948), permits 
the free discharge of seeping water but prevents the removal of soil 
particles from the foundation. A further precautionary measure that may 
be adopted is to reduce the amount of undersepage, since high exit velocities 
are more likely to promote a piping failure. Methods of reducing under­
seepage are described in Section 1.1.2.2.
The possibility of a piping failure by heave in the general down­
stream area of the dam should be investigated. This phenomenon occurs 
when the upward flow of seeping water produces a state of buoyancy^ within 
the soil. The consequential loss of strength in the foundation soil may 
precipitate the collapse of a rigid concrete type of structure and in the
1. The effective stress between soil particles tends to zero
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case of an earth dam, failure of the downstream slope. The factor of 
safety may be significantly improved by the provision of a weighted filter 
(Terzaghi 1943) which has the effect of increasing gravity forces (Fig 1.1). 
Alternatively, a horizontal underdrain at the base of the dam located beneath 
the downstream slope may be employed to divert seeping water away from its 
natural exit at ground level downstream of the dam. Other drainage measures 
are described by Cedergren (1967 and 1972). The partial or complete inter­
ception of underseepage may be achieved by the installation of a line of 
vertical relief wells in the vicinity of the toe of the dam (Fig 1.2).
Some design details of relief well systems are given by Middlebrooks and 
Jervis(1947) and Casagrande (1961).
Dangerous uplift pressures may develop at dam sites where pervious 
deposits are blanketed by relatively impervious material. This situation 
is not uncommon in glaciated areas where boulder clay distributed over a 
valley floor overlies more pervious deposits. If the clay mantle is 
discontinuous upstream of the dam and the pervious deposits communicate with 
the reservoir water, then an artesian condition may develop in the general 
downstream area during the course of reservoir impounding. The installation 
of relief wells provides a convenient solution to the problem of reducing 
uplift pressures (Fig 1.3 ) thereby preventing a foundation failure by
heave^. Further, by reducing the level of downstream pore water pressures, 
the strength of the foundation soil increases and there is less likelihood 
of a deep seated rotational type of failure involving the downstream slope 
of an earth dam and the supporting foundation soil.
Relief wells are usually installed beneath a gravity dam founded on 
pervious rock and a number of case histories are presented by Casagrande (1961)
and Lacy and Van Schoick (1967). In this situation their function is
. . . 2 .
primarily to reduce uplift pressures beneath a dam which would otherwise
1. Such measures were adopted at the Selset Dam as described by Bishop et al 
(1963)
2. The development of uplift pressures beneath gravity dams is considered in 
detail by Leliavsky (1958)
contribute to instability by reducing the effective weight of the dam 
structure, the consequences of which are two-fold:
1. The resistance of the dam to sliding may be reduced
2. The overturning moment caused by the thrust of impounded water
assumes a greater significance and although toppling is unlikely 
to occur, the foundation at the toe of the dam may experience 
overstressing.
Relief wells are usually provided close to the heel of the dam and for 
maximum effect should fully penetrate pervious rock. They discharge into a 
drainage gallery which runs the length of the dam and is positioned 
approximately at the same elevation as tailwater level. If a large 
proportion of underseepage is intercepted then the piezometric level 
relating to the dam base is practically coincident with tailwater level and 
uplift pressures downstream of the line of the relief wells are virtually 
eliminated.
It is to be recognised that drainage measures in the form of relief 
wells, while reducing the level of pore water pressure beneath and downstream 
of the dam, tend to promote an increase in the quantity of underseepage 
since the head loss across the dam occurs over a reduced length (Figs 1.2 
and 1.3) .
1.1.2.2 Seepage barriers
In order to reduce the quantity of seepage beneath a dam two 
measures may be adopted either separately or in combination:
1. The provision of a horizontal upstream impervious blanket
2. The installation of a partial or fully penetrating vertical cut-off wall.
Whichever method is used a reduction in uplift pressure also results and 
consequently each has a dual function.
An upstream impervious blanket has the effect of lengthening the path 
of percolation, so reducing the average hydraulic gradient through the 
foundation and therefore the amount of underseepage. The corresponding
change in the piezometric level relating to the base of a dam is shown in 
Fig 1.4. Upstream blankets are usually constructed of compacted impervious 
material, range typically from 0.6 m to 3 m in thickness (Sherard et al 1963)
and usually connect to the core wall of an earth dam. At sites where a
natural blanket exists it is sometimes possible to incorporate this into the 
scheme, by repairing defects and extending as required. Performance 
observations indicate that the effectiveness of an upstream blanket is likely 
to improve with time due to the deposition of fine material over the floor 
of the reservoir (Lane and Wohlt,1961; Wilson and Squier,1969). Upstream 
impervious blankets are frequently used in conjunction with downstream 
relief wells (Turnbull and Mansur 1961).
A cut-off wall is a vertical seepage barrier provided within the
foundation, extending from the underside of a dam to a deeper level. In 
a foundation of uniform permeability a partial cut-off wall is unlikely to 
significantly affect thequantity of underseepage or downstream pore water 
pressures unless approaching full penetration is achieved. Partially 
penetrating cut-off walls may however prove useful in the following 
circumstances:
1 . where the average permeability of the foundation soil decreases with 
depth
2 . when the cut-off wall seals into a layer of lower permeability at some 
intermediate level.
An appraisal of partial cut-off walls has been made by Mansur and Perret (1948).
The extent to which a fully penetrating cut-off wall controls under­
seepage and reduces downstream uplift pressures depends on its degree of
imperviousness and this point is exemplified in Fig 1.5 where piezometric
1 . 2  
levels are shown for perfect and imperfect cut-off walls.
1 . completely watertight
2 . the cut-off wall possesses a permeability less than (and in the limit 
equal to) the permeability of the foundation material
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Fig. 1.5 Effect o f fulkj penetrating cut-off wall on piezomebric level
A number of different types of cut-off walls are used in practice and 
include: rolled earth cut-off walls, steel sheet piling, concrete cut-off
walls in open cut or trench, contiguous bored piling, concrete diaphragm 
walls, grouted cut-off walls and slurry trench cut-off walls. In the 
context of this investigation it is considered appropriate that details of 
these types of cut-off wall be included and to this end descriptions are
given in the following section.
1.2 TYPES OF CUT-OFF WALL 
1*2.1 Rolled earth cut-off walls
There is a general consensus that a rolled earth cut-off provides the 
most satisfactory seepage barrier in a pervious foundation. An open 
excavation is made either down to bedrock or to an impervious stratum which 
is then backfilled with compacted impervious material. This method of 
construction permits the foundation to be inspected and enables design 
modification to be made to suit actual, as opposed to anticipated, 
conditions; the backfill may be placed to a high specification. The cut-off 
wall and core of the dam are usually constructed of the same material to form 
an integrated structure (Fig 1.6). Since work is carried out in the dry, 
the depth of trench may be limited by the level to x^hich dewatering can be 
achieved. Cut-offs of this type are commonly constructed to depths of
about 25 m; depths in excess of 50 m  have been recorded (Sherard et al, 1963)
1.2.2 Steel Sheet Piling
Although sheet pile cut-off walls were frequently provided in the past, 
alternative cheaper and more reliable methods are now favoured. They are 
still commonly used for temporary works, for example in cofferdam construction
1. Steel sheet piling was used as a cut-off wall through about 30 m  of 
river sand on the downstream cofferdam for Kainji Dam, Nigeria 
(constructed in 1966).
Impervious core-
Pervious foundation
Key trench
Ficj. 1.6 Rolled earth c u t-o ff w all
m m
Larssen steel sheet piling - Section No. 3
PetailA ('■full size)
Ficj. 1.7 Steel sheet pile clutch detail
and beneath concrete dams founded on sand in the USSR (Londe,1970).
The main problem with this type of cut-off is that considerable leakage 
can occur through the clutch gap between the piles. If driven 'loose1 
such that stresses are not induced between adjacent piles, then a clutch 
gap width of the order of 3 mm may develop, which when expressed in terms 
of an imperfection amounts to about 0.75% of the total area of the piling. 
Although this figure appears to be small, nonetheless it represents a 
significant 'open' area. A typical clutch detail is shown in Fig 1.7.
If piling is driven such that stresses (tension or compression) develop 
across the clutches, then the gaps tend to close and the watertightness 
improves. The effect of clutch stresses on cut-off wall performance has 
been investigated by Jaspar and Ringheim (1953).
In conditions of difficult driving"^, for example in dense gravel or
soil containing boulders, sheet piling is susceptible to damage. Clutches
have been known to separate and distort and piles deviate from the vertical. 
When driving to hard bedrock the piling may split and even curl upwards 
(Sterard et al, 1963), and because of the difficulty in achieving 
penetration, a series of stepped triangular gaps may be formed at a sloping 
rock surface. Since basal penetration is desirable in order to achieve a 
seal, ideal conditions are when the piling is driven to soft or weathered 
bedrock.
Data published by Lane and Wohlt (1961) indicate that under certain
conditions, a movement of fines into the clutch gaps and rusting contribute
to an improvement in cut-off wall performance with time. In the long-term 
Leonard (1968) considers that a deterioration in the state of the piling 
is likely to occur.
On account of unknown factors such as the tightness of the clutches, 
the amount of fines plugging the clutch gaps, the degree of rusting and 
the extent of any damage, it is difficult to make an assessment of the 
effectiveness of an installed sheet pile wall.
1. This may necessitate the use of jetting
Less conventional types of cut-off wall employing two rows of steel 
sheet piling, the space between being filled with concrete or compacted clay 
are described by Wilson and Squier (1969) and Terzaghi and Lacroix (1964) 
respectively.
1.2.3 Concrete cut-off walls in open cut or trench
If the depth of pervious soil is limited, it may be economical to 
construct the cut-off wall in open cut. The wall is built between 
vertical shutters and Brown (1965) points out that such conditions are ideal 
for the formation of a high quality wall, free from hidden defects which are 
more likely to occur when concrete is placed in a narrow trench.
When the depth of overburden is such that it would be impracticable to 
excavate in open cut, a sheeted trench is constructed to foundation level.
The trench is excavated by hand; the main problems are the design of a 
suitable trench wall support system and dewatering in water bearing ground.
Sherard et al (1963) report that due to the high cost of labour and 
constructional problems, the concrete cut-off wall placed in deep trench 
is now no longer used]- the last major construction being in 1925. Its 
use has however continued in Britain. Well documented accounts are given 
of the construction of deep cut-off walls (exceeding 60 m) at the Silent 
Valley Dam, Belfast (Mclldowie, 1936) and Ladybower Dam (Hill, 1949).
More recently, deep cut-off walls were constructed at the Selset Dam where a 
2 m  wide concrete wall extends to a maximum depth of 38 m  through boulder 
clay to rock (Kennard and Kennard,1962) and at Balderhead Dam where a 1.8 m 
wide concrete wall extends to a maximum depth of 25 m  through shale (Kennard,
1964).
1. In America
1.2.4 Contiguous Bored Piles
This type of cut-off wall consists of a row of intersecting cast-in- 
place concrete piles, installed through pervious soil and penetrating 
typically 1.5 m  into bedrock. Pile diameters are commonly in the range
0.60 to 0.90 m.
The method of installation is shown in Fig 1.8. Alternate holes are 
drilled and cased to the required depth, and then backfilled either with 
concrete or gravel which is then grouted, the casing being withdrawn as the 
pile is formed. When the concrete has gained str.ength, intermediate holes 
are drilled to remove soil and sections from each of the adjacent concrete 
piles. Bentonite slurry is sometimes used to prevent the collapse of the 
boreholes. The intermediate (called ’secant’) piles are then cast to 
complete the row of overlapping piles.
Walls of this type are described by the Edison Group (1961), Phelines 
(1967) Lounamaa (1967) and Choloyan (1968).
Although contiguous bored-pile cut-offs are generally considered to be 
reasonably watertight, a possible source of leakage is at the pile joints. 
Phelines (1967) describes the inclusion of small diameter pipes at the 
joints in the wall installed at Pongolapoort Dam, South Africa, to enable 
water pressure tests to be undertaken to detect defective joints, followed 
by grouting if considered necessary.
An interesting application of the method is described by Carlyle (1965) 
where at the Shek Pik Dam, Hong Kong, two lines of 0.56 m  diameter bored 
concrete piles were constructed 12 m  apart through alluvium. The alluvium 
was grouted within and outside the diaphragm walls.
1.2.5 Cast in-situ diaphragm walls
A trench, usually 0.5 to 1.0 m  wide, is constructed through pervious 
soil to a suitable foundation level using bentonite slurry to stabilise the 
trench walls. The trench is then backfilled with tremied concrete. A
number of specialist firms^ engage in this type of work and although the type
1. IC0S (Impressa Construizioni Opere Specializzate of Milan) is
robabl the best known
stage I Stage Z Stage 3
Fig. 1.8 Contiguous bored pilincj
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Fig. I.? Cast in-situ diaphragm walls
of equipment used depends on the particular process, the sequence of 
operations in similar in many respects. Typically the diaphragm wall 
is cast in panel lengths: alternate panels are excavated and backfilled
with concrete and this is followed by the construction of the intermediate 
panels. An important constructional detail is the formation of a joint 
between adjacent wall panels. Shoulder pipes or keyed shutters are 
used to form stop-ends to a panel section. When the concrete has achieved 
a certain set the stop-end is removed to leave a suitable surface on to 
which the adjacent wall panel may abut (Fig 1.9(i))•General particulars 
regarding the method are given by Sherard et al (1963) and Airapetgan (1970).
The installation of two rows of diaphragm wall, spaced 3 m  apart, 
through 20 m  of sand to bedrock beneath the Obra Dam, India is described by 
Garg and Agrawal (1967). Each wall is 0.6 m  wide and is constructed in 6 m  
panel lengths. Panel joints in the two walls are staggered (in plan) and 
the sand zone between the walls is grouted to form a composite type cut-off 
wall.
At Manicouagan Dam 5, Quebec, a pile-panel type of diaphragm wall was 
constructed to a maximum depth of 70 m  through alluvial deposits (Benoit,
1967). Piles, 0.60 m  in diameter, were installed at 1.2 m  centres and 
short wall units were constructed between (Fig 1.9 (ii) ). A special 
shaped expansive chisel was used to excavate between the piles and to cut 
slightly into the piles in order to form a suitable joint surface (Brown,
1965).
1.2.6 Grouted Cut-off Walls
1.2.6 .1 Alluvial Foundations
Grouting is undertaken in order to reduce the permeability of the 
foundation soil within a defined zone by filling the voids with a suitable 
material which may be, cement or clay or chemical grout or these in 
combination. Grout injection is carried out in boreholes, regularly spaced 
along a line or lines running parallel with the axis of the dam; the
injection process is commonly undertaken using the sleeve pipe (tube a 
manchette) method as described by Ischy and Glossop (1962). Grouting is 
frequently carried out in stages, by using cheaper, coarse grouts to fill 
the larger voids within the soil followed by the use of more expensive 
penetrative grouts to fill the remaining smaller voids (Leonard, 1968). In 
a multiple row grouted cut-off wall, grouting generally proceeds from the 
outside rows towards the centre so that the grout is increasingly retained 
between completed outer zones. The cheaper grouts are usually employed 
in the outer rows. The construction of multiple row grouted cut-off walls 
is adequately covered in the technical literature and excellent descriptions 
are given for the cut-off walls at the Aswan High Dam (Wafa and Labib, 1967), 
the Notre Dame de Commiers Dam (Bonazzi, 1965) and Mission Dam (Terzaghi 
and Lacroix, 1964).
It is recognised that even under the most favourable of conditions it 
is unlikely that all areas within the defined cut-off zone will be success­
fully grouted. In order therefore to minimise the risk of erosion by 
seeping water,the hydraulic gradient across the cut-off wall is usually 
limited to a value typically in the range from 2 to 4 where the cut-off wall 
is in contact with the core wall of the dam. At deeper levels higher 
values of the hydraulic gradient are normally allowed, up to a maximum of 
about 8 . It is for this reason that many grout cut-off walls taper 
progressively with depth, as for example at the Aswan High Dam. The 
thickness of a cut-off wall is therefore determined by placing a restriction 
on the hydraulic gradient and also on the quantity of underseepage.
On the basis of data obtained from in-situ testing in river deposits
at the Aswan, Serre Ponton and Mangla dams it is suggested by Terzaghi and
Peck (1967) that the permeability of grouted sediments is in the range 10 ^
-3
to 10 cm/s, irrespective of the permeability of the sediments in their 
untreated state. Londe (1970) generally confirms this order of permeability 
for grouted sediments in providing comprehensive data relating to twenty 
nine completed grout curtains; summary details of six major grout curtains 
are given in Table 1.1*
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1.2.6.2 Rock Foundations
The purpose of grouting is to seal 
fissures, joints, faults and other 
discontinuities present within the rock mass. 
Cement forms the base for most rock grouting, 
with additives such as clay and chemicals to 
assist in achieving penetration. When voids 
are substantial then coarse fillers such as 
sand and fly ash are often added (Leonard,
1968). When weathering and fracturing has 
made the rock highly pervious in its upper 
horizons, blanket grouting, using relatively 
shallow injection holes distributed over a 
wide area, is normally undertaken. Prior to 
this stage the rock surface is sealed either 
with a concrete layer or a gunite blanket 
to prevent surface leakage of grout when 
injected under pressure. At deeper levels a 
thinner grout curtain is formed. A typical 
grouted cut-off in rock is shown in Fig 1.10 
which is based on the cut-off wall installed 
beneath the Holjes Dam, Sweden (Reinius, 
1967).
Some interesting installation details 
relating to cut-off walls in rock are given 
by Jaeger (1972).
Core of dam
Concrete 
5 la p
Surface
Sealing—
zone \
Upper zone, 
(grout blanket)
Intermediate
zone
peep zone 
(grout curtain^
Fig. U O  
Gvouted cu t-c ff wall in ro c k
(after Reinius, 1967}
1.2.7 Slurry trench cut-off walls
The slurry trench method of construction consists basically of 
excavating by dragline a vertical trench through pervious overburden, using 
bentonite slurry to stabilise the trench walls, and then backfilling the 
trench with relatively impervious material. A specification will generally 
require that the backfill be well graded, impermeable in-place and contain 
sufficient coarse material to minimise post-construction settlements (Wilson 
and Squier, 1969). The excavated soil is stockpiled and selected material, 
which invariably includes fines in the silt-clay range and bentonite, is 
thoroughly mixed in to improve the grading characteristics and produce a 
material typically with a 10% - 25% clay content and ranging up to coarse 
gravel size. A trench wall is designed against a possible rupture under full 
operating head, and this criterion determines the wall thickness. On some 
completed projects the limiting values of hydraulic gradient fall in the 
range 7 to 12 (Jones, 1967).
The first major installation of this type of cut-off wall was carried
out in 1958 at the Wanapum Dam on the Columbia River (La Russo, 1963), where
a 3 m  wide wall was constructed to a maximum depth of 25 m  through sand
and gravel deposits containing boulders. To achieve a factor of safety of
four against a piping rupture in the wall, the hydraulic gradient was limited
to 9. On the basis of in-situ tests it was claimed that the permeability of
-9
the completed wall was of the order of 5 x 10 cm/s, compared to about 
-2
1 x 10 cm/s for the natural soil.
Design features introduced at Wanapum dam, and which have been 
incorporated into cut-off walls beneath more recent dams, include a flared 
top to the trench wall where it connects to the core wall and a i m  thick 
concrete pad at the base, cast directly onto bedrock.
Jones (1967) has tabulated various projects in which slurry trench 
cut-off walls have been adopted.
1.3 CUT-OFF WALL PERFORMANCE
1.3.1 Definitions of cut-off efficiency
1.3.1.1 Flow efficiency
The efficiency of a cut-off wall installed beneath a dam founded
on a pervious foundation has been defined by Casagrande (1961) in terms of
the quantity of seepage passing beneath the dam had a cut-off wall not been
provided (Qq ) and the quantity of seepage with a cut-off wall provided (Q):
eq = (Q0 -  Q)/Q0 ... (1.2)
The drawback with this method of assessment is that there is no direct way of 
determining the amount of underseepage that would have occurred had the cut­
off wall not been installed (Bishop, 1963). Further, reliance has to be 
placed in flow measuring devices positioned downstream of the dam in order 
to assess the quantity of seepage Q. For these reasons only an approximate
assessment of flow efficiency can usually be made.
1.3.1.2 Head efficiency
It is more convenient to express the effectiveness of a cut-off
wall in terms of the head loss across the cut-off wall expressed as a
proportion of the total head loss across the dam, as advocated by Lane and 
Wohlt (1961), Bishop (1963) and Terzaghi and Peck (1967). Piezometers 
installed in the foundation, at the base of the dam, immediately upstream 
and downstream of the cut-off wall register the head drop across the wall. 
Usually a number of piezometers are provided to enable the piezometric level 
across the base of the dam to be defined (Fig 1.11).
Piezometri'c level re lating  to the  base o f  th e  dam
'/S SS S S S S S S S SS//SS SS/ S S f f SS SSS/S/ S S
C u t- o f f  Wall
Fig. 1.(1 Ef-fect op cut-opp wall on piezometric level
The head efficiency is defined as follows:
Eh = h /H ... (1.3)
where h : head loss across the cut-off wall.
H : total head loss across the dam.
is a direct method of assessment and gives a true measure of cut-off 
performance.
1.3.2 Assessment of cut-off wall performance
1.3.2.1 Introduction
If the provision of a particular type of cut-off wall is being 
considered as a means of underseepage control for a dam then an estimate as 
to its anticipated performance is required prior to installation. After 
reservoir impounding a direct measure of performance (in terms of head 
efficiency) can only be made on the basis of piezometric data; a measure of 
flow efficiency is based on an estimated discharge beneath the dam without 
the cut-off wall provided. Thus both at the design stage and under 
operating conditions (in the absence of instrumentation) the effectiveness 
of a cut-off wall is assessed on the basis of estimated quantities. Various 
methods are available by which a flow problem may be investigated and those 
in common usage and which are subsequently described are: hydraulic models;
electrical analogue models; rigorous and approximate mathematical solutions
graphical or flow-net sketching techniques. The viscous flow or Hele—Shaw
This
wall
model, details of which are given by Bear (1972),may also have an 
application in the present context but beyond stating this possibility no 
further consideration is given to this experimental method.
In order to establish either a physical or mathematical representation 
of a prototype, basic data relating to the flow domain are required, 
specifically information concerning the cut-off wall and a knowledge of the 
the foundation conditions.
1.3.2.2 Cut-off wall permeability
The geometry of a cut-off wall is specified by its thickness and 
depth of penetration. The allocation of a realistic value to the 
permeability of a cut-off wall may present difficulties particularly if the 
wall is of the type^ which derives its imperfection from the presence of 
gaps or joints between individual components of the wall. Some 
simplifying assumption has usually to be made to represent imperfections 
in a sheet pile wall. Russo (1958) suggests representing the piling by an 
equivalent, uniformly pervious wall of thickness 1 m with a permeability 
value of the order of 0.5% that of the foundation soil. Alternatively it 
may be represented as an impervious membrane punctured by regularly spaced 
slits as described by Ambraseys (1963a) and Krizek and Karadi (1969).
The permeability of cut-off walls which may be described as uniformly 
pervious may be assessed more readily. Data relating to completed grout 
curtains and slurry trench cut-off walls are available in the technical 
literature for a wide range of foundation conditions and some guidance is 
given in the preceeding section 1.2. The permeability of a rolled earth 
cut-off wall may be determined on the basis of laboratory tests. A 
positive assessment of the permeability of a grout curtain may be made by 
undertaking in-situ tests either on a completed section of the grout curtain 
itself or on a specially constructed test section as described for example 
by Skempton and Cattin (1963) and Geddes et al (1972).
1. Sheet pile walls; contiguous bored piles; concrete diaphragm walls.
For other types of cut-off wall, when the technical literature fails 
to provide a precedent and in-situ testing is not proposed then a permeability 
assessment becomes something of an educated guess.
1.3.2.3 Foundation conditions
1.3.2.3.1 The ground profile
An interpretation of data resulting from a borehole investigation, 
which in some circumstances may be supplemented by a geophysical investigation, 
enables a three dimensional, albeit simplified, picture of the sub-surface 
conditions to be constructed for a dam site. Terzaghi and Peck (1967) discuss 
in detail the problems of data collection and interpretation. Close 
attention should be paid to geological detail, particularly to the detection 
of thin lenses of soil the presence of which may have a controlling influence 
on the drainage characteristics of the foundation as a whole (Rowe, 1968).
The technical literature is prolific on the subject of ground investigation 
but useful information of a more general nature is given by Hvorslev (1949), 
the British Standard Code of Practice 2001 (1957), Griffiths and King (1965), 
Sherard et al (1963), Terzaghi and Peck (1967), U S Bureau of Reclamation 
(1973) and Rowe (1972) who in addition provides an extensive bibliography 
on the subject.
When an investigation is undertaken in rock, the emphasis is not so much 
on the recognition of the various rock types, which is in itself of 
importance, but on the detection of weathered zones and structural 
discontinuities (joints, fractures, fissures and faults) within the rock mass. 
Since seepage flow through rock is controlled largely by the presence of 
discontinuities, information regarding their distribution and orientation 
has particular relevance. Rock dam foundations are considered generally by 
Blyth and de Freitas (1974) and Wahlstrom (1974) and case studies are 
presented by Walters (1971). Descriptions of a considerable number of case 
studies of soil and rock foundations are to be found in the Proceedings of 
the International Congress on Large Dams held in Stockholm 1933, Washington
1936, Stockholm 1948, New Delhi 1951, Paris 1955, New York 1958, Rome 1961, 
Edinburgh 1964,Istanbul 1967, Montreal 1970 and Madrid 1973.
For the purposes of assessing cut-off wall efficiency it is frequently 
necessary to make a simplification to the ground profile, the extent to which 
such a simplification is made depending on the method of investigation to be 
adopted.
1.3.2.3.2 Foundation permeability
Seepage flow through pervious media may be represented by 
equation 1.4 which defines a relationship between the velocity of flow (if) 
and the hydraulic gradient (i):
i = alT + b!Tn ... (1.4)
The constants a, b and n are empirically determined for a particular medium. 
This equation, attributed to Forchheimer, is presented by Muscat (1937),
Scheidegger (1957) and Polubarinova-Kochina (1962) in authoritative texts
1 2 
on groundwater flow. The Reynolds number (Re) is used as a criterion to
to distinguish between laminar and turbulent flow in porous media. Laminar
. . 3
flow is considered to occur when Re does not exceed a value m  the range
1 to 12 (Muscat 1937, Taylor 1948, Todd 1959, Harr 1962, Aravin and Numerov 
1965 and Verruijt 1970); the limiting value of Re is usually accepted as 
unity. A linear relationship between the velocity of flow and the hydraulic 
gradient characterises laminar flow and equation 1.4 reduces to the familiar 
form: V = Ki ... (1.5)
1. Reynolds number is a dimensionless quantity representing the ratio of
inertia forces to viscous (frictional) forces within a flow system. 
Relating to a porous medium it is expressed in terms of the velocity of 
flow (V), the coefficient of kinematic viscosity (7^ ~ ) of the pore fluid 
and a representative particle (or pore) dimension (d) ie Re =lTdf?r
2. Leonards (1962) points out that the application of Re, which is a 
characteristic of a straight tube, may be of questionable value.
* ' / • ‘
3. Scheideggar (1957) quotes a wider range of values of Re namely 0.1 to
75, which' indicates an 'uncertainty* factor of 750 and casts doubt on 
the reliability of the use of Reynolds number as a criterion.
which is an expression of Darcy's law, wherein the proportionality 
constant k is termed the coefficient of permeability. At high values of 
Re the hydraulic gradient varies with the square of the velocity and for 
this condition equation 1.4 reduces to:
i = cTf 2 ...(1.6)
Summary data^ presented by Rose (1945)j Todd (1959) and Bear (1972) indicate
that the value of Re which defines the onset of turbulent flow lies in the
2
approximate range 100 to 1000. Transitional flow is said to occur at 
values of Re intermediate between the upper and lower limiting values 
corresponding to turbulent and laminar flow. The full expression given 
by equation 1.4 is then applicable for this case, with the exponent of 
velocity (n) in the range 1 <  n < 2 ..
Seepage flow may be expressed more simply, although approximately, by 
a modified form of the Forchheimer equation:
i = cVn ... (1.7)
as advocated by Muscat (1937), Taylor (1948), Scheidegger (1957) and 
Polubarinova-Kochina (1962). The value of the exponent of velocity 
depends on the type of flow occurring but would again lie in the range 
1 <  n ^  2 .
Accepting the proposition that laminar flow occurs in porous media 
at values of Reynolds number less than or equal to unity then it is easily 
demonstrated (Taylor 1948 and Harr 1962) that Darcy's law is applicable 
to seepage flow in soil (and rock) in which the representative grain size 
does not exceed about 0,5 mm, this being indicative of medium-coarse sand.
It follows that non-linear flow may therefore be expected to occur in 
coarser media (Muscat 1937, Taylor 1948, Aravin and Numerov 1963 and Verruijt
!• Presented in dimensionless form as plots of Re against the Fanning 
friction factor (f) where f = digJi^ -•
2. An interesting discussion on the nature of transitional flow is given 
by Rose and Rizk (1949) in terms of the parallel-pipe analogue.
1970). Laboratory tests undertaken by Anandakrishnan and Varadarajulu (1963)
greater than 0.3 mm and Leps (1973) reports tests in which full turbulence 
was recorded in 38 mm gravel. In fissured rock and rock containing
It is generally assumed that turbulent flow occurs in rockfill (Parkin, 
1971; Leps, 1973).
While it is probable that in the majority of cases the flow of water 
through a foundation will be in accordance with Darcy’s law, nonetheless,
in some circumstances transitional or turbulent flow may occur and care 
should therefore be exercised when interpreting the results of laboratory 
and in-situ tests undertaken for the purpose of establishing seepage 
flow parameters.
The effect of permeability variations within a foundation should be
considered. Most naturally occurring deposits of soil and rock are
stratified being composed of successive layers each with a different
permeability value. (Terzaghi 1943). If the thickness of individual layers
(H^) and their respective permeabilities (K^) are known then average values
for the horizontal permeability (K ) and the vertical permeability (K )
x y
can be established for the deposit as a whole using the following expressions:
have shown transitional flow to occur in sand of effective grain size
1
solution openings, significant deviations from linear seepage are known to
2
occur (Todd,1959; Polubarinova-Kochina,1962• Siline-Bekchourine,(undated ).
on the basis of the foregoing discussion, it should be recognised that
a
(1 .8a)
(1 .8b)
1. The d ^  size
2. post 1961
The deposit is then said to be anisotropic with respect to permeability 
since Kx 4 K . In practice individual layers within a deposit exhibit 
anisotropy. This results from preferred particle packing during the
process of deposition when individual particles tend to orientate with their
longer axis horizontal. The horizontal layering is progressively accentuated 
as the thickness of overburden increases. In nearly all cases^ the 
permeability in the direction of the bedding planes (K^) exceeds the 
permeability normal to the bedding planes (Ky). Muscat (1937) provides
experimental evidence to show that the ratio of K^/K^ for sands lies in the
range 1 ^  K^/K^ ^  42.
1.3.2.4 Fundamental equations of seepage flow
To conclude this section of the work dealing with the assessment of
cut-off wall performance it is considered appropriate to introduce some 
fundamental equations of seepage flow which enable solutions to underseepage 
problems to be obtained in terms of such quantities as discharge rate and 
head values within the flow domain once data relating to the cut-off wall
and the foundation conditions have been established.
Consider the flow of groundwater to be in accordance with Darcy’s law, 
which in differential form may be represented as:
^ s  = K s | l  ••• (1-9)
wherein dh/c)s, If and K g are respectively the hydraulic gradient, the 
velocity of flow and the permeability in the S direction. The total head
(h) equals the sum of the elevation head, the pressure head and the 
velocity head:
h = Z + P / ^ w  + Vs2/2g ... (1.10)2
1. An exception is the wind blown deposit loess which by virtue of its 
vertical structure
2. This is a statement of Bernoulli’s equation.
wherein P is the pressure, Y w  is the density of water, g is the 
gravitational acceleration and Z is the height of the point under consid­
eration above a datum level. Because seepage velocities are usually low, 
the velocity head may be neglected without introducing appreciable error.
In a rectangular coordinate system (x, y, z) the velocity components are 
given by:
tt = k ~  , y  = k v—  , y  = K 9 ^  ... (1 .11)
V x x d x  u y y dy z 2 oy
The continuity equation^ for three dimensional incompressible flow is 
given by:
hsy + ... (1 .12)
o x a y 0  2.
Combining equations 1.11 and 1.12 yields:
K + K  + K i V - " 0  (113)
x 3 x 2 y h 1
For the case of two dimensional seepage flow, which may be said to represent
the majority of underseepage problems equation 1.13 reduces to:
< ^ h a. v n ' n \/\2K r— 7) + K r— rr = 0  ... (1.14)
X <^x y V
If the flow medium is isotropic with respect to permeability (K = K ) then
x y
a further simplification can be made to yield the Laplace equation: 
)
'h^ 2h ^ 2i
^ x 2 a  2
= 0 ... (1.15)
y
The solution of this equation may be achieved using one of the methods listed
in section 1.3.2.1, thus enabling head values within the flow domain to be
established for appropriate boundary conditions. Contours of equal head
3
values (known as equipotential lines) may be drawn and it can be shown 
that for an isotropic medium the flow lines intersect the equipotentials 
orthogonally. Alternatively equipotentials and flow lines may be
1. A derivation is given by Terzaghi (1943)
2. The z direction is taken to be parallel with the axis of the dam
3. Scott (1963)
determined directly employing the graphical technique of flow set sketching, 
which is described in detail by Cedergren (1967). The quantity of discharge 
is determined by the direct application of Darcy's law (Fig 1.12):
AC?
Fuj. I . IZ  Element in a -flow-net
ai>= A t  5 c<d-.As
head loss between a$i>= AH
A q =vAs  = K A H A5
L i
Q = N A  Q = N K __H_ AS
n d ^ £
where N^: No of flow tubes
Npi No of equipotential 
drops
H : total head loss
•. Q = KH ~
a h  v n d
... (1.16)
In practice the ratio As I hi is usually set equal to unity and a flow-net 
of square elements is drawn.
By adopting a simple scale transformation a square flow-net may be 
drawn in a flow domain exhibiting transverse anisotropy, this condition 
being represented by the flow equation (1.14) which is re-written as:
<^2h ^ 2h+
£ y 2
= 0 ... (1.14a)
Defining a new coordinate variable in the x direction by x t = x then
x
Taylor (1948) demonstrates that if the new variable x fc is substituted for 
the variable x in equation (1.14a) the following equation results:
A solution to this (Laplacian) equation is achieved by constructing a square 
flow net over the flow domain drawn to a natural vertical scale and a 
distorted horizontal scale, the horizontal dimensions being reduced^ by theFfactor I—  . The quantity of seepage is then determined from the 
A x
constructed flow net using the expression:
{ s ) { r )  -  a -m
where /  = /K K .H x y
The graphical method may be extended to the case of non-linear (transitional 
and turbulent) flow as described by Lee (1968) and Kltiber and Breth (1971) . 
Assuming equation 1.7 to be valid for this case, ie i = c2Jn where 
1 <  n ^  2, then for the flow-net element shown in Fig 1.12:
M  . „ A s  A  * ' A s - )  A :. - (v
I \ /  Nf \  / A s
Thus Q = A Q  Nt7 =
(1.19)
’F I J/u/l „ Jftll '
The flow net is drawn such that the increments A q  and A H are maintained 
throughout the net and to achieve this end the quantity A s / A E ^  is kept 
at a constant value. A mathematical solution to the non-linear flow case 
is also presented by Lee (1968).
Other methods of solution (listed in section 1.3.2.1) are developed in 
Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6 .
1. Since K normally exceeds K 
x 17 y
CHAPTER 2
SCOPE OF PRESENT INVESTIGATION
During the period 1965/66 the writer was working on the design of the
Kainji Dam on the Niger River. An associated problem that arose was in
making an appraisal of the contractor's design proposals for the control of 
seepage beneath the downstream cofferdam. Involvement with this project 
focussed attention on the need for additional work to be undertaken in the 
subject area of the performance assessment of cut-off walls and this forms 
the basis of the present investigation. A general introduction to the 
subject is given in Chapter 1 where various aspects of underseepage control 
are considered, a number of different types of cut-off wall used in current
Civil Engineering practice are described and the nature of the problem of
> # 0
performance assessment is discussed.
In the context of assessing the effectiveness of cut-off walls the objectives 
of the investigation may be stated thus:
1. To present a comprehensive summary of published information through 
a review of previous analytical and experimental work, and case 
histories which provide performance observations on installed 
cut-off walls.
2. To develop additional analytical solutions which have application
to a wider range of foundation conditions.
3. To obtain (using experimental and numerical methods of solution) 
performance data for partially and fully penetrating cut-off walls:
(i) which derive their imperfection from the presence of gaps
or joints between individual members constituting the 
wall (ie steel sheet piling, contiguous bored piling and 
concrete cut-off walls)
(ii) of the type which reduce the permeability of the foundation 
in a defined zone and which may be considered as being 
uniformly pervious (ie grout curtains and slurry trench 
cut-off walls).
4. To undertake an appraisal of performance data and the various 
methods of assessment, and on the basis of information resulting 
from the investigation make design recommendation and identify 
future areas of study.
Since the majority of dams now constructed are of the earth-embankment 
type, the investigation is restricted primarily to the problem depicted 
in Fig 2.1 where the base length of the dam is large compared to the 
foundation thickness.
Impervious boundary'///// / // // -  -
-* s yysyy/ss s . yy ? vyss s ; Ayyy; s y s -y-y yrr.-•
Impervious I boundary
Fig. Z.I basic problem under investiga tion
A two dimensional problem in seepage is represented, which implies a 
uniform foundation thickness along the length of the longitudinal axis 
of the dam. This idealisation is adopted for the convenience of analys
It is to be recognised however that in practice since dams are generally 
constructed in valleys, the longitudinal section is likely to be 
irregularly triangular or trapezoidal rather than rectangular in shape.
While a reduction in the quantity of underseepage may, in some 
circumstances, be an important design consideration, nevertheless the main 
area of concern is in ensuring the stability of a dam and the prime 
function of a cut-off wall is to reduce foundation pore water pressures 
beneath the downstream shoulder to an acceptable level. It is appropriate 
therefore that assessments of cut-off wall effectiveness be made in terms 
of head efficiency.
CHAPTER 3
A REVIEW OF PREVIOUS THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL WORK IN ASSESSING 
THE PERFORMANCE OF CUT-OFF WALLS AND SOME ADDITIONAL APPROXIMATE 
SOLUTIONS DEVELOPED IN THIS PRESENT INVESTIGATION
3.1 INTRODUCTION
The type of flow occurring in different media has been discussed 
in Chapter 1, and in broad terms it may be stated that if the material 
is composed of soil finer than coarse sand or fine gravel then the flow 
will be laminar; in soil coarser than fine gravel the flow will be 
transitional; and in very coarse material (rock-fill for example) and 
fissured or jointed rock the flow is likely to approach full turbulence. 
Whereas the type of flow beneath a dam may vary therefore from laminar 
to approaching full turbulence depending on the nature of the foundation 
material, a review of the technical literature reveals that solutions to 
problems of underseepage relate exclusively to the laminar flow 
condition. This is probably because many dams are founded on alluvial 
deposits and accordingly the research effort has been directed towards 
the solution of this problem. The absence of solutions relating to non­
linear flow situations is somewhat surprising, since dams founded on 
gravel or jointed rock are by no means uncommon.^
In the following Section 3.2 a review of previous work is undertaken 
but only those solutions which may be regarded as providing general data - 
as opposed to data relating to a dam at a particular site - have been 
abstracted from the technical literature; all solutions presented are 
for the laminar flow condition.
1. Examples are given in the Proceedings of the International Congress 
on Large Dams (ICOLD)
3.2 A REVIEW OF PREVIOUS THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL WORK
3.2.1 Dams with perfect cut-off walls
The solutions presented herein are mathematically based and have
been developed primarily through the use of the method of conformal
transformation as described for example by Leliavsky (1955). The
solutions represent the work of a number of authors noteably Weaver (1931),
Khosla and co-workers(Harr,1962),Muscat(1937) and Russian mathematicians
including Pavlovsky and Polubarinova-Kochina (1952). Much of the work
produced by the Russians is not readily accessible but material has been
translated (Polubarinova-Kochina’s book was translated by de Wiest in
1962) and some has been collated and presented by Leliavsky (1955) and
Harr (1962). Additional material is given by Aravin and Numerov (1965) and
Bear (1972). Supplementary work has been undertaken by King (1967)and King
and Collins(1968). Data relating to dams with no cut-off walls have also been
included in this section and are used to develop further solutions for
imperfect cut-off walls in the later section 3.3.
(a) Dam with no cut-off wall founded on an infinite thickness
of soil
The solution to this problem has been presented by 
Polubarinova-Kochina (1952). Since the depth of foundation soil is 
unlimited the quantity of discharge is infinite, but an expression for 
the discharge relating to a a zone bounded by a particular flow line which 
begins and terminates at a distance S from the centre line of the dam on 
the upstream and downstream boundaries respectively (Fig 3.1) is given by:-
A  Q = ki_H Cosh” 1 _ S _  where S >  B/2 .. . (3.1)
7T B/2
The pressure head on the base of the dam in excess of the downstream
water level is given by the following expression:-
A h  = H Cos" 1 x ...(3.2)
TT B72
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(b) Dam with a cut-off wall founded on an infinite thickness
of soil
This case shown in Fig 3.2 was analysed by Weaver (1932) 
and Khosla et al (1954) and is reported by Harr (1962). Values of the 
pressure head at points X and Y immediately upstream and downstream of 
the cut-off wall were determined for values of B/d and Bi/B. Fig 3.3 
has been prepared on the basis of the data given by Harr (1962) and shows 
the variation Of head efficiency (h/H) of the cut-off wall with different 
values of the ratios B/d and B|/B.
(c) Dam without a cut-off wall founded on a limited thickness 
of soil
The geometry of the problem and the solution, (due to Muscat, 
1937) given in terms of the flow parameter Q/k| H and the ratio of the 
breadth of the dam (B) to the thickness of foundation soil (D) is shown 
in Fig 3.4. It may be noted that for wide dams the quantity of seepage 
is practically independant of the B/D ratio for values of B / D >  6 .
The variation of pressure head across the base of the dam is shown in 
Fig 3.5.
(d) Dam with a cut-off wall founded on a limited thickness of soil 
The majority of practical situations are closely represented
by this problem, the essential difference between the prototype and 
theoretical model being that in the latter a perfect cut-off wall is
assumed, whereas in practice a cut-off wall is almost certain to be
\ '
imperfect however slight the imperfection may prove to be. The quantity 
of seepage (Q) is given in terms of the flow parameter Q/k, H for different 
values of the ratios d/D and B/D in Fig 3.6 ,where the variables are also 
defined. This solution is given by Muscat (1937).
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Harr (1962) points out that the underseepage decreases with the depth of 
the cut-off wall and width of dam. However the advantage gained by 
increasing the depth of the cut-off wall is seen to decrease as the ratio 
of B/D increases. Indeed for B/D ^  2, the quantity of underseepage is 
almost independant of the depth of the cut-off wall, unless full penet­
ration is approached. Regarding the location of the cut-off wall 
(Fig 3.7), although the discharge is a maximum when the wall is centrally 
located, the variation with position is slight. Consequently for 
practical purposes the discharge for any particular location of cut-off 
wall may be taken as that which occurs for the centrally placed wall.
On the basis of information given by Harr (1962), the head efficiency of a 
centrally placed cut-off wall has been deduced for the parameters B/D 
and d/D and this data is shown in Fig 3.8 for values of B/D ^  4.
Additional information is included in Fig 3.8 for ratios of B/D = 6 and 8
and this has been obtained from Muscat (1937). Unfortunately complete 
data for B/D >  4 are seemingly not available and the relationships for 
d/D >  0.8 have been extrapolated.
3.2.2 Dams with Imperfect Cut-off Walls
(a) Casagrande (1961)
What may be regarded as being the first comprehensive and 
critical account on the effectiveness of cut-off walls was given by 
Casagrande (1961). Attention was focussed primarily on concrete gravity 
dams founded on pervious rock, and cut-off walls were examined in the 
context of assessing the relative merits of a grout curtain and a line of
drainage holes when, as in normal practice, both were provided for the 
purpose of reducing the amount of seepage and uplift pressures beneath a
dam.
While it was generally considered by designers that the 
reason for installing a grout curtain was to reduce the quantity of under-
■imperfect
perfect
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seepage and drainage holes to relieve uplift pressures, Casagrande pointed 
out that the effect of the two systems could not be entirely separated out 
since they acted in combination. Fig 3.9 shows the effect of cut-off 
walls and drainage measures on the uplift pressure beneath a dam. Since 
with most dams the line of drainage holes and the grout curtain are in 
close proximity, the difficulty arose of evaluating the performance of the 
cut-off wall. Nonetheless for those dams where piezometer observations 
across the base of the dam were available, the evidence pointed to the 
fact that only relatively small head losses occurred across the cut-off 
walls. This being the case, then seepage and uplift pressure control 
were being achieved mainly by drainage.
Since the present investigation is concerned only with cut-off
walls, a discussion on drainage measures will not be further pursued
beyond saying that theoretical predictions and field observations confirm 
the effectiveness of such measures, particularly when the drainage holes 
extend completely through the thickness of pervious rock and terminate in 
sound rock beneath.
In an attempt to give a more positive indication of the 
effectiveness of cut-off walls, Casagrande presented a theoretical analysis 
(developed in 1936 by Dachler) based on the following assumptions:-
1. The cut-off wall is thin.
2. Cut-off wall imperfection is represented by a number of evenly
spaced slits.
3. The width of the dam (B) is equal to the thickness of the
pervious stratum (D).
4. Horizontal flow occurs beneath the dam.
The latter assumption was made since it was considered likely that the 
full upstream and downstream hydrostatic pressures would be transmitted 
through open fissures and joints in the rock over the full depth of the 
pervious zone on vertical sections passing through the upstream and
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downstream extremities of the dam respectively. The seepage problem is 
presented in Fig 3.10.
Defining the cut-off efficiency (Eg) in terms of the discharge 
with a cut-off wall (Q) and without a cut-off wall (Qq) then:
=
Q0 - Q
Q V
In sin TTW 
 _______ 2D_
In sinTTJJ - NTTB 
2D 2D
and Eg =  — ---------  ••• 0.3)
when w/D *< 0.1 the expression may be simplified to:
loS10 2D
Eg = TTW   ... (3.4)
N B + log 2D 
1.47D 1 TTW
Casagrande represented a single line grout curtain by a hypothetical 
impervious membrane provided with 3 m m  wide slits spaced at 3 m  centres, 
this corresponding to an open-space ratio of 0.1%. For the case with 
D = 30 m, the 3 m  spacing gives N = 10 and a theoretical flow efficiency 
of 29%. For the same area of imperfection but represented now by 60 slits, 
the efficiency falls to about 6%.
Acknowledging firstly the unreality of considering a grout
1 'f'
curtain as a thin impermeable screen and secondly the simp Ideation 
involved in representing the grout curtain by a thin membrane punctured 
by regularly spaced slits, nonetheless an interpretation of these 
theoretical predictions does give a general indication that low 
efficiencies are to be expected with a single line grout curtain. On the 
basis of theoretical work and a review of case histories where reliable 
piezometer readings were recorded on both sides of a single line of grout 
holes in rock, Casagrande concluded that the flow efficiency was unlikely 
to exceed about 30%.
1. This implies that each grout hole affects a limited radius and that the 
curtain consists of a series of narrow over-lapping cylinders of grouted 
rock (Champion,1961), when in practice the curtain is more likely to be 
highly irregular in shape, due to the fissured and jointed nature of the 
rock. '
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Making reference to Casagrande's paper, Ambraseys (1961) 
suggested that an improvement in flow efficiency could be achieved by 
providing a thicker cut-off wall (formed for example by a number of 
lines of grout holes) and to illustrate this point extended the theoretical 
analysis to walls of finite thickness. Furthermore, in order to make 
analytical results more generally applicable to dams founded on pervious 
soils, the effect of entrance and exit seepage losses and the B/D ratio 
was also considered. Data relating to B/D = 1 is given in Fig 3.11 for 
comparison purposes.
(b) Ambraseys (1963a)
An approximate analytical solution was obtained by Ambraseys 
(1963a) for the efficiency of fully penetrating, centrally placed, 
imperfect cut-off walls. The cut-off imperfection was represented by 
N horizontal, evenly spaced slits and the degree of imperfect defined 
as the ratio of the total area of slits in the cut-off wall (W) to the 
total area of the cut-off wall (D). The problem investigated is shown 
in Fig 3.12. A solution in terms of the flow efficiency ( E q )  was 
obtained by dividing the flow domain into three regions and establishing 
the head losses due to seepage in each of the regions using available 
analytical solutions.
The head loss in region 1 where flow occurs from the upstream 
surface of the foundation soil to the vertical section AA is given by:
H x = Q(Mo/D + 0 . 4 4 ) / ^  ... (3.5)
Use of this equation implies that at section AA, located at a distance 
Mo from the heel of the dam, the velocity of flow throughout the depth D 
is essentially uniform. The dimension Mo depends on the ratio B/D as 
follows:
B/D 1.4 1.5 2.0 4.0 8.0
Mo/D 0.5 0.4 0.30 0.20 0.10
In estimating it was assumed that for practical purposes, providing 
B/D > 1 . 4  then Mo = D/2.
The flow is horizontal and uniform in region 2, but as the
slits are approached there is a convergence of flow. The head loss in
this region is evaluated from the following expression which accounts for 
the loss in head in the zone of horizontal flow and the entrance losses 
for flow into the slits:
h 2 = Q [ S/D - 2.3 log sin (TT W/2D)/TT N J / ^  ... (3.6)
where S represents the distance between section AA and the face of the 
cut-off wall (Section BB).
Flow through the slits is assumed to be uniform and the head 
loss between section BB and the centre line of the cut-off wall is:
H 3 = Q (t/2W)/K| ... (3.7)
Since the total head loss across the dam is H then:
H = 2 (H + H 2 + H 3)
Substituting in this expression the head loss values for the three 
regions and solving for Q gives:
Q = H K j T o .88 + B/D + t(D/W-l)/D - 4.6 log sin (7TW/2D) /ttNJ . . . (3.8)
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The discharge without a cut-off wall (Qo) is determined as follows:
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From H = 2H. + H„ 
A B
Ha  = Qo (0.5 + 0.44)/Kx
Hg = Qo (B - D ) / ^  
Qq = HK1 (0.88 + B/D)
-1
In terms of the flow efficiency the effectiveness of the cut-off wall 
is determined from = (Qq - Q)
ie E = [t(D/W - 1)/D - 4.6 log sin (TTW/2D)/n ] ... (3.9)
^ [0.88 + B/D + t (D/W - 1)/D - 4.6 log sin (TTW/2D)/ttnJ
This expression may be related to the efficiency of a cut-off wall of
permeability by allowing the number of slits (N) to tend to infinity
and replacing the term (W/D) by (K2/K^).
Eo =
(k1 /k2 - 1)/D ... (3.10)
B/D + t (k1/k - 1)/D + 0.88
to illustrate the effect of the parameters on the cut-off wall efficiency 
for a dam with a ratio of B/D = 10, Fig 3.13 is reproduced from Ambrasey’s 
paper.
On the basis of this theoretical investigation it was 
concluded that the smaller the ratio B/D, the greater is the effect of 
the width of the cut-off wall on the efficiency. Further, that since the 
value of B/D for earth dams is normally large, in order to be reasonably 
effective the cut-off wall needs to be fairly wide.
In a contribution to the discussion on Ambrasey’s paper 
Bishop (1963) re-expressed the effectiveness of a grouted cut-off wall 
in terms of head efficiency. ■ The variables considered are given in 
Fig 3.14.
The head losses due to seepage are considered in five
regions.
Defining Eh =
” (Hl + H2 + H 3 + H4 + H5)
and inserting the known expressions (given by Ambraseys) for the head losses 
in the five regions gives:
1 _
Eh “ 1 + K^/l^ (Cx + t 2 + 0-88D)/t
1 ... (3.11)
or Eh ~ 1 + ^2I\ (B/t - 1 + 0.88D/t)
Bishop questioned the need for a wide cut-off wall since the head 
efficiency equation demonstrates that with K^/K^ = 0.02 (which represents 
a small reduction in permeability) and B/D = 10 a head efficiency of 
nearly 50% is achieved with a relatively thin cut-off wall represented 
by t/D = 0.2. Even with the ratio t/D = 0.1 an efficiency of 32% is 
realised and these figures compare favourably with the effectiveness 
recorded in the field for sheet pile cut-off walls.
In reply Ambraseys (1963b) showed that the head and flow 
efficiencies for a fully pentrating cut-off wall are related thus:
Eh = K 1 /(K1 - K£) Eq ... (3.12)
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and to amplify the point concerning the effect of the thickness of 
cut-off walls and the ratio of B/D on the efficiency, provided the 
following data:
Kl /K2
Eq %
B/D = 5 B/D = 10 B/D = 20
t/D = 0,1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2
10 12 24 8 14 5 10
50 46 62 30 49 20 39
100 61 78 48 65 31 55
500 90 95 81 90 70 88
1000 95 98 90 95 82 92
(c) Krisek & Karadi (1969)
Quantitative data obtained by experimental invest­
igation'*' and which is of general application to the design of cut-off 
walls is that presented by Krizek and Karadi (1969). Electrical 
analogue model tests were undertaken to assess the effectiveness of 
centrally placed sheet pile cut-off walls beneath impervious dams, as 
shown in Fig 3.15.
The soil region was modelled by an electrical conducting 
paper and the leaky sheet pile was simulated by punching ten regularly 
spaced square holes through the paper in the zone of the wall. The 
degree of leakiness of the wall was defined by the open space ratio (w/d) 
which in terms of the area of the holes in the wall (Ah) could be repres­
ented by the term (d - Ah) with a wall of unit thickness.
d
1. References relating to experimental investigations are given in 
Chapters 4 and 5^
The main area of study was concerned with the performance of 
fully penetrating leaky sheetpile walls and the data obtained is 
reproduced in Fig 3.16.
The chain dotted lines relate to sheet pile walls for 
d/D = 0.5 and these relationships were predicted from the experimental data 
and two limiting theoretical values for W/d = 0 (perfect wall) and 
W/d = 1 (no wall) obtained from Polubarinova-Kochina (1962).
Additional tests were undertaken for an isolated leaky 
sheetpile wall for the condition B/D - 0 and the results are shown in 
Fig 3.17.
For both investigations the data was presented in terms of 
the flow parameter Q/kjH, which enabled the effect of the cut-off wall to 
be assessed in terms of the quantity of discharge. The following 
conclusions were drawn by Krizek and Karadi:
1. In virtually all practical cases the effectiveness of a sheetpile
is reduced considerably by a relatively small open-space ratio 
in the sheetpile
2. The decrease in effectiveness is much more abrupt for fully
penetrating sheetpil.es centred under wide dams than it is 
for isolated sheetpiles or those under narrow dams
3. For low open-space ratios, the rate of decrease in effectiveness
is considerably more rapid for a fully penetrating sheetpile 
than for a partially penetrating one
4. For sheetpiles under wide impervious dams, there is little
difference in the seepage flow quantities through a leaky 
fully penetrating sheetpile and under and through a leaky 
partially penetrating sheetpile. In other words, the only . 
way to effectively reduce the quantity of flow is by 
installing a nearly impervious fully penetrating sheetpile
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5. For an isolated sheet pile with an open-space ratio greater than
0.10 there is little difference in the seepage flow quantity for a fully 
penetrating or partially penetrating sheetpile.
(d) Cambefort (1967)
A programme of electric analogue testing was undertaken to study the 
effect of upstream blankets, thin perfect cut-off walls, grout curtains 
and linear drains in controlling seepage beneath dams. Of some interest 
are test data for grout curtains. The problem examined is shown in 
Fig 3.18 and data relating to discharge quantities, flow (and head) 
efficiency values are presented in Fig 3.19 for various values of the 
ratio B/D and the permeability ratio K^/K^.
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(e) McLean and Krizek (1971)
A  numerical solution using the finite element method was 
obtained by McLean and Krizek (1971) to assess the performance of 
centrally placed imperfect cut-off walls beneath dams.
The parameters shown in Fig 3.20 were considered in terms 
of the following dimensionless groups:
10~6 <  10"2 ; 0.2 ^  d/D <  1 .0 ;
0 «  B/D «  2.0; t/D = 0.002
The depth-to-length ratio (D/L) of the finite element model was fixed at
0.125. Data from the analyses are given in Fig 3.21 which shows the 
relationship between the structure width ratio (B/D), the permeability 
ratio (^/K^) and the flow parameter (Q/K|H) for two cases of cut-off 
penetration namely d/D = 0.9 and 1.0. Fig 3.22 shows the effect of 
cut-off penetration d/D and permeability ratio on the flow parameter for 
the particular case when B/D = 0 ie for a single (sheet pile) cut-off 
wall.
Although only a limited range of variables was examined 
the presented data suggests that for an impervious dam provided with a 
centrally placed imperfect cut-off wall the quantity of seepage is 
governed primarily by the depth of penetration of the cut-off wall, 
while at full penetration the quantity of seepage is governed almost 
entirely by the permeability ratio. For the case of an isolated sheet 
pile wall its effectiveness is influenced both by the depth of penetration 
and the permeability ratio. However for nearly impermeable cut-off walls 
the depth of penetration is the predominant factor, whereas for 
relatively permeable cut-out walls the permeability ratio controls the
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seepage quantity. The relationship corresponding to = 1 0
indicates that for pervious cut-off walls little benefit is derived from 
increasing the depth of penetration.
3.3 APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS FOR THE EFFICIENCY OF FULLY PENETRATING 
CUT-OFF WALLS DEVELOPED IN THIS PRESENT INVESTIGATION
(a) A solution can be obtained for the efficiency of a fully
penetrating cut-off wall beneath a dam with a comparatively large B/D
ratio by ignoring the entrance and exit head losses which may be
considered to be small in comparison with the head loss occurring under
the main body of the dam.
In Fig 3.23 the entrance and exit head losses are associated with
flow from EF to FF and GG to GH respectively. This introduces the
simplification that the full head loss across the dam (H) occurs between
the vertical sections FF and GG, at a distance B apart, and that between
these sections the flow is horizontal.
Equating the flow through the foundation soil with that through
the cut-off wall gives:
Q = h K = (II - h)K
t '----------
(B - t)
whence Eh = h 1 ... (3.13)
H (I^/KjHB/t - 1) + 1
to determine the flow efficiency (Eg) discharge quantities are required
for the following two cases:
Discharge without a cut-off wall: Qq = K^/h \d
IB I
Discharge with a cut-off wall
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Substituting for Eli from equation 3.13 gives:- 
(1 + K2 )
K 1
E  -------- ----------------  ... (3.14)
+ 1
The relationship between equations 3.13 and 3.14 is apparent ie
Eh = Eq ... (3.15)
K  - K? )
It is of interest to consider the case of the cut-off wall whose 
imperfection is caused by a number of continuous slits. If the number 
of slits is sufficiently large so as to induce horizontal flow in the 
foundation soil adjacent to the cut-off wall, then by evoking the 
principle of continuity of flow:
/ , K. (H - h) D where W : total slit area
(' " M v j K - (b - o
Then Eh = £  = 1 • "  (3‘16)
H f W \ | J 3 _ T  1 + ^(5)(f - 1 J
It will be observed that equations 3.13 and 3.16 are identical providing 
the permeability ratio (K^/K^) equals the open-space ratio (W/D).
Both equations have their application, the former may be said to represent 
the efficiency of a grout curtain or slurry trench type of cut-off wall 
(Telling,1973) whereas the latter relates to the type of cut of wall 
formed by sheet piling or contiguous bored piles where gaps are likely 
to occur between the individual members.
To show the effect of the various parameters on cut-off efficiency, 
Fig 3.24 is presented for the ratio B/D = 5. The data are obtained 
directly from equation 3.13 which is presented in the more useful form:
Eh = _____________1_____________________________   ... (3.17)
(b) The efficiency of a fully penetrating cut-off wall, with
no restriction set on the value of B/D, may be obtained from an adaption 
of the solution given by Muscat (1937) for a dam (with no cut-off wall) 
founded on a limited thickness of pervious soil. The relationship 
between the flow parameter Q/K^H and the B/D ratio has been given 
previously in Fig 3.4.
Fig 3.23, may be constructed by splitting the Muscat flow domain into 
two identical sections about the centre line of the dam and separating 
these sections in order to introduce a cut-off wall of thickness t.
and without a cut-off wall) the flow is horizontal.
To obtain the head efficiency (Eh), the head losses in the 
three regions must first be established:-
1. This equation was established independently by the writer. In
preparing the thesis it was found that King (1968 ) has also presented 
a similar form of equation based on his own work and not on Muscat's.
The geometry of the problem with the cut-off wall, shown in
This procedure is admissible since along the centre line of the dam (with
In the foundation soil (Regions 1 & 3) = N where N : flow
& for the cut-off wall (Region 2) Q = h_ D parameter given in
Fig 3.4 for a
Equating flows: K.H N = K„ h D
1 M I — 
t particular value
whence of L/D. (Note
the symbol L is used
to replace the
Muscat B)
The head efficiency Eh = —
H h + H M
h h
.*. Eh
1
1 ... (3.18)
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IQ. 3.25 Cut-off wall inserted in a ' Muscat/flow domain
An expression for flow efficiency (E^) is obtained by considering flow 
beneath the dam with and without a cut-off wall:
Without a cut-off wall and for a total head drop of H across the
dam:
Q Q t Q (I) + Nt)
H = AA + ° oK.jN K-jD K xND
.\ Q = HK- ND 
o 1
(D + Nt)
With a cut-off wall and for the same head drop H across the dam:
„ „ J L  _ Q (K D + tK N)
K iN k 2d  V -"K-kY m -
H K, K DN
0 =' (K2D + tKxN)
o
Hr)
whence Eq = 1 - =   ... (3.19)
Equation 3.18 is graphically represented in Fig 3.24 for B/D = 5 .  
Comparison of the two sets of curves indicates that for B/D ^  5 the 
difference between the simplified solution which assumes horizontal flow
I
throughout the flow domain and the solution which takes into account 
entrance and exit flow losses, is negligible. Consequently if 
B/D>- 5 the simplified solution is sufficiently accurate for practical 
purposes.
Data given in tabular form below has been deduced from equation 
3.19 for B/D = 5 and are seen to be virtually identical with that given 
in section 4.2.2(b) which is based on the Ambraseys (1963a) equation.
K2/Kr X/io 1 /50 1 /100 1/500 1 /1000
Eh
t/D = 0.1 13 45 62 89 95
t/D = 0.2 23 62 77 94 98
(c) The method of solution given in 3.3(b) may be usefully
extended to consider the case of a foundation soil exhibiting anisotropy
with regards to permeability. In practice the horizontal permeability 
(K^) usually exceeds the vertical permeability (K^) and consequently 
this case is of particular practical signficance. Expressions for 
cut-off efficiency may be obtained by utilising the method of scale 
transformation described by Taylor (1948).
In Regions 1 and 3 (Fig 3.25) the flow is given by:
o “ H' f V 5 i  ■ N' 1 hm
where K = J
/ . . .  .
N : Muscat flow parameter given in Fig 3.4 for ~a particular
/ 7
value of L /D where L is the transformed horizontal 
dimension i.e. L = K L, and L = (B - t)
K
In the cut-off wall (Region 2), which is assumed to be isotropic with 
respect to permeability, the flow is given by:
Equating flows gives: h = N K_ _t EL,
KZ D
h h 
The head efficiency Eh = —  =
Eh =
1 f ) (?) (W
The expression for flow efficiency is:
E_ =
... (3.20)
‘ -(?
1 * ( | ) ( ! )  ( *
... (3.21)
In order to demonstrate the effect of anisotropy, on head efficiency the 
case of a dam with B/D = 5 ,  t/D = 0.1 and K^/K^ = ^/100 is considered by 
way of illustration; the data are tabulated below.
1 V 1 / 25 x/ioo
Eh % 63 60 51 43
Clearly the efficiency of the cut-off wall diminishes with reducing 
value of the ratio of vertical to horizontal permeability because of 
greater head losses occurring at the entrance and exit flow boundaries.
(d) The approximate solution given in 3.3(a) for a dam with 
a comparatively large B/D ratio relates to laminar flow occurring in the
foundation soil and the cut-off wall. If however the foundation is
composed of material which by virtue of its structure or the size of the
constituent particles, causes the water to percolate in accordance with
• n
a non-linear flow law of the form v = Ki“ where \ ^  n <  1 and K and n are
empirically determined parameters, then the effectiveness of the cut-off 
wall expressed in terms of the head efficiency (or flow efficiency) is 
no longer a constant but becomes a variable quantity which depends on the 
magnitude of the total head drop across the dam. By making the same 
assumptions as in 3 .3a regarding the entrance and exit head losses and 
assuming that the full head across the dam is applied between the vertical 
sections FF and GG (Fig 3.23) a distance B apart, and that between these 
two sections the flow is horizontal, an expression involving head losses 
through the foundation and cut-off wall may be established by equating 
the quantities of flow as follows:
The flow through the cut-off wall under laminar flow conditions is:
Q = (K, h /fc ) D
and the flow through the foundation under transitional flow conditions is:
Q = (Kin )D = K (H ~ h)n D.
(B - t)n
Then Q/D = K 2 h^t = K (H - h)
(B - t)
and M  --------  = --------------------------------------------- * (3.22)
\K I (B - t)n (H - h)n
This equation enables the head efficiency to be determined for a particular 
value of the total head H. It is of interest to record that for 
increasing values of H the head efficiency reduces, since the energy losses 
in the foundation associated with transitional flow become increasingly 
larger compared with the head loss in the cut-off wall where laminar 
flow is occurring.
CHAPTER 4
HYDRAULIC MODEL TESTS
4.1 INTRODUCTION
Although hydraulic models have been used extensively for research 
purposes to establish the fundamental laws of fluid flow in porous media 
and to investigate particular problems of seepage flo w \  their application 
to the solution of problems involving cut-off walls has been limited.
Model studies of dams constructed of the same material as the supporting 
foundation and provided with thin central core walls which extend into 
the foundation to form perfect, partially penetrating cut-off walls are 
described by Ramli et al (1967) who examined the effect of cut-off wall 
penetration on the position of the phreatic surface within the dams.
Tests were undertaken in 1966 at the Hydraulics Institute of Milan in 
connection with the design of the sheet pile cut-off wall for the downstream 
cofferdam at Kainji Dam on the Niger River, but the results are unpublished.
The main disadvantage with a hydraulic model investigation is that the
2
design, construction and operation of the model tends to be time consuming 
and when, as is often the case, an answer to a particular problem is 
urgently required then preference is given to alternative and more 
convenient methods of solution. The problems of model testing are enumerated 
in general texts by Taylor (1948), Harr (1962) and Bear (1972) and some more 
important points may be summarised as follows: it is difficult to achieve
a uniform bed of material free of entrapped air and to maintain full 
saturation during testing; in prolonged tests bacterial growth may form 
within the material and cause clogging, which may lead to a reduction of 
permeability with time; unnatural boundaries are imposed on the flow 
domain; particular attention must be given to the model width to eliminate
1. Some examples are given by Chapman (1957), Kerr (1959) and Dixon (1967).
2. It may be noted that the cut-off wall model investigation for the 
Kainji Dam contract took six months to complete.
sidewall effects; in unconfined flow models the development of a 
disproportionately large capillarly zone is likely to distort the pattern 
of flow.
In spite of recognisable problems, it was considered that a pressurised 
confined flow model could be usefully employed to evaluate the performance 
of imperfect cut-off walls under variable conditions of flow. The original 
concept of a flexible geometry model, in which a variable ratio of base 
length of a dam to the foundation thickness could be achieved, was not 
realised in practice because of design difficulties. A number of different 
types of model were constructed and tested and this lead to the development 
and adoption of a horizontal boundary flow model shown diagrammatically 
in Fig 4.1(ii). The prototype to which the model partly relates is shown 
in Fig. 4.1 (i); five zones of flow are identifiable within the foundation:
Zones 1 and 5 Entrance and exit flow respectively.
Zones 2 and 4 Horizontal flow.
Zone 3 Flow influenced by presence of cut-off wall.
(i) Prototype
^  / S s / s / S S / s S  SS Ss.s S'
/ r? s s> s S s y / S SS* ss s
________
(ii) ModeL
Fig. 4.1 Prototype and simplified model equivalent
Flow net studies give an indication of the magnitude of the dimensions X 
and Y as D and 1.5D^ respectively. Since the model was required to 
represent the central zone 3, its length could have been limited to 2Y (ie 
about 3D), but to ensure that the model boundaries would in no way
influence the pattern of flow occurring within the cut-off zone, the length
was set conservatively at 6D. In adopting this model it was recognised 
that the investigation would be restricted to the study of cut-off walls 
beneath dams of such length as to enable the development of horizontal flow 
within the foundation ie B/D >  about 5 (see footnote 2).
The main purpose of testing was to investigate the performance of
thin imperfect cut-off walls. Because of the number of different types of
.  3 . .
cut-off that fall into this catagory , it was considered necessary (in order
to limit the test programme) to select a method whereby a wide range of 
prototype imperfection could be represented by a single type of model cut­
off. This was achieved using thin perforated metal diaphragms. However 
in adopting this method of cut-off representation it was anticipated that 
a problem was likely to arise in attempting to seek a correspondence between 
test data and a particular type of cut-off wall, and in all probability 
only a general indication of performance would be obtained. ; The parameters 
varied during testing were the throughput, the penetration ratio (d/D) and 
the degree of imperfection of the diaphragm.
1. The dimension Y lies in the range D ^  Y ^  2D depending on the depth 
of penetration of the cut-off wall and its degree of imperfection.
On average Y = 1.5D.
2. This in fact may be said to represent the majority of dams.
3. Thin imperfect cut-off walls may be grouped as follows:
(a) uniformly pervious walls eg grout curtains and slurry trench walls
(b) walls deriving their imperfection from the presence of gaps between
individual members forming the wall examples of which are:
steel sheet piling, contiguous bored piling and diaphragm walls 
(typically with gap spacings of 400 mm, 600 - 900 mm and of the 
order of metres respectively).
The test data are presented in terms of dimensionless parameters 
(head efficiency, flow domain geometry etc). This form of presentation 
enables the prediction of prototype performance to be made more readily.
For the particular case of laminar floWjsince kinematic and dynamic similarity 
exists between the two flow domains , head efficiency values are independent 
of the type of soil used in the model.
The application of hydraulic model theory, (Yalin,1971; Bear, 1972) 
enables dimensional quantities to be predicted for a prototype from model 
test results. To illustrate this point the discharge quantity for the 
laminar flow case may be developed using a modified form of equation 1.16 
(relating to a flow-net with square elements):
(nAPrototype (subscript p) flow: Q = K H I —  B
p p p \ Nn / p  p
Model (subscript M) flow: = ’Si \  N ~ ) BM
\ D J M
wherein Bp and B^ are the prototype and model widths respectively.
Since
or Qp = Qm  A k  A l  ... (4,1)
where }\K : permeability scaling factor 
A l : geometric scaling factor.
It was intended that testing would be undertaken with a soil of uniform 
permeability and to achieve this end a rounded medium or coarse grained sand 
of uniform grading was used in the model for the laminar flow investigations, 
in accordance with the recommendations of Taylor (1948) and Todd (1959).
To achieve transitional flow conditions in the model, a uniformly graded, 
angular gravel was used. Although no confirmatory measurements were made 
it was considered that the soil would possess a reasonably uniform 
permeability because of the tendancy for angular shaped particles to effect 
a random state of packing.
4.2 PRELIMINARY MODELS
At the same time as work was proceeding on the development of a 
hydraulic model, the writer was involved in a supervisory capacity with 
final year project students at Kingston Polytechnic. This presented an 
opportunity for some preliminary work to be undertaken and models were 
constructed for the purpose of carrying out limited experimental invest­
igations into the performance of cut-off walls. While the results 
obtained from the investigations were generally disappointing, nevertheless 
the experience of working with these models proved most valuable and 
undoubtedly contributed to the development of the single tank horizontal 
flow model which was eventually to be used for the main programme of 
testing. Brief details of the student models are included here as a 
useful aside.
Model 1
The main components of the first student*s model are shown in Fig 4.2; 
full details of the testing arrangements are given by Radway and Mann (1969). 
To limit the number of test variables a fixed base length of dam was 
maintained throughout the series of tests. Originally it had been the 
intention to examine thin cut-off walls but owing to the difficulty in 
obtaining a water-tight seal between the plate (representing the cut-off 
wall) and the sidewalls of the tank, the thickness of the cut-off wall 
was increased. Since the requirement of no leakage across the structure 
(including cut-off wall) was considered to be of prime importance, the 
structure was sealed into the tank prior to the placement of the foundation 
soil, and this was accomplished by forcing lengths of rubber tubing between 
the structure and tank sidewalls. The tank was then filled with water, 
and sand was hand placed and packed into position. It proved a practical 
impossibility to achieve an intimate contact between the sand and the base 
of the structure, and when testing commenced it was found that a 
concentration of flow occurred along the sand-structure interface. 
Furthermore, a uniform bed of sand free as entrapped air was not achieved.
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As the depth of penetration and degree of imperfection of the cut-off 
wall was varied throughout the test programme, the tank was emptied (or 
partially so in the vicinity of the structure) after each test run so that 
modifications could be made to the cut-off wall. Consequently for each 
test, the procedure outlined in the foregoing had to be repeated. Clearly 
the state of packing of the sand varied for each test and it can be 
reasonably assumed that the results of successive tests did not relate to 
the same foundation soil conditions. Use of this model focussed attention 
on two main problem areas:-
(i) the sealing arrangement between cut-off wall and flow tank
(ii) the preparation of a uniform bed of soil.
Model 2
Having identified some specific problems with the previous model, the 
work was taken a stage further with the writer’s design and construction of 
the model shown in Figs 4.3 and 4.4. The selection of the model size was 
to an extent an arbitrary decision, since providing the cross section of 
the flow tank was large compared with the grain size of sand used as the
foundation soil (in this case a medium grained sand), then dimensions were
. . . 1
not a critical consideration . A relatively large model was built which
suited the type of construction employed. The flow tank consisted 
basically of a perspex sided marine plywood box, all permanent wooden 
connections being glued and screwed. The tank was constructed in two halves 
and these were brought together and joined at the line of the cut-off wall.
A detail of the sealing arrangement between the cut-off wall and the sidewalls
1. On the basis of theoretical and experimental work, Rose (1945) concluded 
that providing D/d -<£ 50 where D : maximum cross-sectional dimension of a
tank flow
d : representative soil particle size
then the effect of side walls on seepage flow was negligible. In these 
tests a representative soil particle size of 0.4 mm indicated that a 
minimum tank dimension of 20 mm was required. The width of the tank 
used was 230 mm.
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of the tank is included in Fig 4.4. In practice the seal was a combination 
of thick grease and a tight (but sliding) fit between the plate representing 
the cut-off wall and the two metal strips screwed to the side walls of the 
tank; the grease also served to prevent the movement of sand into the 
groove formed by the metal strips. This arrangement limited the scope of 
testing to thin cut-off walls.
Fig 4.4 gives details of the piezometers; these consisted of three 
concentric polythene tubes, the smallest diameter tube being plugged with 
wire mesh and set flush with the inside wall of the tank, and the largest 
tube being extended vertically into a standpipe for pressure head 
measurements. In all, sixty piezometers were provided, fifty four of 
these were set into the plywood sidewall of the tank. At the two ends of 
the tank, drainage facilities were incorporated. The upstream and down­
stream header tanks that were originally constructed are shown in Fig 4.3 (a). 
Each header tank was provided with a removable base, the intention being 
that this could be progressively shortened in order to achieve variable 
ratios of base length of dam to depth of foundation soil during the test 
programme. This facility accounts for the length of the model. Fitted 
with a complete base, each header tank was filled with water and examined 
for signs of leakage. Unfortunately this was found to be excessive and 
since it proved impracticable to seal the leaks, both tanks were discarded 
and an alternative method of pressurising the model was sought. After 
some joints were improved and the wooden interior coated with bitumastic 
paint, the flow tank when filled with water and examined for leakage was 
found to be watertight.
The arrangement finally adopted to induce flow through the model is 
shown in Fig 4. 3 (b). To examine the effectiveness of this method it was 
necessary to conduct a full scale test, which at the same time tested the 
flow tank under full operating head. A partially penetrating, metal 
plate cut-off wall was positioned and the flow tank filled with water.
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Sand was carefully introduced into the tank in approximately 50 mm thick 
layers, each layer being gently stirred in order to remove entrapped air.
When the level of the sand came to within 25 mm of the top of the tank, 
excess water lying above the soil was drained off. Over that section
representing the base of the dam a polythene sheet was laid and soft 
remoulded clay was carefully hand placed to fill the remaining 25 mm.
Plywood lids were then securely bolted on and the remaining piezometers 
were connected up. The basic testing arrangement is shown diagrammatically 
in Fig 4.5.
Under full head a number of serious leaks developed which could not 
be rectified with the model under test. Testing was nevertheless continued, 
and when a steady state had been established (if this had any significance) 
a set of piezometer readings and flow rate measurements were taken. In 
view of the malfunctioning of the model it is considered that it would be 
inappropriate to present this test data.
The flow tank was emptied and in spite of repeated attempts over a 
considerable period of time, it proved impossible to significantly improve 
the performance of the model when operating under full head. With some 
degree of relunctance the decision was taken to abandon the model.
Model 3
As a departure from work previously undertaken, the writer undertook 
the design of a model which induced horizontal flow at its upstream and 
downstream boundaries; this was intended to represent what actually 
occurs in practice beneath the central section of a dam, the base length 
of which is large compared to the depth of foundation soil. By adopting 
this arrangement the flexibility of the model was limited and alterations 
could be made only to the cut-off wall.
Project students constructed the model and when operational proved to 
be most promising. Details are given in Fig 4.6 and by Nanayakkara and
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Delpechitre (1970). Basically the model consisted of two identical tanks 
of box section, constructed of marine plywood and bolted together with a 
cut-off wall interposed between. Piezometers, identical to those used in 
Model 2, connected to vertical polythene stand-pipes, were distributed along 
the length of the model at its upper surface.
A feature of the test procedure was the method by which the tanks 
were filled with sand as shown by the series of diagrams in Fig 4.7. With 
the first tank set vertically and filled with water, sand was gradually 
introduced and continously agitated and stirred to remove entrapped air.
When full of sand, the cut-off wall was positioned, the second tank bolted 
into place and the filling procedure repeated. The end plate was bolted 
on and the model was then swung down into the horizontal position ready 
for testing.
To carry out modifications to the cut-off wall, it was necessary to 
separate the tanks after each test, the whole assembly being swung back 
into the vertical position before the upper (second) tank was removed. 
Whereas the state of packing of the sand in the lower (first) tank remained 
unaltered throughout the testing programme, this could not be said of the 
sand in the second tank, where, because of the method of placement used, 
inevitable variations in the density of the sand occurred from test to test.
The model functioned quite satisfactorily under test for about two 
months, but after this period, the state of some joints began to visibly 
deteriorate and leakage occurred. There was no doubt, however, that the 
basic idea of the model was sound. Given an improved design, probably 
using a metal tank with all welded joints, together with an improved 
technique for sand placement possibly employing vibratory methods to achieve 
a more uniform densification of sand on both sides of the cut-off wall, 
then a model built along similar lines could be made to work.
4 .3 TWIN TANK HORIZONTAL FLOW MODEL
4.3.1 Design and Operation of Model
The design was based on preliminary model 3, described in Section
4.2, the main difference being that the tanks were constructed of steel 
plate with welded joints. In attempting to improve the performance of 
the model by preventing the formation and accumulation of air within the
soil, the grain size of the sand was increased and the piezometers were
redesigned to enable the model to be vented. Tests carried out using a 
standard laboratory constant head permeameter indicated that laminar flow 
occurred with coarse grained Leighton Buzzard sand\ which confirmed its 
suitability for use in the model. Each piezometer consisted of a short 
brass tube soldered to the sidewall of the tank, into which fitted a small 
diameter brass rod; the annulus so formed in section between the rod and 
inner wall of the tube provided the facility for venting the soil in the 
immediate vicinity of the piezometer. The tank and piezometer details 
are given in Fig 4.8.
The method of filling the model was similar to that adopted with 
preliminary model 3 except that the sand was continuously agitated during 
the placement process using a poker vibrator of the type commonly employed 
in placing concrete. Throughout the filling stage each piezometer was 
capped by a short length of plugged polythene tube to prevent loss of sand 
and water from the model. On completion of filling, the model was slowly 
swung down Into the horizontal position and the frame supporting the 
standpipes was bolted into position. As each piezometer capping tube was 
removed so the corresponding standpipe tube was immediately connected.
The test arrangement is shown diagrammatically in Fig 4.9. The procedure 
was simply to operate the model at constant upstream and downstream heads, 
and to record the rate of discharge through the model and the standpipe 
levels once the latter were steady, which was generally about half an hour 
after the commencement of testing.
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If there were any observable irregularities in the piezometric level, then 
the presence of air was suspected and the model was vented at the approp­
riate point by removing the standpipe and activating the inner rod in the 
piezometer tube, with a piston-like motion.
Fully penetrating diaphragms of thickness 0.95 mm were examined for 
different degrees of imperfection in the range 0.1% to 8%, the imperfection 
being achieved by ten^ regularly spaced holes drilled through the diaphragm.
4.3.2 Presentation and discussion of test results
A summary of the results is given in Appendix A; the symbols used 
are defined in Fig 4.10. The upstream and downstream head losses through 
the sand are plotted against the rate of discharge in Fig 4.11 from which 
it may be deduced that the ratio of = 1.12 where : downstream
permeability of sand and : upstream permeability of sand. This 
indicates that the same state of packing of the sand particles was not 
achieved on both sides of the diaphragm, in spite of improved efforts to 
achieve this result.
The variation of head efficiency with degree of imperfection is shown in 
Fig 4.12, It is to be noted that a relatively small degree of imperfection 
causes a significant reduction in the level of diaphragm performance. No 
attempt is made here to equate the performance of the diaphragm to that of 
an equivalent (or prototype) cut-off wall. This matter is deferred until 
section 4.5 when it is considered in relation to a more extensive and complete 
set of results.
While it had originally been the intention to test partially 
penetrating imperfect diaphragms, having completed the testing of fully 
penetrating diaphragms use of the model was discontinued in order to explore 
tfye possibility of reducing the time taken for each test run and with this 
end in view a vertical flow model was devised. Tests undertaken with this 
model (reported in the following Section 4.4) revealed that the head
1. 1 hole/25 cm^
Pi'ezometric level
L
hu : Upstream heacl loss in Sand } hd v Potonstrearn head loss in sand , 
h: Head drop across d iaphragm  .
“fetaL head drbp across mooUL *• H ■= ^hu +  h + h d )
Pegree o-f \mpe.r^ectic>r\ o-f d ia p h rag m  * A h / A
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efficiency of a diaphragm varied according to the total head drop across 
the model. At the time the tests using the horizontal model were under­
taken it was thought that the head loss across the diaphragm was directly 
proportional to the total head loss across the model, and this explains 
why no particular attention was paid to the value of H to which the model 
was subjected in each test. Indeed H was a variable quantity, since 
although constant water levels were maintained in the upstream and down­
stream header tanks, the head losses occurring in the pipes connecting 
these tanks to the model varied with the discharge rate. With the benefit 
of hindsight therefore it may be concluded that the data presented in 
Fig 4.12 are incomplete as it relates only to H/L values in the range
0.29 ^  H/L ^  0.43; consequently no relationship is defined through the 
plotted points since each result corresponds to a different value of the 
ratio H/L.
4.3.3 Concluding remarks
The model functioned well under test and was completely leakproof.
The main disadvantages were found to be the time taken to prepare for each 
test run and the variation which occurred in soil density (indicated by 
permeability values) in the two tanks on each side of the diaphragm.
Although incomplete, the test results indicated general trends in cut-off 
wall performance and a significant reduction in head efficiency with a 
relatively low degree of imperfection of the order of 1%. Use of the model 
was discontinued in favour of single tank models subsequently developed to 
reduce testing time.
4.4 SINGLE TANK VERTICAL FLOW MODEL
4.4.1 Test Arrangements
The procedure involved in preparing for each test using the twin- 
tank horizontal flow model was time consuming and lead to variations in the 
state of packing of the sand in the removable tank. In seeking to improve 
the testing arrangement, a vertical flow model was devised which sought to 
exploit the symmetry of the problem under examination. Since identical 
patterns of flow develop on both sides of a centrally placed cut-off wall, 
it was argued that only one half of the flow domain needed to' be considered 
in the model and this could be achieved simply by discarding one tank of 
soil and replacing it with a header tank of water. That facfe of the 
diaphragm in direct contact with water would then be subjected to a uniform 
value of total head. To prevent the movement of soil through and beneath 
the diaphragm, the model was mounted vertically. The testing arrangement 
adopted is shown in Fig 4.13. Having first filled the model with water, 
soil was then introduced and was densified using a small poker vibrator.
The diaphragm^ was then positioned and finally the header tank was bolted 
into place.
4.4.2 Programme of testing
It was anticipated that since the piezometer tubes were orientated 
horizontally, venting the model to remove air trapped within the soil would 
probably prove more difficult, particularly that zone immediately adjacent 
to the underside of the diaphragm where an accumulation of air was thought 
most likely to occur. It was considered that if the grain size of the 
soil used in the model were to be increased, then in all probability the 
problem of entrapped air would not materialise. Accordingly a. test 
programme was initiated in order to establish the suitability (or otherwise) 
of gravel for use in the model, the criterion of suitability being that
1. to achieve a more uniform imperfection, 40 holes were provided in the 
diaphragm, ie 1 hole/6.25 cm^
Header tank
I OOmtn
Area A (250cm)
1
Fig 4.13 Vertical Flow Model - Test Arrangement
under test conditions laminar flow would be maintained. A list of soils 
tested together with their grading characteristics is given in Table 4.1.
In conducting these tests the model functioned essentially as a large 
constant head permeameter, the rate of discharge being regulated by 
adjusting the outlet valve at the base of the model. The test procedure 
was simply to read the standpipe levels when the levels were deemed to be 
steady, and to record the corresponding average rate of discharge. The 
testing of fully penetrating imperfect diaphragms was carried out 
concurrently with the permeability tests. Analysis of the data so obtained 
indicated that of the five soils examined, laminar flow could be achieved 
only by using the Leighton Buzzard sand. Although it had been the 
intention to carry out a full programme of testing, to include partially 
penetrating diaphragms, this had to be abandoned since in using sand in the 
model the anticipated problems of venting that zone of soil adjacent to the 
underside of the diaphragm did arise which prevented meaningful testing from 
being undertaken.
4.4.3 Test Results
A summary of the test data is given in Appendix A. Figs 4.14 to 
4.18 inclusive represent the results of the permeability tests, where for 
each soil a plot (using logarithmic scales) of the hydraulic gradient (i) 
against the velocity of flow (V) is given. Presenting the results in this 
way enables the constants c and n in the flow equation^ IS = c,in to be 
evaluated.
Since log V  = n log i + log c then n = log IS /log i and c is the 
intercept on the IS axis. The values of c and n so determined are given in 
Table 4.1. s
1: This is a modified form of equation 1.7.
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Table 4.1
Soils tested and permeability test data
Soil Grading Limits n
c
cm/sec
River Gravel 4.8 mm - 9.5 mm 0.57 3.20
Granite chippings 4.8 mm - 6.4 mm 0.68 2.85
Granite chippings 2.5 mm - 4.8 mm 0.78 2.60
Granite chippings 2.5 mm - 3.2 mm 0.82 ; 1.95
Leighton Buzzard Sand 1.2 mm - 2.5 mm 0.99 0.72
Data relating to fully penetrating, imperfect diaphragms tested with 
Leighton Buzzard sand under conditions of laminar flow in the soil are 
presented in Figs 4.19 and 4.20; the former gives the test data as recorded 
and the latter presents the same data in dimensionless form giving the 
relationships between head efficiency (Eh) and the degree of imperfection 
for different values of the ratio H/L which represents the overall hydraulic 
gradient. The symbols are defined in Fig 4.13.
4.4.4 Correction of test data
No problems were encountered in the tests conducted with gravel 
soils. However, in a number of tests with Leighton Buzzard sand in the 
model the observed piezometric level was, contrary to expectation, non­
linear. This departure from linearity was attributed to the presence of 
air within the uppermost section of the model. In one such test in order 
that the 'shift' of the piezometric level could be observed,readings were 
taken over a period of about five hours, until the final equilibrium position 
was attained. Periodic venting achieved the desired movement and as 
expected a linear drop in head throughout the sand was finally recorded.
It was observed that over about the final 400 mm length of sand the initial 
hydraulic gradient was uniform and that this value was maintained as the
piezometric level slowly shifted towards its final position. Furthermore, 
at all times the piezometer reading at the underside of the diaphragm 
remained unaltered. On the basis of these (tentative) findings, tests 
in which initial non-linearity of the piezometric level was apparent, were 
deliberately terminated, before the shift occurred, and the necessary 
corrections were made to the recorded test data (Fig 4.21). By adopting 
this procedure the duration of testing was considerably shortened.
Fi'naL corrected) yiezometric. level
Shift
Fi<j. 4.2.1 Changes in p iezom etne lev/el
4.4.5 Analysis of Test Results
Permeability tests confirmed that laminar flow occurred when 
Leighton Buzzard sand was used in the model; a linear relationship between 
the hydraulic gradient and the velocity of flow was obtained in accordance 
with Darcy’s Law ie 7X = 0.72 i cm/s. With gravel soil trasitional 
tending to turbulent flow occurred and the value of the index n in the flow 
equation If = cin was found to lie in the range 1 > n >"0.5.
Since testing was to be carried out under laminar flow conditions, 
Leighton Buzzard sand was selected for use in the model for all subsequent 
testing. In the event the proposed programme of testing to investigate 
the performance of partially penetrating diaphragms was abandoned when it 
was realised that due to the presence of air in the model it would be 
necessary to run each test for a considerable time in order to achieve 
meaningful data. The previously adopted expedient of early termination of 
testing followed by the correction of data would have been invalid for
a test on a partially penetrating diaphragm since the final piezometric 
level, which would in fact be non-linear in the vicinity of the diaphragm, 
could not be predicted from an initial set of readings.
In spite of the limitations of the testing arrangements and the 
abandonment of a full programme of testing, the results obtained for fully 
penetrating diaphragms with Leighton Buzzard sand in the model are of 
particular interest, although it must be recognised at this juncture that 
the reliability of the data presented in Figs 4.19 and 4.20 is questionable 
in view of a number of corrections that were made to account for the presence 
of air in the model. It was during this series of tests, which were the 
last to be undertaken, that quite fortuitously the discharge rate was varied 
for each cut-off wall examined. It was found that as the discharge rate 
increased (by increasing the total head drop across the model) the 
corresponding values of head efficiency also increased. Thus a non-linear 
variation was found to exist between the head drop across the diaphragm and 
the total head drop across the model, and this is observed in Fig 4.19.
The conclusion to be drawn is that in using a perforated diaphragm to 
simulate a cut-off wall, there is no unique value of head efficiency for a 
particular degree of imperfection, since it depends entirely on the rate of 
discharge through the model. Accepting this to be the case it was 
recognised that data which measured the performance of a range of diaphragms 
should be presented in such a way as to relate to comparable conditions of 
flow. To achieve this objective the test data are presented in terms of 
the following dimensionless groups:-
(h/H) : Head efficiency of diaphragm (Eh)
(Ah/A) : Degree of imperfection of diaphragm
(H/L) : Overall hydraulic gradient (representative of discharge
through the model)
Families of curves for different values of (H/L) and which show the variation 
of Eh with the degree of imperfection are given in Fig 4.20. To understand 
why the head efficiency varies with discharge rate, it is necessary to
examine the relationship between h and H in Fig 4.19 and for convenience
the curve relating to 0.13% degree of imperfection will be examined.
The initial section of the curve is relatively straight but as the value of 
H increases so the curve progressively departs from the initial tangent as 
illustrated in Fig 4.22.
Fig. 4.22 . Velocity head effect
It is considered that the extent of the departure of the curve 0A from
the initial tangent OB is a measure of the velocity head across the diaphragm
2
which may be tentatively assessed at V /2g where V is the velocity of flow 
through the holes in the diaphragm. To check the validity of this 
assumption consider for example the test carried out at a discharge rate
of 54.5 cc/sec (see Appendix A) with H = 559 mm and h = 332 mm.
Corresponding to this discharge, the velocity of flow through the 1.02 mm 
diameter holes in the diaphragm is 167 cm/sec, which is equivalent to a
velocity head of 142 mm. This may be compared with the value of 135 mm
which is the measured difference between the curve and the initial tangent 
in Fig 4.19 for H = 559 mm. Since measured and predicted values differ 
by only 5% it may be reasonably assumed therefore that the extension of 
the initial tangent drawn to the curve represents the head drop across the 
diaphragm excluding the effects of the velocity of flow. The slope of 
this line gives a unique value of Eh which relates to H/L = 0.
This unique value of head efficiency is of particular significance 
in the context of predicting the performance of a prototype cut-off wall. 
Since however the tests undertaken with the vertical flow model were to an 
extent superceded by those using the single tank horizontal model (reported 
in the following Section 4.5), this is as far as discussion on the 
application of the model test results is to be taken at this stage.
4.4.6 Concluding remarks
The time required to prepare the model for each test run was 
considerably less than that required using the twin-tank horizontal flow 
model. While tests using soils in the gravel range were carried out 
satisfactorily, an accumulation of air developed on the underside of the 
diaphragm when sand was used in the model and this prevented a full
programme of testing from being undertaken.
It was found that the head efficiency of a perforated diaphragm 
increased as the discharge rate through the model was increased. This 
phenomenon may be explained in terms of the velocity head across the 
diaphragm which increases as a function of the square of the velocity of 
flow through the diaphragm perforations.
4.5 SINGLE-TANK HORIZONTAL FLOW MODEL
4.5.1 Design and Operation of the Model
The test arrangement was designed to incorporate features of both 
the twin-tank horizontal flow model and the single tank vertical flow 
model which are discussed in Sections 4.3 and 4.4 respectively. It was 
considered that by operating in the horizontal position the model could 
be satisfactorily vented during the course of testing and in investigating 
a centrally placed cut-off wall, advantage could be taken of symmetry by 
using only one sand filled tank, which would achieve a considerable 
reduction in the time to prepare for and carry out each test. The
practical problem of bringing one face of the diaphragm into direct contact
Fig. 4.23 Single- ta n k  h o rizo n ta l -flow m o d e l
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with water in order to subject that face to a uniform value of total head 
was overcome by interposing a sand filled tank, 5 cm in length, between the 
diaphragm and the downstream source of water. Details of the equipment and 
test arrangements are shown in Figs 4.23 and 4.24. Although sand filled 
tanks were in fact used on both sides of the diaphragm, the model is referred 
to as the single tank model since the small downstream tank functioned 
essentially as a device in preventing the movement of soil from the main 
upstream tank through and beneath the diaphragm.
A similar procedure to that used with the twin-tank horizontal flow 
model was employed to fill the model with soil, the difference being that 
soil densification was achieved using a small surface vibrator^ clamped to 
the uppermost flange of the large tank. The process of filling the tanks 
with soil and the positioning of the diaphragm was accomplished in the 
vertical position and on completion the model was carefully swung down into 
the horizontal in readiness for testing.
The outlet valve was adjusted to give a low rate of discharge and the 
water levels in the piezometer standpipe tubes were allowed to steady.
After a minimum period of an hour the levels were read and the corresponding 
average rate of discharge was recorded. This procedure was repeated for 
increasing rates of discharge, and for each diaphragm a set of results was 
obtained. A number of different types of diaphragm were used for the 
tests, and details are given in the following section 4.5.2.
4.5.2 Diaphragm Details
4.5.2.1 Thin Metal Diaphragms
It has been stated in Section 4.1 that the main objective of the 
hydraulic model testing was to investigate the performance' of thin imperfect 
cut-off walls of the type where imperfection is caused by continuous (or 
discontinuous) vertical, regularly spaced joints between individual members 
constituting the wall. Cut-off walls constructed of interlocking steel
1. Type ES20 Manufactured by A-B Vibro-Verken (Sweden)
sheet piling and contiguous bored piles, and to a lesser extent concrete 
diaphragm walls, may be considered to fall into this catagory.
Due to the practical difficulty of forming a series of vertical slits 
with a gap width sufficiently small to achieve a minimum required degree of 
imperfection of the order of 0.1%, diaphragm imperfection was attained by 
means of holes drilled on a regularly spaced grid. It was argued that 
providing the holes achieved what may be regarded as a 'uniform imperfection' 
then use of this alternative method was acceptable. No attempt is made 
here to define precisely this newly introduced term but it may be broadly 
understood that if the distribution of gaps through a cut-off wall is such 
as to produce essentially undeviated flow from the soil to the cut-off wall 
then a uniformity of imperfection exists.
Q) Pcviated -flow (ii) Ulidcviated -fbw
Fig. 4*25 fattern o f  flow  through imperfect c u t -o f f  walls
To amplify this point reference is made to Fig 4.25. Clearly the cut-off 
wall with a concentrated imperfection shown in diagram (i) causes 
considerable deviation of the flow lines, whereas the pattern of flow is 
hardly affected by the cut-off wall with numerous evenly spaced gaps shown 
in diagram (ii). While it was recognised that ideally a large number of 
holes would be required to achieve a diaphragm of uniform imperfection, 
nevertheless to produce the minimum required degree of imperfection of 
about 0.1% with commonly, commercially available drills, it was necessary 
to limit the number of holes to 40 for the fully penetrating diaphragm.
It is to be noted that this was a four fold increase over the number of
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holes arbitrarily selected for use in the twin tank horizontal flow model.
The types of diaphragm tested with variables indicated are shown in 
Fig 4.26 and the sequence in which these diaphragms were tested is as 
follows
1. Fully penetrating imperfect diaphragm P with 40 holes drilled on a
2
2.5 cm square grid (ie 1 hole/6.25 cm )
2. Fully penetrating imperfect diaphragm R with a concentration of
holes in the lower area B(D - d), drilled on a 1 cm square grid 
(ie 1 hole/1 cm^)
3. Partially penetrating perfect diaphragm S with area B(D ^ d) removed.
Diaphragms were tested for 0.96 d/D 0.4.
4. Partially penetrating imperfect diaphragm T with holes drilled over
area dB with the same density of holes as for diaphragm P 
(ie 1 hole/6.25 cm^)
5. Fully penetrating imperfect diaphragm Q with 250 holes drilled on a
1 cm square grid.
Diaphragm R in which progressively larger holes were drilled out over that 
section which was eventually to be removed (to leave a perfect partially 
penetrating diaphragm type S) was considered to be of interest, particularly 
for the case when the imperfection was concentrated at a low level, since it 
represented the practical situation of a cut-off wall which fails to achieve 
a seal with underlying impervious material.
The purpose of testing diaphragms P and Q was three-fold:
(i) to provide information regarding the performance of fully penetrating
imperfect diaphragms
(ii) for a given degree of imperfection, to investigate the effect of the
variation of the number of holes on the efficiency of the diaphragm
(iii) to analyse data obtained from the testing of diaphragms T and R
respectively.
All metal diaphragms were constructed of 1.0 mm thick aluminium plate.
Since this thickness represented only the half problem, the test data 
obtained in fact related to a diaphragm of thickness 2.0 mm. ie, t/d = 1/125
4.5.2.2 Concrete Diaphragms
A limited programme of testing was undertaken using concrete 
diaphragms cast in a 1.9 cm thick plywood framing as shown in Fig.4.27. The 
test data related therefore to a 3.8 cm thick diaphragm, ie, t/d = 0.152
d. .
(variable)
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Fk j.4 .27  Concrete- diaphragm
PUjv/ood. -framing
Diaphram permeability was varied by using different concrete 
mixes. In an attempt to ensure a constant permeability for each of the 
diaphragms prepared for a particular series of tests, sufficient concrete 
was made to enable all the diaphragms to be cast at the one time. Details 
of the diaphragms are given in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2
Details of concrete diaphragms
Diaphragm Details
No Type
21 Concrete Mix proportions by weight
1.2 mm - 2.5 mm Leighton Buzzard Sand 
10 parts
Rapid Hardening Portland Cement 1.5 parts 
Water Cement Ratio 0.4
22 Concrete 0.6 mm - 1.2 mm Leighton Buzzard Sand 
10 parts
Rapid Hardening Portland Cement 1.5 parts 
Water Cement Ratio 0.5
23 Perfect Concrete diaphragms coated with varnish
24 Concrete as for Test Series 1
25 Concrete 0.3 mm —  1.2 mm Leighton Buzzard Sand 
10 parts
Rapid Hardening Portland Cement 1.5 parts 
Water cement ratio o.5
26 Perfect Plywood diaphragm used
A.5.3 Soil used in the model
Two types of soil were used in the model, details of which are summarised 
in Table 4.3
Table 4.3
Details of soil used in the model
Soil Grading
Limits
Particle
shape
Specific gravity 
of soil 
particles
Average soil 
porosity in 
the model %
Leighton 
Buzzard sand
1.2 mm - 2.5 mm 
(coarse aand)
Rounded 2.63 33.2
Granite
chippings
2.5 mm - 4.8 mm 
(fine gravel)
Angular 2.77 45.7
Metal diaphragms were tested with both types of soil and concrete diaphragms 
with the granite chippings only.
A.5.4 Presentation and Discussion of Test Results
4.5.4.1 Tests with thin metal diaphragms
A summary of test data is given in Appendix A; the symbols used
Viezometric. level
Fuj. 4.28 5imjle tanlc h o rizo n ta l -fbw m odal * "fet variables
Leighton Buzzard sand in the model
Horizontal flow was found to occur between the vertical sections XX and YY 
and head loss values between these sections were used to deduce the 
permeability of the soil for each of the series of tests. A linear 
variation between the discharge (Q) and the head loss (h^ , - h^) was shown 
to exist for all tests^ and permeability values were determined from the 
expression:
K =
Q/A 
(h4 - h3)/D
...(4.2)
Since A = BD then K =
where A  : sectional area of tank
Q
B(h4 - h3)
Permeability values so determined are recorded in the appropriate summary 
tables in Appendix A.
1. Graphs of Q against (h^ - h^) were plotted but have not been included.
Values of K were found to lie in the range 0.6 cm/s^  K ^  0.86 cm/s and 
this variation was probably due to changes in the state of packing of the 
soil particles caused by the effect of periodic moving and jolting the 
model against the support frame, when exchanging diaphragms.
Test data relating to diaphragm performance is presented in 
dimensionless form in Fig 4.29 to Fig 4.40 inclusive-and show the variation 
of head efficiency with diaphragm imperfection for different values of the 
overall hydraulic gradient across the model. The dimensionless parameters 
are defined with reference to Fig 4.28.
Head efficiency h/H = (h^ - h^)/(h^ - h^)
Overall hydraulic gradient H/L = (h^ ~ h^)/L
where L = (4D + t)
(note: since t «  D then essentially L/D = 4 )
The length of the model was taken as twice the distance between the centre 
line of the diaphragm and the upstream section.XX where horizontal flow 
was still maintained.
The dimensionless relationships were prepared from data abstracted 
from graphs^ of head loss across the cut-off wall against overall head loss 
across the model, which were plotted for each diaphragm tested and were of 
the form as shown below:
Test curV£- -£e>f Q pxrh 'co lar rafi'o 
<5-f X/P and d&jr'-ee. <?-j' impef-pecti'on.
-Tanaent drawn to  test curve. 
at  H*=0 to de-C me 
Eh -for h /j_= o
1. These graphs have not been included
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It was suggested in Section 4.4.5,(which describes the vertical flow mode]},
that the increasing divergence between the test curve and the tangent drawn
to the curve at the origin could be explained in terms of the velocity head
loss across the diaphragm, this being a function of the square of the
velocity of flow through the holes. The velocity head was then tentatively 
2
assessed as V /2g, and analysis of the data given in Appendix A for the
fully penetrating diaphragm No. 1 confirms this earlier assessment, since 
2
by plotting (h - V /2g) against H an essentially straight line relationship 
is obtained which is coincident with the initial tangent drawn to the curve. 
The unique value of head efficiency so defined is considered to relate to 
a laminar flow condition throughout the model. This condition and the 
behaviour of the model in general under varying rates of flow may be 
investigated in terms of the Reynold’s Number. A linear relationship 
exists between the hydraulic gradient and the velocity of flow, over that 
section of the model where horizontal flow occurs, and for the discharge Q 
in the range 4.7 c c / s ^ Q ^ 6 1 . 5  cc/s (this being data for diaphragm No. 1) 
the corresponding values of Reynold’s Number (Re) are 0.34^- R e ^  4.5.
The maximum value attained is however less than the critical value normally 
accepted as indicating the upper limit for laminar flow1 . In the vicinity 
of the diaphragm the velocity of flow increases as flow paths begin to 
converge towards the holes, until a maximum value is reached as the water 
discharges through the diaphragm. An analysis is undertaken with reference 
to the two cases shown in Fig 4.41.
t Although the distinction is a fine one, nevertheless it is possible 
to identify two cases of diaphragm flow, depending on the size of perforation 
in relation to the soil particle size. In evaluating Reynold’s numbers it 
would appear that the representative dimension is d for Case A and d for Case
B.
1. This is discussed in section 1.3.2.3.2
aqm J>iaphnogr
Minimum 
d= I*Ol m m
Grain size, d = 2 mm
& <  d
Maximum 
d= 6*35 mm
For ix=»fch cases 
V-
cohere. N : nombef o-f holes
Case, A C a s e .  B
Fig.4.4[ diaphragm -flow/
Thus for Case A: 4.8 cc/s ^  29.3 cc/s (Diaphragm No 1)
Vd
and with Re = —  where d = 1.01 mm
and V = --- ^ ---
NTT 1 .012
the corresponding range of Reynold's numbers is: 
135 ^  Re ^  820
and for Case B: 9.1 cc/s ^-Q ^ 6 1 . 5  cc/s (Diaphragm No 1)
Vd
and with Re = —  where d = 2 mm
N T T  6.352
the corresponding range of Reynold's numbers is:
4.5 ^  R e <  89.
Values of Reynold's number indicate that laminar flow may be expected
at low rates of discharge and with large perforations. It is more
difficult to interpret the type of flow associated with higher values of
Reynold's number , but with increased rates of discharge the flow is
probably transitional and may even approach full turbulence with the
smallest size of perforation. Because of the problem of assessing the .
components of discharge through and beneath the diaphragm, partially
penetrating imperfect diaphragms cannot be analysed in the same
manner but it would be reasonable to suppose that comparable values of
Reynold's number would have been obtained had an analysis proved possible.
Since the standpipe type piezometers used in the model were unsuitable for
the measurement of small head losses across the diaphragm^, low rates of
discharge were not used. It is assumed however that for the limiting case 
of the overall hydraulic gradient tending to zero, the velocity of flow
through the diaphragm also tends to zero and therefore a case of laminar
flow is represented.
1. A  differential manometer would have been required.
To summarise, it may be stated that upstream of the diaphragm laminar 
flow occurs irrespective of the discharge rate, whereas at the diaphragm 
the type of flow occurring depends on the rate of discharge, the diameter 
of the holes and to an extent, the size of holes in relation to the size 
of soil particles. For partially penetrating diaphragms, the depth of 
penetration would also be an additional influencing factor. ! For a given 
degree of imperfection it is considered that the number of holes in the 
diaphragm would also affect the pattern of flow but to what extent cannot 
be determined since the relationships given in Fig 4.29 and Fig 4.40 
corresponding to 40 holes and 250 holes respectively are virtually identical 
over the range of imperfection for which a comparison could be made 
(ie exceeding 1%). In the more critical range 0 - 1% some difference 
would most certainly have been apparent'*'. The flow conditions existing 
in the model are seen therefore to be of a complex nature.
Attention is now focussed on the question of relating model
performance to that of a prototype structure. Because of geometrical 
variations in the types of cut-off wall which derive their imperfection 
from vertical gaps between individual members constituting the wall, and 
the practical difficulty of reproducing vertical slits in a model diaphragm, 
the perforated diaphragms were not intended to represent any:particular 
prototype cut-off wall. Indeed it must be recognised that since the degree 
of imperfection of an installed cut-off wall cannot be assessed with any 
certainty, it would be unrealistic to suppose that a model which reproduces
all aspects of prototype behaviour by achieving complete similarity could
in fact be constructed. The model tests were devised to investigate cut­
off wall performance in general terms, and therefore no attempt is made to 
equate the performance of a perforated diaphragm under variable conditions
1. This matter is considered in more detail when tests using fine gravel 
in the model are discussed.
of flow, with that of a prototype cut-off wall. An exception is made 
however for the particular case of laminar flow throughout the model, 
and the analysis is developed later in this section.
The test data presented as dimensionless groupings show the 
variation of head efficiency with degree of imperfection for different 
values of the overall hydraulic gradient across the model. The 
relationships defined for the overall hydraulic gradient tending to zero 
have been deduced directly from test data, and as explained in the fore­
going are considered to represent a laminar flow condition existing throughout 
the model. Some general points to emerge are:
1. The head efficiency increases for increasing values of overall 
hydraulic gradient and this is attributed to the significant increase 
in velocity head across the diaphragm for increased rates of discharge. 
This would also be the case for a prototype cut-off wall'*'.
2. For a fully penetrating diaphragm with the imperfection concentrated 
at a low level, the reduction in head efficiency is considerable, even 
with small degrees of imperfection. Indeed, when the imperfection
is of the order of 1% the efficiency has fallen essentially to the 
value that would result if that area over which the imperfection is 
concentrated was completely removed, thus leaving a perfect partially 
penetrating diaphragm. In practical terms this would suggest that 
if steel sheet piling is being driven into an underlying hard 
impervious stratum in order to achieve a seal, it may be advisable 
to cease driving as soon as contact with the stratum is made> in order
to minimise the risk of low level damage.
1. It is perhaps of interest to record that for an earth dam with typical
side slopes of 1 (vertical) to 3 (horizontal) and making due allowance 
for the height of freeboard and the crest width, the overall hydraulic 
gradient is unlikely to exceed 0.15. Consequently the head efficiency 
of a sheet pile wall (or similar) is likely to vary as the overall 
hydraulic gradient seasonally varies between the limits 0 <1 H/L ^  0.15.
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3. A marked reduction in head efficiency also occurs with relatively small 
degrees of imperfection for partially and fully penetrating diaphragms 
where the imperfection is uniformly distributed. Again an imperfection 
of the order of 1% renders the diaphragm practically ineffective.
This result (for fully penetrating diaphragms) is in accordance with 
the findings of Casagrande (1961), Ambraseys (1963a) and Cedegren (1967). 
The suitability of steel sheet piling for cut-off walls is therefore 
seriously in question since as was discussed in Chapter 1 a degree of 
imperfection of the order of 1% is to be expected in practice.
The points raised in the two preceding paragraphs are brought out more 
clearly in Fig 4.42 which presents all data, for the overall hydraulic 
gradient tending to zero, on the one diagram.
*
4. A comparison between the performance of partially penetrating perfect 
diaphragms and fully penetrating imperfect diaphragms is made in
Fig 4.43. Clearly providing a perfect cut-off wall can be installed 
then even if only partial penetration is achieved this is preferable 
to the installation of a fully penetrating imperfect cut-off wall.
Whereas the deduced relationships (for the overall hydraulic gradient across 
the model tending to zero) defined in Figs. 4.29 to 4.40 give only an 
indication of prototype performance, the relationships defined in Fig. 4.44 
enable the performance of perfect partially penetrating cut-off walls to be 
determined directly, since geometrical similarity exists between model and 
prototype. A flow efficiency relationship is included in Fig. 4.44; flow 
efficiency values were established from plots of discharge quantity (Q) against 
overall head drop across the model (H) by the method outlined in Fig. 4.45.
Test data may be extrapolated to prototype dam geometries by a method 
developed with reference to Fig. 4.46.
Theoretical relationship 
-for laminar -fbw in the  
modal with no diaphragm 
(dedvc&L using knocon k  value)
Tangent to teot curve  
°  a t H -O
Test curve relating 
to diaphragm -jo fa . 
^iven jrhper-fec.tibrL
For Bc / aC
Fig. 4.45 Method o-f determ ihincj -flow efficiency values
Head bss acrt>ss cut-af-f wall (between points X $X) ~ h- 
Head Itss in Zone 3  ~ H3
Head loss in Zone Z (and zonc^4) cohere horizontal floWOGCuKS 
Hfiad loss in Zone 1 (and zone 5)  -  FI f
f.»lu j r t ?  K l 1 rv»l~iV*^ n i in v ik A ^  a P  f l A i w ^ i i l v o C  ' I a  4 i » o  J < iiifV \J v » r"  a I *  orn\\Hr+Yianl~i*»l /J u " a i* > C
obtained -from a partial .plow-net drawn -for Hie zone. "Ihe vertical 502 boa  
Z Z  ftpvfeserifcs the point abwhtch horizontal -flaw occurs ancL 
conseejdentUj the dimension T  is a(s© established.
Fig.4.46 Zones o n flo w  in a  prototype- fo u n d a t io n
The head efficiency Eh = —  =
H 2H1 + 2H2 + H3
h
2Q/KN + 2QS/KD + H,
h/H3
2Q/kH«, (1/N + J 7 d ) + 1
The terms h/H^ and Q/H^ may be determined for a particular diaphragm from 
model test data. The term h/H^ represents the head efficiency value for 
the diaphragm in the model flow domain and the term Q/H^ may be deduced 
from a plot of Q against as the gradient to the test curve at tending 
to zero.
A method is now proposed to enable quantitative predictions to be 
made regarding the performance of imperfect cut-off walls, by relating data 
obtained from testing perforated diaphragms with prototype cut-off walls 
possessing a uniform permeability (a grout curtain for example). The 
method of analysis is based on the similarity of the theoretical equations 
3.13 and 3.16.derived for a fully penetrating cut-off wall. These 
equations are as follows:
For a cut-off wall of uniform permeability Eh = — — (B/'t - 1 ) ~ +~1
1
For an imperfect cut-off wall Eh =
W/D (B/t - 1) + 1
In the model tests a perforated diaphragm was used and therefore the term 
W/D must be replaced by Ah/A.
The equations are identical providing YL^ / = Ah/A. This can only 
be the case for an infinite number of perforations which causes horizontal 
flow at the soil/cut-off wall interface. When a finite number of 
perforations are present, then the second equation should perhaps be 
modified to:
o-oi
_L>
_Q
tn
=n 1-1 *
X)
on <0 o-
0-60
4 0
IO
o
looo-io I
P&gree. of Imperfection
o-oi
Fi<j.4.47 E^uivaknt permeabilifrj o-^  a  per-foratecl cliaphragm
Eh _ (Ah/A)' (L/t - 1) + 1 (4.4)
where (Ah/A^ : degree of imperfection for a particular
density of perforation
/
On equating the terms I^/K^ and (Ah/A) an error is introduced, since 
horizontal flow no longer occurs. In order to develop an analytical 
procedure this approximation will however be accepted.
Rearranging Eqn 3.13 gives: (^/K^) = (t/B)(1 - Eh)/Eh
Theoretical values of '^/K^ may be established therefore for;the fixed
geometry t/B and different values of Eh. For these same values of Eh
the corresponding values of the degree of imperfection may be abstracted
from Figs 4.29 and 4.39 which relate to the model provided with a fully
penetrating diaphragm perforated with 40 uniformly spaced holes. The two
sets of data obtained from model testing relate to different soil
permeabilities, and to make allowance for this variation the permeability
ratio (^/K^) has been modified, to K^O^/K^). This parameter,which may
be regarded as an 'equivalent* permeability, has been plotted against the
degree of imperfection in Fig 4.47. In effect the relationship is a
calibration curve, relating to diaphragms with a density of perforation 
2
of 1 hole/6.25 cm and which enables a degree of imperfection to be
converted into an equivalent permeability.
The same density of perforation was maintained for the testing of 
partially penetrating diaphragms and this implies that the calibration 
curve given in Fig 4.47 may be used to deduce the equivalent!permeability 
of the diaphragms tested. To express the performance of these diaphragms 
in terms of a permeability ratio (^/K^), a penetration ratio (d/D) and head 
efficiency (Eh), the procedure is best illustrated by means of a numerical 
determination. Consider for example Diaphragm 2 (Fig 4.30)
With d/D = 0.96, = 0.75 cm/s and H / L “*“0
For K 2/K = 800 K 2 = 0.94 x 10~3 cm/s
From Fig 4.47 the corresponding degree of imperfection is 0.1%
Using this value in Fig 4.30 gives Eh = 33%
loo
90
20
50
Eh%
40
2oo --
O70 SO io6 0 30 J202090loo
Fig. 4.48 Predicted performance, oj' thitt cut-o-pp walls o-f 
uni-jonn permeabilitij
This same, procedure is repeated for all diaphragms tested for values of 
K^/Ki equal toOO, 800, 400 and 200. The results of this analysis are 
presented in Fig 4. 48 and are considered to be of general application.
The scatter of points defining the curves for the various values of 
^ 2 ^ 1  attr*-butec* to two m a in reasons:
1. The simplifying assumption that the flow is horizontal at the soil- 
cut-off wall interface was made. This assumption is in error 
particularly when the holes are small when considerable deviation of 
the flow lines occurs in the vicinity of the diaphragm. As the holes 
increase in diameter so flow lines approach the horizontal and the 
assumption of horizontal flow is more justified.
2. In developing equation 3.16 it is assumed that the holes in the
diaphragm are filled with soil. In practice this is not always the
case, since the diameter of the smallest holes used was less than 
the representative grain size of the soil. For larger holes the 
assumption is correct. Consequently the relationship defined by 
^ 2 ^ 1  = which corresponds to small diameter holes is more likely 
to be in error than the relationship defined by K^/K^ = 200 which 
corresponds to larger diameter holes.
Fine Gravel in the Model
For comparison purposes a series of tests was undertaken to examine 
the behaviour of the model under transitional flow conditions. The test 
data is presented in dimensionless form in Figs 4.49 to 4.56.
Relationships between the velocity of flow and the hydraulic gradient
for the horizontal flow section of the model are given in Figs 4.57 and
4.5 8 for diaphragms 13 to 18 and diaphragms 19 and 20 respectively, and 
define essentially identical equations of flow. A  representative equation 
may be written:
V  - 4.95 i0 ’8 cm/s ...(4. 5 )
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which indicates transitional flow, since the index (n) of the parameter i 
lies between the limits 0.5 <  n <  1. For the range of discharge considered
11.0 c c / s Q  ^  213 cc/s, selecting a representative dimension of 3 mm 
for the gravel soil particles gives the corresponding range of Reynold's 
numbers as 2.5 Re ^  25.5. It is not possible to predict with certainty 
the type of flow occurring in the model using the values of Reynolds 
number as the sole criterion, especially when the values fall within the 
critical r a n g e \  but the indications are that the flow was transitional 
and this is confirmed by the fact that the relationship between the velocity 
of flow and the hydraulic gradient is non-linear. At low rates of 
discharge laminar flow may have occurred and this could explain the scatter 
of points in Figs 4.57 and 4.58 at low velocities.
As described previously, two cases of diaphragm flow may be 
identified (Fig 4.41)
Case A : minimum d = 1.01 m m <  d —  3.0 ntm
Range of discharge 31 cc/s Q ^  69 cc/s 
(Diaphragm 20)
The corresponding range of Reynold's numbers is:
950 ^  Re <  2100
Case B : d —  3.00 mm maximum d - 7.92 mm
Range of discharge 92 cc/s^  Q ^  208 cc/s 
(Diaphragm 20)
The corresponding range of Reynold's numbers is:
138 ^  Re ^  310
The high values of Reynold's Number obtained for diaphragm flow, even for 
the case of the largest hole, suggest transitional tending to turbulent 
flow. Thus throughout the model, irrespective of discharge, the flow is 
non-linear. While it could be argued that at low rates of discharge 
laminar flow could theoretically occur, an analysis of data based on this 
1. This matter is discussed in Section 1.3.2.3.2.
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assumption (along similar lines as that adopted with Leighton-Buzzard Sand 
in the model) would be of no practical significance, since in the prototype, 
flow through the foundation soil would be in accordance with equation 4.4, 
even under a low overall hydraulic gradient. Some general observations 
on the test data can however be made. The results obtained for perfect 
partially penetrating diaphragms are collated in Fig 4.59. A comparison 
of data from these tests and those undertaken with Leighton-Buzzard sand 
shows that for corresponding values of the overall hydraulic gradient, 
the head efficiency is slightly greater for the model containing gravel.
This difference is to be expected and may be conveniently explained in 
terms of respective flow nets. For the laminar flow case (sand in the 
model) a flow net with square figures is appropriate whereas for the case 
of non-linear flow (gravel in the model) a variable geometry flow net is 
constructed in accordance with a method described by Kluber and Breth (1971) 
(see Section 1.4) which would give a greater concentration of figures in 
the vicinity of the diaphragm where the velocity of flow increases as the 
seeping water approaches and passes beneath the diaphragm. Since however 
the difference between the head efficiency values is small (for all values 
of the penetration ratio d/D), in practice the head efficiency for a 
foundation soil composed of fine gravel could be predicted from a 'laminar* 
flow net without introducing serious error. i
All data relating to imperfect partially penetrating diaphragms (for 
H/]_-*“0) shown in Figs 4.49 to 4.54 are present in Fig 4.605 the main 
difference between this plot and Fig 4.42 for sand in the model, is that 
the reduction in head efficiency, is more gradual with increasing 
imperfection. It may be inferred that for coarser soil the effect of 
imperfection would be even less. This phenomenon is clearly demonstrated 
in Fig 4.29 and Fig 4.56 which present data relating to fully penetrating 
diaphragms (with imperfection uniformly distributed) for sand and gravel 
in the model respectively. The marked difference, between corresponding 
sets of data may be attributed to the fact that as the soil particles
become progressively larger so the 'hydraulic resistance' of the soil 
reduces and the influence of the diaphragm (or prototype wall) apparently 
increases, being less sensitive to imperfection.
The effect of the number of holes drilled in a diaphragm to achieve 
a given degree of imperfection is shown in Figs 4.55 and 4.56 which give data 
for fully penetrating diaphragms with 250 and 40 holes (uniformly disposed). 
It is apparent that the head efficiency reduces as the number of holes 
increases. The important general point to emerge here is that in 
hydraulic model testing, if perforated diaphragms are to be used to 
represent an imperfect cut-off wall then the number of holes must be 
considered to be a significant independant parameter.
4.4.4.2 Tests with Concrete Diaphragms
These tests were carried out with fine gravel in the model, in 
order to examine the case of non-linear flow through the soil and laminar 
flow through the diaphragm. A summary of test data is given in Appendix A.
The relationship between the velocity of flow and the hydraulic 
gradient pertaining to the horizontal flow section of the model is shown 
in Fig 4.61 and defines the transitional flow equation:
'If = 5.0 i°*^ cm/s ...(4.41)
Fig 4.62 relates to fully penetrating diaphragms and indicates a linear 
variation between the velocity of flow through, and the hydraulic gradient 
across each of the diaphragms; Darcy permeability values are recorded. 
Performance data are shown in dimensionless form in Fig 4.63; unlike the 
tests carried out using thin perforated metal diaphragms no variation in 
head efficiency occurred for different values of the overall hydraulic 
gradient, although some variation should have been expected according to 
theoretical predictions^.
1: See Section 3.3(d)
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It is of interest to compare the tests results for fully penetrating 
diaphragms with theory. The appropriate theoretical expression describing 
the model has been derived in Section 3.3:
K 2 h/t = K (equation 3.22)
Theoretical relationships deduced for H/L = 0.1 and 0.2 are shown on Fig 
4.64 and the superimposed experimental points are in good agreement.
4.5.5 Conclusions
Use of the single tank horizontal flow model enabled an extensive 
test programme to be undertaken. The main limitation of the model was the 
time required to install and test each diaphragm and for this reason testing 
was restricted to the investigation of thin, perforated metal diaphragms and 
concrete diaphragms of uniform permeability. Coarse sand and fine gravel 
were used in the model to achieve laminar and transitional flow conditions 
respectively.
While similarity was not achieved (or, indeed attempted) between 
perforated metal diaphragms and prototype cut-off walls, nonetheless some 
general points relating to prototype performance may be advanced on the basis 
of model test data.
Relatively small degrees of imperfection, of the order of 1% or less 
cause a significant reduction in head (and flow) efficiency, the extent to 
which this occurs depending on the distribution of imperfection. The head 
efficiency of a fully penetrating cut-off wall is greater when the imperfection 
is uniformly distributed. Small degrees of imperfection also adversely affect 
the performance of partially penetrating cut-off walls.
A degree of imperfection of the order of 1% may be expected with an 
installed steel sheet pile cut-off wall and the suitability of this type 
of wall to control underseepage and uplift pressures is therefore 
questionable. Indeed, since the performance of a perfect partially
penetrating cut-off wall is superior to that of a fully penetrating 
imperfect cut-off wall, this would suggest that in practice every effort 
should be directed towards achieving an impermeable barrier. This implies 
that cast-in-situ bored piling or concrete diaphragm walls, with relatively 
wide joint spacing, should be used in preference to steel sheet piling.
Quantitative predictions regarding prototype performance may be made 
from model test data for the special case of laminar flow. Since 
perforated diaphragms do not represent any particular type of cut-off wall, 
the deduced relationships defined by the overall hydraulic gradient 
tending to zero given in Figs. 4.29 to 4.40 give only an indication of the 
performance of imperfect cut-off walls. However the relationship given 
in Fig. 4.44 for partially penetrating diaphragms may be used directly to 
establish the performance of a prototype equivalent, since geometrical 
similarity is exactly achieved. A method was developed which enables 
the data to be extrapolated to prototype dam geometries. For the case 
of laminar flow only, tentative proposals were made whereby the data 
obtained from the testing of perforated metal diaphragms may be used to 
predict the performance of partially penetrating cut-off walls of uniform 
permeability.
Tests carried out with concrete diaphragms provide performance data 
for cut-off walls of uniform permeability installed in fine gravel. The 
results obtained for fully penetrating walls compare favourably with 
theoretical predictions. It would have been of interest to consider 
different thicknesses of diaphragm, in various types of soil for a wide 
range of transitional flow conditions, but this would have meant a greatly 
extended test programme. This could usefully form the basis of some 
future work.
5. ELECTRICAL ANALOGUE TESTS
5.1 INTRODUCTION
In section 1.3.2.4 the differential equation representing the steady 
state flow of fluid through a porous medium was developed. It may be 
demonstrated that the same form of equation represents the flow of electric 
current in a conductor.
Considering current flow in a sheet conductor, this being a two
dimensional situation applicable to the problem under investigation, the
equation of continuity is established by the application of Kirchhoff's 
first law (Duncan and Starling, 1954):
= 0  ... (5.1)
O x  fly
where Ix and Iy are the components of current flow in x and y directions 
respectively.
Ohm's Law gives expressions for current flow in the x and y directions 
as follows
r 1 0 \Ix = —  —  ... (5.2a)
Rx k
...(5.2b)
V
Rx
Ry
Voltage
Resistivity in x direction 
Resistivity in y direction.
Use of equation 5.2 enables the continuity equation to be rewritten as:-
JL + L- &  = o ... (5.3)Rx ^ 2  Ry b y 2 ...(5.3)
When the conductor is isotropic Rx = Ry and the governing equation reduces
2 2 
o V a V 2
to 2-ir + 2 - 4  = 0  or V  V = 0 ... (5.4)
^  “  w  J
The similarity bt'tween equations 1.15 and 5.4 is apparent. Consequently 
it may be inferred that a correspondence exists'between fluid flow and 
current flow which may be summarised as follows (llarr, 1962):- 
Table 5.1
Analogy between Seepage and Flow of Electric Current
Steady State Seepage Current Flow
Total head h 
Coefficient of permeability k 
Discharge velocity IT 
Darcy’s Law V  = ~k
V 2h = 0
Equipotential lines, h = constant
Voltage , V 
Conductivity C ( = ■—) 
Current I 
Ohm’s Law I =
2
V  V = 0
Equipotential lines. V = constant
Two analogue methods are in general use to solve two dimensional 
problems of fluid flow in soil namely the continuous conductor model and 
the resistor network model. The continuous model as described for example 
by Leliavsky (1955), Peattie (1956), Kolbesweski and Stewart (1958),
Todd (1960), Harr (1962), is best suited to confined flow problems involving 
isotropic soil, although only a simple scale transformation is required to 
cope with anisotropy. Techniques have been developed to deal with soils of 
variable permeability in the flow region and flow with a free surface 
(Scott, 1963) but in dealing with these and more formidable problems the 
alternative arrangement whereby the flow region is modelled by a network of 
resistors has wider application (Scott, 1963; Rotisch & Marotz^ 1965 ; 
Herbert and Rushton, 1966; Herbert, 1968; Starr et al, 1969). Other 
methods are described by Meehan and Morgenstern (1968), and Butterfield 
and Howey (1973). However in the context of assessing the performance of 
cut-off walls both methods have their particular merits and each was used 
in the test programme.
5.2 ANALOGUE REPRESENTATION
5.2.1 Continuous Conductor Model
Use of the model to solve a two dimensional problem of fluid flow in a 
soil requires the construction of a sheet conductor, electrically equivalent 
and geometrically similar to the soil region under consideration. A 
convenient form of conducting sheet is the commercially available Teledeltos 
paper. When only one soil type of uniform permeability is to be modelled, 
then the sheet conductor is of uniform conductivity. If however soils of 
varying permeability are to be modelled, then these must be represented by 
sheet conductors possessing conductivities which are in the same ratios to 
each other as the permeabilities of the corresponding soils.
A typical electrical analogue model testing arrangement is shown 
diagrammatically in Fig 5.1. A potential difference, which represents the 
total head drop, is set up between the boundaries and a probe attached to a 
measuring potentiometer system is then moved across the conductor - jthe whole 
assembly constituting a Wheatstone bridge - until a null reading registers on 
the galvanometer. If the bridge is pre-set at some required potential, then 
the null reading indicates that the potential in the conductor at the probe 
point is the same as that at the bridge. By this means a number of points of 
equal potential are established, through which an equipotential line may be 
drawn. By repeating this procedure for different settings on the bridge, a 
number of equipotential lines are obtained and a solution to the problem under 
examination is achieved. If required, flowlines may be established by 
employing what is termed the ’inverse analogy’ whereby the flow and potential 
boundaries are interchanged.
The electrical analogue representation of a dam provided with a cut-off 
wall is illustrated in Fig 5.2.
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5.2.2 Resistor Network Model
The experimental technique is similar to that of the continuous model 
except a network of electrical resistors now replaces the sheet conductor in 
modelling the soil region. Each resistor represents a corresponding zone of 
soil.
A potential difference is applied across the model and a probe arrange­
ment is used to establish the voltage at selected grid (or node) points between 
the resistors. Equipotential lines are then obtained as for the continuous 
conductor model.
The method is versatile and, unlike the continuous conductor model, 
dealing with soils of different permeability in the flow region presents no 
particular problem.
In order to illustrate the method of determining the size of resistors 
required to model a particular soil region, the two dimensional case is 
considered in Fig 5.3.
Considering the soil region (of unit thickness), the rate of fluid flow 
qx between the sections AA and BE may be obtained by applying Darcy’s Law:-
qx = (discharge velocity) (cross sectional area)
- ( *  g )  ( "  * % )
kx = permeability of soil in x direction 
A h  = head drop between AA and BB. 
or alternatively expressed
( s ) - - ( g )  , -  <>■=>
In the resistor model Rx represents the equivalent resistance between points 
a and b.
Ohm’s Law governs the flow of electrical current Ix through the 
resistor due to a potential difference AVx such that:-
IB
Ay/a
A-X/Z Ax/z
A
1____
B
K x
Soil r e 3 ion
A x .
a
-AA/VWA-
Rx
- A A A A A A A -
- t y W W A
AAMAAA-
RJ
-A/WVW- -AAAAMA-
Equivalent resistor model
5.5 Correspondence between soil region & resistor model
Equations 5.5 and 5.6 are of similar form and since the voltage is equivalent 
to head, and the current is equivalent to discharge, then
I  Ay—  may be said to be equivalent to
In terms of a scale factor S the following expression may therefore be 
written:-
R x  • • •  ( 5 - 7 )
Similarly for flow in the y direction
Ry = s w ( ^ )  -• ( 5 - 8 )
In a typical problem, what is termed a ’base resistance' is generally 
selected - usually the most frequently occurring resistance - and all other
i ■ -
resistances in the network are related to this single resistance. This 
obviates the necessity for determining the value of the scale factor. Had 
therefore Rx been selected as the base resistance then Ry would be 
determined by eliminating S from equations 5.7 and 5.8 thus:-
Ey=(i)(^)2 ••• (5-9)
Details of experimental arrangements and methods of calculating values
of resistances relating to impervious boundaries and boundaries between 
soils of different permeabilities, which are relevant to the problem of the 
imperfect cut-off wall are dealt with more fully in the appropriate 
section 5.5.
5.3 SCOPE OF TESTING AND CHOICE OF ANALOGUE MODELS
For reasons of ease of construction and simplicity of use and that 
'exact' solutions would be obtained, the continuous conductor model was 
selected to investigate the performance of perfect, partially penetrating
cut-off walls. Basically two investigations were undertaken:-
(i) A fixed ratio of breadth of dam (B) to thickness of foundation soil (D) 
was maintained with horizontal flow induced at the boundaries. The data 
obtained could then be compared directly with that obtained from the 
hydraulic model tests.
(ii) Variable ratios of B/D were considered with vertical flow induced at
• € *
the boundaries. These tests would provide data relating to real dam
situations.
Having set-up the continuous model some tests were also undertaken to 
investigate the use of the method,however limited this might prove to be,in 
assessing the performance of imperfect cut-off walls.
The selection of a resistor network model was made for the purpose of 
investigating a complete range of imperfect cut-off walls. While from the 
outset it was acknowledged that this type of model would provide only 
approximate solutions, nevertheless the outweighing advantage of the method 
was the flexibility of the testing arrangement, particularly in the zone of 
the cut-off wall.
5.4 CONTINUOUS CONDUCTOR MODEL TESTING
5.4.1 Geometry of Flow Regions under Investigation
In order that a direct comparison could be made with the results 
obtained from the hydraulic model tests, analogue testing of perfect and 
imperfect cut-off walls was conducted with horizontal flow induced at 
entrance and exit boundaries (Fig 5.4a). A series of tests with vertical 
flow induced at the boundaries was carried out using perfect cut-off walls 
only (Fig 5.4b).
L(d)
(*>;
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7^ =  6
X B X
Q R
Notation
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X : Entrarice and exit flow zboondary length.
Fig. 5-4 Flow regions under investigation.
Two points required particular attention:-
(i) The entrance and exit flow boundary length (dimension X)
In a real dam situation entrance and exit flow into the foundation 
soil occurs over a considerable distance upstream and downstream of the dam.
To represent this on the electrical analogue model the limitations of size 
of paper make it necessary to terminate the model at some finite distance 
upstream and downstream of the dam. This curtailment introduces some 
element of error into the results but it should be possible to minimise the 
error providing dimension X is carefully selected. Krizek and Karadi (1969) 
have shown that results are not significantly affected if the dimension 
X 3D.
In accordance with this recommendation, all tests with vertical 
flow induced at the boundaries were conducted with X = 3D.
(ii) Minimum B/D ratio for horizontal flow induced at boundaries
Hydraulic model tests were undertaken for l /D = 6. It was found
that for the extreme case of a deep, perfect cut-off wall, where the flow 
lines exhibit maximum curvature in bending sharply beneath the wall, horizontal 
flow was still essentially maintained at a distance of 3D/2 upstream and 
downstream of the centrally placed cut-off wall. Preliminary janalogue 
testing confirmed this. Consequently L/D = 3 was considered as being the 
lower limit for useful analogue model testing.
5.A.2 Simulation of Cut-off Walls I
Representation of a perfect cut-off wall is achieved by removing the 
conducting paper in the zone of the cut-off. If however strips are left 
bridging across the cut-away portion then an imperfection is achieved and 
when regularly spaced these bridges constitute an imperfect wall of uniform 
permeability. These points are illustrated in Fig 5.5.
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The technique of providing bridges to represent an imperfection in a 
cut-off wall has been used by Krizek and Karadi (1969) but throughout their 
investigation a constant slit density^ was maintained. Early theoretical 
work by Dachler (reported by Casagrande 1961) and more recently that 
undertaken by Ambraseys (1963a)suggests that the efficiency of cut-off walls 
exhibiting the same open space ratio, varies according to the slit density.
In order to examine this effect, the slit density was varied in the series 
of tests undertaken during this investigation.
The actual process of forming the bridges across the cut-off zone 
proved to be more difficult than was at first anticipated, since great care 
had to be exercised when using a sharp blade to cut out the paper, 
particularly for low values of the open space ratio. It was found that a 
bridge width of about 2 mm was the smallest that could be achieved with any 
degree of accuracy. This restriction on the minimum size of bridge 
practically attainable was a limitation of the method, since small values of 
the open space ratio which may occur in practice could not be examined.
5.4.3 Anisotropy in the Sheet Conductor
A feature of the Teledeltos paper used as a sheet conductor in the test 
programme was that its transverse resistivity (across the roll) differed from 
its longitudinal resistivity (along the roll). Measurements gave the ratio 
of transverse to longitudinal resistivity as 1.12. In order therefore to 
undertake tests representative of an isotropic soil of 6% scale transformation 
(increase in length) along the roll was indicated. To examine the 
implications of ignoring this slight anisotropy in the paper some preliminary 
tests were undertaken. The relationship between head efficiency and the 
ratio of d/D for perfect cut-off walls was established by the flow region * 
being cut-out (i) along the roll and (ii) across the roll. The two sets of
1. The number of slits/unit length of cut-off wall.
results were virtually identical and the simplification of ignoring 
anisotropy was therefore considered to be quite justified.
5.4.4 Equipment and Testing Procedure
In terms of the variables defined in Figs 5.4 and 5.5 the following 
dimensionless parameters were varied during the test programme: B/D; d/D;
t/D; W/d; N. In view of the large number of possible tests that could 
be carried out by permutating these parameters, a strictly limited test 
programme was undertaken.
The general test arrangement used is shown in Fig 5.6 (see also 
Fig 5.1). The field plotter used a (Servomex Type FP 92) incorporated 
the potentiometer measuring system, galvonometer and probe. When connected 
to the mains electricity supply the field plotter set up a potential 
difference of about 8| volts between the boundary electrodes which were of 
thin fuse wire attached to the Teledeltos paper by means of silver conducting 
paint. The control of potential was such that changes in potential as low 
as 0.1% could be measured.
The test procedure adopted was essentially that as outlined in Section 
5.2.1. While for some geometries information concerning the pattern of flow 
was required for the whole flow region, in the majority of tests attention 
was confined to the upper (impervious) boundary AB, in particular to the 
points X and Y immediately upstream and downstream of the cut-off wall.
Having determined the potential at points X and Y and head efficiency
(Eh) of the cut-off wall was immediately determined:-
gk _ (Potential at X - Potential at Y)  .
(Potential difference between A and B)
5.4.5. Test Results
The test data are presented in graphical form. The head efficiency
(Eh) is plotted against either the d/D ratio in the case of perfect cut-off
walls or the W/d ratio in the case of imperfect cut-off walls.
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Table 5.2
Horizontal Flow induced at Boundaries. 
Thin, perfect cut-off walls for L/p = 6
Potential values Eh
d /D %
A B C
X Y
(X-Y)%
a' B C
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15.6
32.2
32.0
39.8
40.3
44.6 53.8 9.2
37.5
15.5
15.2
31.3
31.3
38.4
39.7
44.3 56.3 14.0
50
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14.7
30.1
30.3
36.6
38.8
39.7 58.7 19.0
62.5
14.1
13.9
28.5
28.9
34.4
37.4
37.1 61.6 24.5
75
13.0
12.8
26.3
26.9
31.5
35.1
33.9 65.0 31.1
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11.8
24.0
24.5
28.8
32.2
30.6 68.2 37.6
90
11.1
10.9
22.2
22.8
26.7
30.1
28.5 70.5 42.0
95
10.0
9.8
20.0
20.5
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27.1
25.6 73.6 48.0
97.5
9.0
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24.4
22.9 76.2 53.3
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5.4.5.1 Horizontal Flow Induced at the Boundaries (see Fig 5.4a)
(i) Perfect cut-off walls were examined for:-
L/n = 4; 0 <  d/D <  1; 0.0143 <  t/D < 0 . 2 8 6
Fig 5.7 represents the data given in Table 5.2 which relates to thin, perfect
cut-off walls with L/D = 6. Data for /D = 4 has been deduced. With
L/D = 4, the effect of the variation in thickness of the cut-off wall is shown 
in Fig 5.8.
(ii) Imperfect cut-off walls were then examined for:-
L/D = 4; 0.85 ^  d/D ^  1; 0.0143 <  fc/D <  0.286; 0 <  W/D <  1;
10 ^  N 40.
Since, in practice the majority of cut-off walls are either fully penetrating
or approaching full penetration, it was considered that in the circumstances 
of a restricted test programme it would be appropriate to select relatively 
deep cut-off walls for examination. Consequently tests were undertaken for 
d/D > 0 . 8 5 .  The test data is shown on Figs 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11.
5.4.5.2 Vertical Flow Induced at the Boundaries (see Fig 5.4b)
Tests were undertaken on perfect cut-off walls only, for 1 ^  B/D <  8 
and for varying ratios of d/D and t/D, to provide information relating to what 
has been previously described as 'real*.dam situations. The results are 
given in Figs 5.12, 5.13, 5.14, 5.15 and 5.16. An additional test was under­
taken in order to establish the location of the vertical section at which flow
becomes horizontal beneath a long dam (provided with or without a cut-off 
wall). The results are presented in the form of a partial flow net in 
Fig 5.17.
5.4.6 Discussion of Test Results
The results of tests given in Table 5.2 relating to thin perfect cut-off 
walls with L/D = 6 are included in order to illustrate the extent to which 
horizontal flow is maintained to within a relatively close distance of the
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cut-off wall, which corroborate the findings of the hydraulic model tests.
To amplify this point, the flow net for d/l) = 95% has been drawn in Fig 5.18 
based on the potential values given in Table 5.2. It: is of interest to note 
that this flow net required for completion only seven measured values of 
potential. While this represents only a simple problem in seepage more 
difficult problems may be dealt with providing the points at which potential 
is measured are carefully selected.
It is possible to deduce data relating to the efficiency of thin cut-off 
walls for i/D = 4 from Table 5.2, since examination of the results reveals 
that horizontal flow is maintained up to the vertical section AA7 this being 
at a distance of D from the upstream boundary. Linking this information 
with that given in Fig 5.17 which indicates that at the vertical section A A 
the flow has become essentially horizontal, enables data to be deduced for 
real dam geometries providing the ratio L/D = 6 (ie minimum L = D + 4D + D) . 
To illustrate this point consider the case of a thin, perfect, centrally 
placed cut-off wall with d/D = 95% and L/D = 6. Fig 5.17 shows that for 
flow between the horizontal upstream boundary and the vertical section A/A 
with six stream tubes drawn, the corresponding number of equipotential drops 
is approximately eight. The number of equipotential drops between Section 
AA/and the cut-off wall is eight for the two stream tubes drawn in Fig 5.18; 
for six stream tubes the corresponding number of equipotential drops would 
therefore be twenty-four. Again for two stream tubes, Fig 5.18 shows that 
the number of equipotential drop across the cut-off wall is 2 x 4.88; for 
six stream tubes the number of equipotential drops would increase to
6/2 x 4.88. The head efficiency is then determined as follows:
_ Equipotential drops across the cut-off wall________
Total number of equipotential drops across the dam
- 2 [/-«8 = 4 6 %
2 [8 + 24J
This compares very favourably with the value of 46.7% obtained by the extra­
polation of data given in Fig 5.13 for d/D = 95% and proves the validity of 
the method.
It may be argued that limiting the ratio of L/D = 6 is too severe a 
restriction on the method. Indeed, further study of the results given in 
Table 5.2 suggests that horizontal flow is approximately maintained to 
within a distance D of the cut-off wall. If this argument is accepted, 
and in all probability any resulting error would be small, then real dam 
geometries with L/D ^  4 could-be examined.
Unfortunately in the tests carried out on imperfect cut-off walls only 
points immediately upstream and downstream of the cut-off wall were probed, 
and consequently the procedure of coupling flow nets together could not be 
used to extrapolate data to real dam situations. However this deficiency 
of measurement was rectified with tests carried out using the resistor 
network model described in section 5.5.
The results of tests carried out using imperfect cut-off walls are 
shown in Figs 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12. Contrary to expectation varying the 
number of slits for a given ratio of W/d does not appear to affect the 
corresponding values of Eh. There can be no doubt however that the greater 
the number of slits the lower is the value of Eh, and this is discussed 
in Chapter 8 where the present results are compared with theoretical 
predictions and the hydraulic model test results. Accepting that for a 
given W/d ratio some variation of Eh with N is to be expected, then it may 
be concluded that this variation for the number of slits in the range 
10 ^  N <  40 is practically undetectable using the experimental technique 
adopted in these tests. Furthermore, since it would be impracticable to 
undertake an examination of an imperfect cut-off wall employing a number of 
slits greater than 40, the method has only limited application.
Some remarks regarding the application of the test data concludes 
this section. Data given in Figs 5.12 to 5.16 may be used directly to predict 
the performance of impervious cut-off walls, interpolating as required for 
different thicknesses of wall. By adopting the procedure described in the 
foregoing, the performance of thin impervious cut-off walls installed
beneath dams for which L/D ^  6 (or approximately L/d .^  4) may be assessed 
by coupling the information provided by the partial flow net shown in 
Fig 5.17 with that given in Table 5.2. The relationships defined in Figs 
5.9, 5.10 and 5.11 for thin imperfect cut-off walls indicate a poor level 
of performance even at relatively low values of the open space ratio; 
irrespective of the penetration ratio only a 20% head efficiency corresponds 
with an imperfection of 5%. Due to the practical difficulties of cut-off 
wall simulation the test programme could not however be extended into the
critical range 0 W/D <  5%. This range is considered in detail in the
next section of the work which deals with the resistor network model. While 
data for imperfect cut-off walls is incomplete (due to the limitations of 
the experimental techniques employed and an omission of some measurements), 
nonetheless trends in cut-off wall performance are established. The tests 
also proved useful in defining the critical range of imperfection for thin 
cut-off walls, which enabled the programme of resistor model testing to be 
planned so as to eliminate unnecessary testing.
5.5 RESISTOR NETWORK MODEL TESTS
5.5.1 Flow Regions Investigated
The main work was undertaken with horizontal flow induced at the 
entrance and exit boundaries; the variables considered are shown in Fig 5.19.
As with previous work a ratio of L/D = 4 was maintained throughout. To
obtain a possible direct correlation with the results of hydraulic model 
testing for which t/D = 1/125, the thin cut-off wall tests were conducted 
with t/D = 1/120, which was as near to the value of 1/125 as could be conven­
iently achieved.
A limited test programme was also undertaken with vertical flow induced 
at the boundaries for the variables shown in Fig 5.20. An explanation for 
setting the entrance and exit boundary lengths X <j^  3D has been given 
previously in Section 5.4.1.
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5.5.2 Design of Models
5.5.2.1 Model Size and Resistor Mounting Board
Since centrally placed cut-off walls were under investigation
the symmetry of the problem suggested that it was necessary to model only 
one half of the flow domain. Consequently the downstream electrode 
boundary was fixed along the centre line of the cut-off wall during the 
course of testing. The plan size of the resistor mounting board was 
limited to 80 cm x 56 cm, suitable for desk-top use. To accommodate the 
resistor terminal pins, holes were drilled through the 3 m m  thick perspex 
mounting board on a 25 mm square grid.
5.5.2.2 Horizontal Boundary Flow Model
A 20 horizontal by 10 vertical flow mesh was used to study the 
performance of 'thick1 cut-off walls, and a section of this mesh in the 
vicinity of the cut-off zone is shown in Fig 5.21. Superimposed on the 
mesh are five resistances, the values of which were required to construct 
the resistor model. In Section 5.2.2 the correspondence between a 
soil region and the resistor model was demonstrated, and for a medium of 
uniform permeability the correspondence,may be represented diagrammatically
thus
fizrmeabilib - A / V W V -
A x
5oi I req  ion Resistor
quantitatively by if the scale factor is omitted from the
expression.
Foundation of jjermmbflitij \C\
Q
ZO
P
Q
Ax= AH“ £unibs
K 5 / R 3
IOA 4  = 2
20 Ax. - 40
fa. 5.21 Resistance values -for -flow domain .
^  with 'th ic k ' c u t-o ff w all . typ* K g , M o & 6/\o
This expression was used to determine the resistance values shown on
Fig 5.21 by the following procedure:
resistance and the other resistances were expressed in terms of the
A modified procedure was required in order to establish the resistance 
values corresponding to the flow domain with a cut-off wall of half mesh 
width shown in Fig 5.22. It is to be noted that Fig 5.22 represents the
flow domain to a natural scale. Since however on the resistor network 
model a fixed grid spacing was maintained in order to accommodate the 
resistors, which were of equal length, the cut-off wall was represented 
to a distorted scale. The grid size used in the resistor network model 
was therefore 21 horizontal by 10 vertical.
Since A x  = Ay (square mesh) R.
1
Resistance R,. was evaluated from the sum of two resistances in parallel
The most frequently occurring resistance R^ was selected as the base
permeability values and R^ as follows:
R,2 2 R1
R,
2 ■R
‘5
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The resistance values were determined as follows
R 1 K, ’ R2 K ^ ; R6 2K ; R7 K« ; R8 2K1 ’ R9 K..
Resistances R^q and R ^
r  =  1 .  .  r  =  JL 
C K 2 * D K x
R10
.. R
10 (Kx + K 2)
11
L- + 1
Rc *D
.. R
11 (Kx + K 2)
Again resistance R^ was selected as the base resistance, and the other
resistances were related to R^ thus:-
R- = R,; R« = 2R.; R, = ± R,; R-, = ] R,; R0 = i R1;
6 2 IK2 I 1* 7 ^K2 I "I 8 2 1
R10 1 + / K 0 \ Rl
K,
R
11 1 + / K, R„ R12 3 R1
K„
A base resistance of R^ *= 100 jO. was adopted, and table 5.3 gives the
calculated resistance values for different values of K^/F^.
Table 5.3 Resistance values used in horizontal flow model with ’thick1 
cut-off walls
K 1
Resistance values JO.
K 2
V R2 V R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 v R 11 R12
5 100 200 500
(510)
1000 167
(160)
10 100 200 1000 2000 182
(180)
20 100 200 2000 4000
(3900)
190
(200)
100 100 200 10000 20000 198
(200)
5000 10000 50
(51)
100 400 . 100 133
(130)
200 100 200 20000 40000 200
The resistances shown in brackets were those actually used, because the 
calculated values were not commercially available.
The flow domain in the vicinity of the ’thin1 cut-off wall is shown 
in Fig 5.23.
Neglecting the thickness of the cut-off wall, the number of mesh
spacings in the flow domain in the x direction was made equal to 24, and to
achieve the required ratio of L/D = 4 the number of mesh spacings in the 
y direction was made equal to 12.
To achieve a ratio t/D = 1/120, t was set equal to 10 units
ie t = d /120 = 12Ay/120 = 1200/120 =10
R&-
Ri
% -5
f t
Rs^
Ri I
A x >  loo = IOO % l2Ay— 1200
-f
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u
24 A x =  2400
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l
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Resistance values were determined as follows
R1 K x ; R 2 K x ; R3
Resistance R.
/ W V W y
VJV W W /
Kft
RA  10Ko ’ “ 1,0K1
i- = i_ +JL
R4 RA  \
:: r
4 (10K2 + 10K|)
p = ii22. . p = JL_ . R - 1
5 K, ’ 6 20K, ’ 7 10K,
Selecting as before R^ as the base resistance gave:-
R1 “ Rxi R2 2Ri v  R3 20 ( K 2 j R1 ; R4
10(1 + K2
R„
K,
R„ = R„ =
40
5 1*90Rl ; R6 To r i ; h  ~ To R1; “8 20 +[K 2
z
R.
Resistances R 2 , R^, R^, R^, R^ and Rg were determined by setting R^ = IOOjQ. 
and neglecting the term (K^/K2) sinee its value was ^  1/100.
R x = 1 0 0 ;  R 2 = 200; R^ = 10; R 5 = 190 (200 used); R g = 5;
Rj = 10; Rg = 200.
Values of the resistances R 0 and R n depended on the ratio of K-/K0 as given
o y 1 2
in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4 Some resistance values used in the horizontal flow model 
with 'thin' cut-off walls
R3 - ^ RgjQ-
100 500 1000
200 1000 2000
400 2000 4000
800 4000 8000
2000 10 000 20 000
4000 20 000 40 000
5.5.2.3 Vertical Boundary Flow Model
The models were made as large as possible within the limit 
imposed by the horizontal dimension of the resistor board. Fig 5.24 
shows the flow regions investigated having due regard to the minimum 
entrance boundary length X. The model sizes are indicated by mesh 
spacings.
For all geometries considered the resistance values were determined 
from values already established for the case of the 'thick* cut-off wall.
Only two values of K^/K^ were used, namely 10 and 100.
5.5.3 Equipment and testing procedure
The general test arrangement and a detail of the resistor network 
at a terminal pin with resistors connected is shown in Fig 5.25.
It was occasionally necessary to use resistances either in series 
or in parellel in order to make up the value of a particular resistance which 
was not available. Terminal pins were screw attached to the mounting 
board. Resistors^ were then placed between the pins, the ends being
housed in the slits of the pin turret and secured with a fixing screw.
In this way the resistor network was built up. Finally the electrode wires 
were connected between the boundary terminal pins.
The test procedure was to apply 10 volts between the boundary 
electrodes (Fig 5.25) and record the voltage at selected nodal points using 
the probe attached to the digital voltmeter.
In the case of the horizontal flow models all node points along the 
upper and lower boundaries and within the cut-off wall were probed. The 
node points defining the base of the dam and the corresponding points on 
the lower boundary and within the cut-off wall were probed in the vertical 
boundary flow models.
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5.5.A TEST RESULTS
5.5.4.1 Horizontal Flow at boundaries
A summary of test data is given in tabular form in Appendix B 
which relates to Fig 5.26 for ’thick* cut-off walls and to Fig 5.27 for 
the ’thin* cut-off wall. Information abstracted from the test data 
enabled the head efficiency (Eh) and the flow efficiency (E^) for the 
different cut-off walls to be evaluated directly as follows:- 
Head efficiency
Since total head at a point in the flow domain is analogous to the 
voltage at the equivalent point in the resistor network model, Eh is
defined by the ratio of the voltage drop across the cut-off wall A V  to
Er
the voltage drop across the model AV^,,
AV v - 0
Eh= w z  ■ icr=-o = 10 V
A r
Flow efficiency
The analogy between fluid discharge and current flow is used to
determine E^ by considering the current flow between two vertical sections
in the resistor network model for the case of no cut-off wall which gives
I , and the current flow between the same vertical sections with the model 
o
provided with a cut-off wall, which gives I. Then 
E = (1 - y -  ) 100%
^ O
I and I were deduced from data relating to that zone of the mesh between 
the upstream boundary AA/ and the vertical section BB7 . These sections 
were chosen since the data indicated a uniform voltage drop between AA/ 
and BB/ , the voltage at points B and B/ being essentially the same. A 
section of the mesh for the 'thick* cut-off wall tests is given below:-
5 mesh spacings
B
9 rows
o f ' * !
►ffe"r«rirRr,rRii■Ri-
-Rr -Rr.Rr -Rr •1
A' B'
Rj= loo il 
R2= 200 XL
With no cut-off wall the voltage drop between sections AA* and BB7 =
j 10 volts = 2.5 volts-
and the correspteiding cu rren t I Q -  2 ( r ^ ~ - r )  *  '’{ityj'l. 5) = ( -? ; )  2 ' 5 amp9
■ (fe )With a cut-off wall the current I AB
where AV. is the average voltage 
AB
. / / 
drop between sections AA and BB
Av
eq = I1 ' -275 100%
For the ’thin1 cut-off wall tests, there were six mesh spacings between 
sections AAy and BB^ and ten rows of resistances R^.
Thus 1 = 2  
o (20o¥e) + 10 ( i o M r )  = (io)2-5 an,Ps-
This assumes that the voltage drop between the vertical sections at E and F 
was negligible, which assumption is justified since resistances and R^ 
(Fig 5.23) were equal to 5 and 10 JQ. respectively (compared with
Rx = lOOil and R2 = 200/1 ).
Since I - (— ) ^600 )A V iT>, then as before E_ AB Q ■ ( * - & )
100%.
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The results are presented graphically on Figs 5.28 to 5.35 inclusive 
and give relationships between Eh and the (d/D) ratio for the various cut­
off walls tested. For two thicknesses of cut-off wall the relationship 
between Eh and E^ is given.
5.5.4.2 Vertical Flow at Boundaries
The test data are summarised in Appendix B. Since the tests were
undertaken for different thicknesses of cut-off wall, in order to achieve 
a standardisation of presentation, the performance of a cut-off wall of 
thickness given by t/D = 0.286 was deduced and this information is 
presented in Fig 5.36 in the form of a plot of Eh against (d/D) for 
different values of B/D and for a ratio of = 100.
The significance in selecting a ratio of t/D = 0.286 was that this was 
one thickness of (perfect) cut-off wall examined in the continuous 
conductor analogue model tests, and a correlation of data would be possible. 
Furthermore, the performance of this thickness of cut-off wall could be 
predicted either by direct interpolation or with a minimum of extrapolation 
from available data.
5.5.5 Discussion of Test Results
The main point that emerges from Figs 5.28 to 5.31 is that for a 
given depth of penetration (d/D) the head efficiency improves with 
increasing values of the ratio K^/K^ and thickness of cut-off wall (t/D).
The effect of the ratio K^/K^ on cut-off wall performance is more clearly 
demonstrated in Fig 5.32 where for t/D = 0.2 all data are shown for the 
full range of K^/*^ values} It is apparent that the difference in head 
efficiency between the two curves representing K^/I^ = 200 and K^/I^ = 
(perfect cut-off wall) is relatively insignificant. Similarly Fig 5.34,
1. Only one thickness of cut-off wall is considered for clarity of 
presentation.
representing the thinner cut-off wall with t/D = 1/120, indicates that 
near perfection is approached with K-^/K^ = 4000. Clearly between these 
two extremes, other values of K^/IL, representing near perfection may be 
specified for cut-off walls of intermediate thicknesses.
These observations enable general conclusions to be drawn which are 
considered to be of relevance to the design of those types of cut-off wall 
which effectively reduce the permeability of the foundation soil in a 
defined zone, such as for example with a grouted cut-off wall. In such 
cases it would appear to be appropriate to make provision for a thick cut-off 
wall, since only a low value of the ratio K^/K^ would be required to 
achieve a high level of performance. This implies that the specification 
requirements would not have to be unduly demanding.
It is of interest to note that with the thick cut-off wall, since only 
a relatively low value of (K^/l^) is required, any attempt to improve 
the watertightness of the wall beyond the level indicated by the appropriate 
(K^/K^) value would be wasteful of resources as no significant (indeed 
measurable) improvement would result. Conversely with the thinner cut-off 
wall the greatly increased value of (K^/K^) required to achieve a high level 
of performance would suggest a more exacting specification and careful site 
supervision during the installation stage.
Although by no means presenting a complete picture, nonetheless when 
considered collectively the data obtained for imperfect cut-off walls with 
horizontal flow induced at the boundaries may be used to investigate a wide 
range of practical problems, particularly if extrapolation is undertaken 
for t/D and K ^ / v a l u e s .
As has previously been discussed in Section 5.2.3 the data may be 
linked with the exit/entrance flow net shown in Fig 5.17 to obtain 
solutions for dam geometries with vertical flow induced at the boundaries, 
without further recourse to flow-net sketching. The voltage readings 
along the upper and lower boundaries (see Figs 5.26 and 5.27) indicate
that horizontal flow exists beyond the section BB up to section CC . 
Consequently the entrance flow net given in Fig 5.17 may be joined to the 
net beyond section BB to provide a solution for B/D = - - - —  = 5
and to the net beyond section CC for B/D = — — = 4 .
Since the entrance net is drawn for six stream tubes, for continuity 
of flow, this same number must continue beyond section AA' as illustrated 
below:
' —  P ~
P
$ r * —  v/z
k'
E F
V p'
zone o{ horizontal 
-flow
In the zone of horizontal flow the voltage drop bptween adjacent
equipotentials =
<VA - V
The number of equipotential drops between sections AA/ and FF^ 
10 60 
" 1/6 (\  ' V  \ < Y -  V
therefore the number of equipotential drops between C C / and FF/
60
~ V
-  6
and between BB and FF =
60
<VA - V
- 3
Now the head efficiency may be defined thus:
_ number of equipotential drops across the cut-off wall 
number of equipotential drops across the dam.
and therefore for B/D = 4 2(VE --'V )
Eh =
1/6 <VA - VC > Vp
L
2(8 „ _ _ 6 0  _ 6) 1/3(Va - Vc) + 10
A C
and for B/D = 5 2(V_ - V )
E r
Eh =
1/6 <VA - V  Vp
2 (8 - 3) 5/6 (VA - Vc) * 10
A C
If required it is possible to obtain solutions to flow problems for 
B/D >  6 by adopting a similar procedure.
Figs 5.33 and 5.35 give the relationships between head efficiency 
and flow efficiency and indicate that E^ ^  Eh, with the two quantities 
approaching equality with a fully penetrating cut-off wall. These 
relationships have been included to enable a direct assessment of the 
reduction in under-seepage to be made from a knowledge of Eh, which 
would otherwise have been difficult to predict.
Only a limited test programme was undertaken for vertical flow 
induced at the boundaries. However the results provide useful 
supplementary data, particularly for ratios of B/D 4 where horizontal 
flow does not occur beneath the main body of the dam.
5.6 CONCLUSIONS
In the context of assessing the performance of cut-off walls, the 
continuous conductor model proved only suitable for the study of perfect 
cut-offs. The technique of providing bridging strips across the gap in 
the conducting paper to simulate an imperfect cut-off wall had only 
limited application because of the practical difficulty in achieving 
an open-space ratio of less than about 7%, which in terms of the more 
familiar parameter used in the resistor network model tests^, represented 
a ratio of K^/l^ = This may be compared with the resistor network
model tests where any ratio of could be achieved simply by altering
the values of the resistances in the cut-off zone. The wide range of tests 
successfully undertaken using this model is indicative of the usefulness 
and application of the method. Indeed, the method may well provide the 
most suitable means of obtaining a solution to a particular problem in 
seepage, especially if the soil conditions are variable and the geometry 
of the flow domain is irregular.
Comparison of data obtained by the two methods of testing may be 
made for the following cases:-
(i) the thin, perfect cut-off wall
(ii) the imperfect cut-off wall with t/D = 0.286
(iii) real dam geometries for B/D = 6, 4, 2 and 1.
The relationships given in Figs 5.7 and 5.34 for thin, perfect cut-off 
walls are in close agreement. If the continuous conductor model 
solution is assumed to be correct, then the slight discrepancy between 
the two curves is due, in all probability, to the approximation of 
representing a continuous medium by a series of interconnected resistances. 
Had the mesh spacing been reduced, particularly in the vicinity of the 
cut-off wall where changes in the pattern of flow were pronounced, then a 
closer measure of agreement would probably have resulted.
The following information has been abstracted by interpolation 
from the data presented in Figs 5.28, 5.29, 5.30 and 5.31 for t/D = 0.286.
d/D
Eh% for values of K^/I^
5 10 20 100
0.85 30 41 44 62
0.95 32 46 60 73
1.0 33 49 70 82
This information is seen to fit the curves for t/D = 0.286 given 
in Figs 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11 almost exactly. Perhaps this is not altogether 
surprising since in the cut-off zone, the continuous conductor model 
functioned essentially as a resistor network model with the bridging 
strips acting in effect as resistances. Returning to the theme of 
relating accuracy of solution to mesh size, it may be significant to 
note that in the continuous conductor model tests, the head efficiency 
appeared to be unaffected by variations in slit density. This point is 
illustrated in Figs 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11. It is considered that the head 
efficiency did in fact vary with slit density but the magnitude of the 
variation was insufficient to be detected with the measuring equipment 
used in the test. However, the point here is that if variations did 
occur then they were negligible. If this observation is now related 
to the resistance network model the inference is that although an 
improvement in accuracy may result by making the mesh size less than 
D/10, the improvement is likely to be only marginal and consequently 
the construction and testing of a larger model would be, to an extent, 
unwarrented.
A comparison between similar data for ’real’ dam geometries cannot 
be made but the information shown in Fig 5.36 (for t/D = 0.286 and 
^ 1 ^ 2  = may considered together with that shown in Figs 5.13,
5.14, 5.15 and 5.16 which relate to perfect walls. The data is consistent, 
but the accuracy of the results obtained from the resistor network model 
is open to question in view of the coarseness of the mesh employed, 
particularly for the high values of B/D examined, where for example with 
B/D = 6 a mesh size of D/5 was used.
In addition, the analogue model tests have shown that a thick cut­
off .wall should be installed if the construction process seeks to reduce 
the permeability of the foundation soil in a defined zone (eg grouted 
cut-off wall) since it is necessary to achieve only a relatively low level 
of imperviousness for the cut-off wall to record a high performance. If
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a thin cut-off wall is to be provided of the type where open gaps are 
likely to develop between adjacent members constituting the wall (eg 
sheet pile cut-off wall) then full penetration is required and the open 
space ratio should not exceed about 0.1%, .and should preferably be less. 
This latter conclusion could not be made solely on the basis of the 
results of the continuous analogue model tests since values of the open 
space ratio of less than about 7% could'not be achieved. Data from the 
resistor network model given in Fig 5.34 are presented in alternative 
form in Fig 5.37 giving relationships between head efficiency and the 
ratio (this being analogous to W/D) for d/D = 1 and d/D = 0. 9 .
Thus for the fully penetrating thin cut-off wall (t/D = 1/120) the head 
efficiency reduces from 100% to 50% if the open space ratio reaches a value 
of 0.1%. Fig 5.37 also shows the marked reduction in head efficiency 
even when 90% penetration is achieved with a perfect cut-off wall and 
this provides further confirmation of the desirability in achieving full 
penetration.
CHAPTER 6
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
6.1 INTRODUCTION
It was considered that data relating to the performance of cut-off 
walls obtained from extensive hydraulic model and analogue testing was 
reasonably comprehensive and consequently the main objective in undertaking 
a numerical method of analysis was to examine the suitability of the 
method itself rather than its use in providing additional data, although 
inevitably some supplementary information would accrue.
The finite difference method of analysis was adopted, this being 
particularly suitable for the problem under investigation with a flow 
domain of rectangular geometry. The fundamentals of the method are given 
by Allen (1954), and its application to a wide range of groundwater flow 
problems is described by Scott (1963). Basically the method consists of 
superimposing a rectangular grid over the flow domain and at each grid 
(or node) point the governing equation of flow (the Laplace equation, 
derived in Chapter 1) is expressed in finite difference form in terms of 
the total head value at the node point under consideration, the total head 
values at adjacent nodes, the grid dimensions and the soil permeability 
value(s). Thus over a flow domain with N node points, N finite 
difference equations may be established which may be solved simultaneously 
(or otherwise) for given boundary conditions ie known total head values 
at the entrance and exit flow boundaries.
The derivation of the basic finite difference equation for an 
internal node point within a flow domain of uniform permeability divided 
into a square mesh is given with reference to Fig 6.1. In terms of total 
head (h) and the cartesian coordinates x and y the Laplace equation for a 
continuous isotropic medium is written as:
\ 2, \ 2,
—  il + rLJl = o (this is equation 1.15 presented in Section 1.3.2.4)
a>x2 V
Fij. 6.1 A square mesh in an isotropic soil
" X
Y
Y
-Y
X
Fj .^ 6.2, A rectangular mesh in an anisotropic soiL
For node point 0, this equation may be rewritten in finite difference 
form as:
[< V V /e  - ( W /e]  ^  + [(W /e - < V V /eJ /E = 0 
. . . (6 .1)
which simplifies to hQ = (h^+ 1^+ h^+ h^)/4
or h^+ 1^+ h^+ h^ - 4hQ = 0  ...(6.2)
Alternatively, equation 6.1 may be established by the direct application 
of Darcy1s Law and evoking the principle of the continuity of flow. Thus 
the flow towards node point 0 equals the flow away from node point 0. 
ie [K(h3-ho)/t]e. +[K(h2-ho)/tJ^ = [K(ho-h1)/tji + [K(ho-h4)/{j I
which simplifies to equation 6.2.
This latter approach is particularly useful when finite difference 
equations are to be set up for variable soil conditions and for the case 
of a rectangular grid. By way of illustration the finite difference 
equation for node point 0 shown in Fig 6.2 will be established.
[k x (v v /x] y  + [ y v ho)/YJ x = [Kx < v hi)/xJ Y + [ y w /YJ x
which may be simplifed to:
... (6.3)
When X = Y and Kx = K^ , this expression reduces to the familiar equation 6 
By adopting this method of approach, nodal equations for points throughout 
the flow domain may be established.
It is apparent from equation 6.1 that in using the finite difference 
method of analysis, the accuracy of solution improves as the mesh size 
decreases. But by reducing the mesh size a greater number of equations 
are involved and this may pose a problem, if a computer solution is sought
since the number of unknowns that can be introduced may be limited by the 
store capacity of the machine use. Thus a compromise is usually made 
over the size of mesh to be adopted.
Two types of cut-off wall were examined, namely thin, perfect cut-off 
walls and cut-off walls of finite thickness possessing a uniform 
permeability. Analyses were undertaken using a digital computer^. 
Programs were developed and written in the high level language ALGOL.
6.2 THIN PERFECT CUT-OFF WALLS
The geometry of the problem examined is shown in Fig 6.3 and is seen 
to be identical with that studied previously in the hydraulic1 model and 
analogue model tests. ,
, NN SN\
A Impermeable, boondaru — \
Perfect cub-off wall
Kx» Kcj
Impermeable. boundary
ZX> ! ZS> .
Fig. 6.3 Thin perfect cut-off wall. 6eometrj of problem under investigation.
Due to the symmetry of the problem about the centre line of the cut-off 
wall it is necessary to consider only one half of the flow domain ie PQRS.
To illustrate the method of solution the half domain is divided into a 
6 by 3 square mesh as shown below with a cut-off wall of depth 2/3 D.
At each node point a total head value is designated.
1. ICL 1905E, 128K core store. Teesside Polytechnic Computer Centre.
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The finite difference equations for each of the node points may be 
obtained from the following three basic equations:
(1) Internal node point:
h.+ h 0+ h  - 4 h = 0 ...6.2
1 2 3 o
(see Section 6.1 for the derivation of .this equation)
(2) a. Node point on upper impervious boundary
Flow towards 0 = Flow away from 0
CK(hQ-h )/21 = I K(h -h.)/2£ + £iC(h - h.)/I
J o  o 1 0 4
h,+ h„+ 2h.- 4 h = 0 
1 3  4 o
.6.4(a)
b. Node point on lower impervious boundary
2
TT77 A .3 o
by inspection h^+ b^+ 21^ ” 4hQ = 0 ... 6.4(b)
c. Node point on face of cut-off wall 
 ^ ^Cut-off wall
by inspection
h 0+ h,+ 2h0 — 4h = 0. 
2 4 3 o
(3) Node point at junction of cut-off wall and upper impervious boundary
Cot-o||“ wall
S/s //y//////^
Flow towards 0 = Flow away from 0 
Kl(h3 - ho)/2l = Kl (hQ - hA)/2t
.. h_+ h. — 2h = 0
3 4 o
... 6.4(c)
Use of these equations enables the complete set of finite difference 
equations to be established for all the node points:
Row 1 Row 2
h = 1000 hg = 1000
h l _ 4h2
+
h 3 +
2h9 = 0 h2
+
h8 ' 4h9 + h10 + h16
= 0
h2 ” 4h3
+
h4 + 2h10
= 0
h3
+
h 9 4hio + hll + h17
= 0
h3 - 4h4 + h5 +
2hll
= o
h4
+
h io " 4hll + h12 + h18
= 0
h4 - 4h5 +
h6 + 2h12
= 0 h5 +
hll ‘ 4h12 + h 13 + h19
= 0
h5 - 4h6 + h? f
2h13
= 0
h6
+
h12 " 4h13 + h14 + h20
= 0
h, - 2h-, 
6 7
+
h 14
= 0
h7
+
2h13 '’ 4h14 + h 21 =
= 0
Row 3 Row 4
h 15
= 1000 h22 =
= 1000
h 9
+
h 15 " 4h16
+
h 17
+
h 23
= 0
2h16
+
h22 4h23
+
h24
= 0
h10
+
h 16 "
4^7 +
h18
+
h24
= 0
2h17
+
h 23 " 4h24
' +
h25
= 0
hll
+
h 17 " 4h18
+
h19
+
h25
= 0
2h18
-+
h 24 " 4h25
+
h26
= 0
h12
+
h 18 ~ 4h19
+
h20
+
h 26
= 0
2h19
+
h 25 " 4h26
+
h27
= 0
h 13
+
h 19 ~ 4h20
+
h21
+
h 27
= 0
2h20
+
h 26 " 4h27
+
h28
= 0
h21
= 0
h 28
= 0
These equations may be written more conveniently in matrix form
[a] [h] = [c] a solution for which is [h] = [a] [cj
whereJa ] is the inverse matrix. This method of analysis was adopted
since a direct solution would result and furthermore a standard procedure 
1
was available for the solution of the inverse matrix. Use of this 
procedure required that the input data was the matrix [a ] written in 
band form which eliminated the considerable number of off-band zero values 
and thereby reduced the demand on computer storage.
Matrix [a ] written in full and band form are given in Figs 6.4 and 6.5 
respectively.
1. Teesside Polytechnic Computer Centre.
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To obtain a solution for MxN equations a general program was developed, 
based on the band matrix written for M  = 4 and N = 7 shown on page .
The program is listed in Appendix C. It is written in two sections.
The first section generates a band matrix (designated BM) for the 
coefficients of the head values and a column matrix (designated KM) for 
the known boundary head values. The second section consists of two procedures 
BANDET1 and BANDSOLI which solve for the head values at the node points.
The data input into the program was the grid size and the depth of 
penetration of the cut-off wall. For the case considered on Page 
the input data would therefore be 7, 4, 3.
ie N = 7, M  = 4 and d = 3.
A number of different mesh sizes were examined and the results are given 
in Table 6.1 and shown graphically in Fig 6.6, in terms of the head 
efficiency for corresponding values of the depth of penetration of the 
cut-off wall.
TABLE 6.1
Head efficiency values for a thin perfect cut-off wall
MESH SIZE
8 x 4
d/D% 75 50 25
Eh% 33.7 20.2 7.6
10 x 5
d/D% 80 60 40 20
Eh% 37.8 26.6 16.2 6.1
12 x 6
d/D% 83.3 66.7 50 33.4 16.7
Eh% 40.8 30.9 22.0 13.4 5.1
16 x 8
d/D% 87.5 75 62.5 50 37.5 23.0 12.5
Eh% 44.8 36.6 29.5 22.9 .16.5 10.1 3.8
20 x 10
d/D% 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10
Eh% 47.5 40.3 34.2 28.6 23.4 18.2 12.1 8.1 3.1
22 x 11
d/D% 91 82 72.6 63.6 54.5 45.5 36.4 27.3 18.2
Eh% 48.6 41.7 36.0 30.8 25.9 21.2 16.6 11.9 7.3
100
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Fig 6.6 clearly shows the trend of improving accuracy with a 
decreasing size of mesh. The improvement however becomes only marginal 
with the smaller mesh sizes. Since by decreasing the mesh size the 
’exact’ solution is approached, by plotting the reciprocal of the mesh 
size against head efficiency for a particular value of d/D the relationship 
so defined may be extrapolated to a value of zero for the reciprocal of 
mesh size in order to obtain a value of Eh corresponding to an infinite- 
simally small mesh size (Fig 6.7). Values of Eh determined by this 
means are also shown in Fig 6.6. The difference between the ’exact’ 
solution and that given by a mesh size of 20 x 10 is relatively 
insignificant and for this reason this size of mesh was adopted to examine 
the performance of imperfect cut-off walls considered in the following 
section.
6.3 IMPERFECT CUT-OFF WALLS
The geometry of the problem, together with the variables considered
is shown in Fig 6.8.
/Ss ' / / / / / / / /  Ss / s / Ss / f s /./..//■// S S-S ///s'
foundation of. jsermeabilitij l<j
Fig. 4>.b Imper-fecfc C u t-o -f-f w a l l  . deometOj o f problem  under in vestiga tion .
Due to symmetry about the centre line of the cut-off wall only one half of 
the flow domain was considered ie PQRS. As in the previous section 6.2 
the method of solution will be illustrated with reference to a 6 x 3 mesh, 
the thickness of the cut-off wall being of one mesh width.
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The finite difference equations may be obtained by using the three 
basic equations derived in Section 6.2 for node points within the soil 
and at the soil-impervious boundaries, together with the following set 
of equations which relate to node points at the soil-cut off wall 
interface and at the junction of the cut-off wall and the impervious 
boundary:
(1) Node point at soil cut-off wall interface
////yyy/y/y.
Flow towards 0 = Flow away from 0
t(h_- h )K,/2t + I (h,-h )K,/2C + -t(h,- h )K1/t =
z o l Z O Z J O l
e(hQ- h1)K2/{ + t(hQ- hz,)K1/2t + {(hQ- h4)K2/2t
Putting = K, the expression simplifies to:
(2)hx + (K + l)h2 + (2K)h3 + (K + l)h4 - (4K + 4)hQ = 0  ... 6.5
(2) Node point at base of cut-off wall
Flow towards 0 = Flow away from 0
t(h,- h )K./£ + f(h,- h )K,/2t + l(h,- h )K„/2l
J O l  Z o 1 z o z
t ( h - h . ) K , / (  + - hn )K, /2t + {(h - h1)K,/2d
o 4 l o i l  o i z
Putting K^/K 2 = K> t*10 exPressi°n reduces to:
(K + l)h- + (K + l)h_ + (2K)h_ + (2K)h. - (6K + 2)h = 0 ... 6.6
1 Z 3 4 o
(3) Node point at junction of cut-off wall and impervious boundary
Flow towards 0 = Flow away from 0 
C(h - h )Kj2t = l(h - h.)K9/21 + i(h - h.)K_/2i + { (h - h.)K9/2£
J O l  O l Z  0 ^ 1  O h ^
putting = K, the expression reduces to:
h 1 + Kh_ + (K + l)h. - (2 + 2K)h. = 0 ...6.7
1 3 4 o
The complete set of finite difference equations for all the node points 
may be represented in matrix form, and solved using the method described 
in Section 6.2. The matrix [A] specifying the coefficients of the 
unknown head values is again written in band matrix form which for the 
6 x 3  mesh (shown on Page ) is as shown in Fig 6.9.
The program developed to solve for the head values is listed in 
Appendix C and as before it is written in two sections; the first 
generates the band matrix for the coefficients of head values and the 
column matrix for the known boundary head values, and the second solves 
for the head values at the node points using the procedures BANDET1 and BANDS0L1. 
Data input into the program was the grid size and the permeability ratio 
KK( - K^/I^). A supplementary program is also included in Appendix C 
which consists of a procedure to give a graphical output showing contour 
lines of equal head values (ie equipotential lines).
The variation of head efficiency with the depth of penetration, for 
different values of permeability ratio is shown in Fig 6.10; only one mesh 
size was used, namely 20 x 10, and therefore the data relates to a cut-off 
wall of thickness t/D = 0.2. This data is also given in Table 6.2.
Use was made of the contour program to establish equipotential lines 
for different values of the permeability ratio corresponding to penetration 
ratios of 80% and 90%. Apart from providing a visual means of assessing 
the effect of the cut-off wall, an approximate estimate of the proportion 
of underseepage passing through the cut-off wall may also be made. By 
tracing the path of the flow line which passes through the lower upstream 
corner of the cut-off wall, the proportion of underseepage through the
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Fig. 6.10 Relationship between head e ffic ie n cy  ancl penetration. 
ratio fo r im perfect cu t-o ff walls o f thickness ^ 0-2,
cut-off wall is given by the ratio of the discharge above the flow line
v
to the total discharge. This ratio is most easily determined in the 
zone of horizontal flow, more specifically at the vertical upstream 
boundary, as shown in Fig 6.11.
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A specimen contour diagram is shown in Fig 6.12. The proportion of 
underseepage passing through the cut-off wall is plotted against the 
permeability ratio for the two values of penetration ratio considered in 
Fig 6.13; corresponding values of head and flow efficiency are also 
shown for comparative purposes.
The flow efficiency for particular values of d/D and was
established by considering the average head value at the vertical section 
BB (see diagram below) where horizontal flow still essentially occurs.
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Table 6.2
Head efficiency values for imperfect cut-off walls
d/D%
Eh% values
kx/k2 = 10 I^/Kj = 40 k x /k 2 = 100 = 400 k x /k 2= 1000 K x /K2= 4000
90 29.9 49.4 56.7 61.2 62.1 62.6
80 27.6 43.0 48.2 51.4 52.0 52.4
60 23.7 33.6 36.5 38.3 38.6 38.8
40 19.2 24.8 26.4 27.2 27.4 27.5
20 13.3 15.5 15.9 16.2 ' 16.3 16.3
6.4 CONCLUDING REMARKS
It was clear from the outset that it would be unrealistic to attempt 
to develop a computer program of sufficient flexibility to cope with a 
wide range of foundation and cut-off wall geometries and soil and cut-off 
wall permeabilities. In the event, separate programs were written for 
perfect and imperfect cut-off walls, and a simplified flow domain was 
selected for analysis with a ratio of L/D = 4 and horizontal flow induced 
at the upstream and downstream boundaries. The thickness of the imperfect 
cut-off wall was set at one mesh width.
Since solutions for the performance of a perfect cut-off wall were 
readily available from earlier hydraulic model and electrical analogue 
testing, a numerical analysis was undertaken for this type of wall, for 
comparative purposes and to examine the effect of varying the mesh size 
on the accuracy of solution so obtained. Fig 6.6 indicates the effect 
of mesh size on the relationship between head efficiency and penetration 
ratio. As the mesh size is reduced so the head efficiency is seen to 
increase, this becoming progressively smaller with decreasing mesh size. 
Extrapolation of data to an infinitesimally small mesh is given in Fig 6.7 
for different penetration ratios; the intercept on the head efficiency 
axis for a zero value of the reciprocal of mesh size gives the 1 exact' 
value. Since these extrapolated values represent only an improvement 
of the order of 4% over those values corresponding to the 20 x 10 mesh, 
it may be said that in adopting a uniform size of mesh to cover a flow 
domain, then the 20 x 10 mesh gives a reasonably accurate solution.
It was recognised however that the overall accuracy of the solution 
obtained by employing a uniform mesh size was questionable, particularly 
for the case of a high penetration value. For example when d/D = 90% 
only one mesh width covers the zone at the base of the wall, where because 
of a concentration of flow,rapid changes in head occur. To contour head 
values in this zone with precision it would have been necessary to reduce 
the mesh size at, and in the area adjacent to, the cut-off wall. This 
procedure would however have necessitated the use of a different and more 
involved set of nodal equations (Allen 1954) with the attendant problems 
of matrix development. Furthermore, the increased number of nodal points 
would have introduced additional unknown head values which in turn would 
have placed an excessive demand on computer storage capacity.
The accuracy of the solutions obtained from using a uniform mesh 
size is considered more fully in Chapter 8 where a comparison is made with 
data obtained from hydraulic and analogue model testing.
A uniform mesh size was again adopted to consider the case of the 
imperfect cut-off wall. Having made this decision, then on the basis of 
previous work, it was considered that a 20 x 10 mesh would give a solution 
with a known order of accuracy. The results are presented in Fig 6.10, 
and for a given penetration ratio, the head efficiency is seen to increase 
with increasing values of permeability ratio. For the thickness of cut­
off wall analysed, namely t/D = 0.2, it is apparent that only a minimal 
increase in cut-off wall performance is achieved for values of 400.
Relating this to a prototype situation, it may be concluded that there 
would be no point in attempting to provide a grout curtain (for t/D = 0.2) 
of permeability exceeding 400 times the permeability of the foundation 
soil. This theme of relating a particular thickness of cut-off wall with 
an 'upper-limit* permeability ratio has been considered in detail in 
Chapter 5 where a number of different thicknesses of cut-off wall are 
examined.
Use of the contour plotting procedure to establish equipotential 
lines for different permeability and penetration ratios has enabled the 
proportion of seepage passing through the cut-off wall to be quickly 
assessed by the method described in section 6.3. Relationships for 
d/D = 80% and 90% are presented in Fig 6.13 which show that even for 
relatively high permeability ratios a measurable quantity of seepage still 
occurs through the wall, although the flow and head efficiency values are 
approaching their limiting values.
When assessing the performance of cut-off walls, the method of analysis 
is best suited to a particular prototype where the only variables are 
likely to be the thickness and permeability of the cut-off wall.
CHAPTER 7
SOME PERFORMANCE OBSERVATIONS ON INSTALLED CUT-OFF WALLS
7.1 INTRODUCTION
Theoretical and experimental methods of assessing the efficiency of 
a cut-off wall are described in detail in Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6. The 
problems of making such an assessment have been discussed in general terms 
in Section 13-where it was considered that, at the design stage, the 
efficiency of a cut-off wall could not be predicted with any degree of 
certainty.
To determine the actual efficiency of a cut-off wall it is necessary 
to provide instrumentation within the foundation zone to monitor the 
response of pore water pressure to the increasing level of water in the 
reservoir. The installation of piezometers^, suitably positioned upstream 
and downstream of the cut-off wall along lines running in a general 
direction normal to the axis of the dam, provides the means whereby the 
pore water pressure can be measured. On the basis of the piezometric 
level so defined the head efficiency (Eh) may be established by use of the 
ratio expressed by equation 1.3(ie Eh = h/H) where h is equal to the head 
difference across the cut-off wall and H is the total head drop across the 
dam, this being the difference between upstream and tail-water levels. As 
indicated, it is customary to deduce the head efficiency from the 
piezometric level which is constructed from a graphical representation of 
the piezometer data. In this way the results are averaged and the 
general trend in performance is less likely to be obscured by inconsistent 
or fluctuating readings (Leonards, 1962). At this juncture, it is 
appropriate to mention that in the context of foundation instrumentation, 
the main purpose of piezometer installations is in fact to provide a means
1. Descriptions and the use of various types of piezometers is beyond the 
scope of this work. Details of piezometers are given by: Little and 
Vail (1961), Cooling (1962), Sherard et al (1963), Terzaghi and Peck 
(1967) and Hanna (1973)
of detecting signs of impending danger during and immediately after the 
critical period of impounding. If for example piezometer observations 
indicate that the cut-off wall is failing to achieve its design function 
with the result that the stability of the dam is threatened, then 
appropriate corrective measures may be taken. This could result in a 
cessation of impounding or even a reduction in reservoir level, in order 
that alternative or additional measures of underseepage control can be 
introduced into the dam system. Thus the head efficiency determination 
is to be regarded as an additional benefit of,rather than the purpose in 
providing, instrumentation.
The technical literature contains numerous descriptions of cut-off 
walls of all types, but as Terzaghi and Peck (1967) point out, "very few 
of the descriptions contain reliable information concerning head efficiency 
values. Indeed, if the result of an efficiency determination were 
unfavourable it is rather unlikely that they would have been published” .
At the present time the number of papers affording data relating to cut-off 
wall performance is still very limited. The writer has undertaken an 
extensive literature survey and only fourteen case histories have been 
found which provide p'iezometric data. Many examples of papers may be 
cited purporting to assess the effectiveness of a cut-off wall at a particular 
site, but which on examination reveal that the assessment is based not on 
piezometric data but on the findings of a flow-net construction or model 
tests, or that in-situ testing has shown that the permeability of the cut­
off wall is in accordance with design requirements.
In the following section the case histories are briefly presented.
The sources of reference are given and apart from some occasional final 
comments, the information provided represents a summary of the most 
relevant sections of each Author's work.
7.2 PERFORMANCE OBSERVATIONS
7 .2 .1 SHEET PILE CUT-OFF WALLS
Fort Peck Dam (Lane and Wohlt, 1961)
The dam was built on the Missouri River during the period 1933-1940. 
It is a hydraulic fill dam with a central core of clayey silt and pervious 
sand shoulders, founded on variable alluvial deposits. A typical section 
is shown in Fig 7.1.
During impounding there was evidence of soil instability immediately 
downstream of the dam and relief wells were installed as a control measure. 
On the basis of discharge measurements from the relief wells the apparent 
permeability of the deep pervious soils (sands and gravels) has been 
estimated at 0.14 cm/s.
The steel sheet pile cut-off wall is on average 38 m  long with a 
maximum length of 50 m. It was driven to shale bedrock with the aid of 
jetting. The original plan had been to grout the interlocks of the 
piling but this idea was abandoned during construction as being impractical.
Piezometers installed in the deep pervious deposits indicated, for the 
section shown in Fig 7.1, an initial head efficiency of 12% which after 
17 years had increased to about 30%. At two other sections where 
measurements were taken, head efficiency values of 10% to 12% and 15% to 
22% were recorded. This increase in performance with time is attributed 
to the gradual 'tightening' of the piling due to corrosion growth and the 
movement of fines into the interlock spaces.
The piezometric levels shown in Fig 7.1 suggest that horizontal flow
occurs in the deep pervious deposits and the total head loss across the
dam occurs over a distance exceeding the base length of the dam and which
is estimated at 95D where D is the average thickness of the pervious
deposits. Accepting this interpretation, then it may be said that the 
head efficiency value of 30% recorded for the steel sheet pile wall 
installed in soil of average permeability 0.14 cm/s, relates to a horizontal 
flow situation for a foundation geometry of L/D ^  95.
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Garrison Dam (Lane and Wohlt, 1961)
This is another dam on the Missouri River, built as a rolled fill 
embankment, mainly of clay-shale. Fig 7.2 shows a section where the 
foundation soil is predominantly sand. Steel sheet piling was driven 
through the sand to penetrate a maximum of 1.5 m  into the shale with the 
aid of jetting and attained a maximum length of 33.5 m. The piling was 
included as "an extra factor and for insurance against piping" and was 
neglected in the design of the relief walls.
Piezometer readings indicated an initial head efficiency for the 
cut-off wall of 18% in 1954, which had increased to 38% by 1959. At 
another dam section, over the same five year period, the head efficiency 
varied from 8% to 20%. It was concluded that at this section the sheet 
piling had possibly sustained damage to the interlocks due to hard 
driving.
The piezometric level shown in Fig 7.2 indicates horizontal flow in 
the sand foundation and a maximum head efficiency for the cut-off wall of 
38%, relating to a foundation geometry L/D ^  35.
Spillway Dams^ in the USSR (Russo, 1958)
Spillway Dam 1
The dam, consisting of an upstream apron, spillway, spillway basin 
and downstream apron (Fig 7.3), is founded on alluvial sediments of 
thickness 14 - 16 m. Beneath the alluvium lies 2.5 - 4 m  of marl, followed 
by variable sand and clay deposits. The permeability of the alluvium 
varies from 0.016 - 0.034 cm/s and by comparison the marl is impervious.
At the upstream end of the dam two rows of steel sheet piling are installed 
to a depth of 20 m, terminating in the layer of marl. Drainage holes are 
arranged in the spillway and downstream apron to permit the discharge of 
seeping water emanating from beneath the dam.
1. The locations are not given in the paper.
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Piezometer data collected during the period 1952 - 1954 is also 
presented in Fig 7.3 in terms of the overall head drop across the dam .
On the basis of this information it was concluded that the design 
assumptions were basically correct. These included representing the
sheet pile cut-off wall by a 1 m thickness of soil possessing an equivalent
2 . . . .permeability and proportioning the dam so as to limit the maximum
. . . 3
hydraulic gradient within the alluvium to a particular value .
Of particular interest is the remarkable performance of the sheet 
pile cut-off wall as given by piezometers 2 and 3 over say the length of 
foundation between piezometers 1 and 5. For this horizontal flow 
condition, and an approximate foundation geometry of L/D =8, the head 
efficiency is about 90%.
Spillway Dam 2
The dam is founded on alluvial deposits of total thickness 70 - 80 m, 
beneath which lies clay. The alluvium is in three recognised zones which 
are, in sequence:
1. Fine grained sands of maximum thickness 17 m
0.01 < K <  0.04 cm/s
2. Gravel-pebble material of thickness 2.5 - 8 m
3. Fine to medium grained sands
0.015 «  K <0.4 cm/s
A section of the dam is given in Fig 7.4 and is seen to be of similar 
construction to Spillway Dam 1. Steel sheet piling is driven to a depth 
of about 20 m at the beginning of the upstream apron and the spillway 
section.
2. Equivalent permeability = 1/200 x permeability of alluvium
3. This method is similar to that described by Lane (1935)
Piezometer data (recorded in 1957) are presented in Fig 7.4 in terms 
of the overall head drop across the dam. While the performance of the 
cut-off walls cannot be conveniently linked with a particular foundation 
geometry, nonetheless the piezometric level recorded clearly indicates 
the effect of the sheet piling in reducing uplift pressures beneath the dam.
7.2.2 CONCRETE CUT-OFF WALLS (with and without single line grout curtains) 
Selevir Dam (Sezginer and Karacaoglue, 1967)
Built for irrigation and flood control purposes, the Selevir Dam
is an earthfill structure on the Kalicay River, located in the middle west
of Turkey. It is 31.5 m high, has a base width of 225 m, and is provided
with an upstream impervious blanket of length 120 m. The dam is founded
on 21 m of alluvial deposits comprising silty clay, silty sand and small
quantities of gravel. Beneath the alluvium lies decomposed schist.
During site investigations the horizontal permeability of the alluvium was
-3assessed at 3.65 x 10 cm/s. The soil was considered to exhibit 
anisotropy,with a ratio of horizontal to vertical permeability equal to 9. 
The main features of the dam are shown in Fig 7.5.
A concrete cut-off wall, consisting of overlapping cast-in-situ 
concrete piles 62 cm diameter, is located 65.5 m upstream of the dam axis 
and penetrates the alluvium with a minimum depth of penetration of 2 m 
into bedrock. A single line grout curtain extends the cut-off wall by an 
additional 20 m below the concrete piles. Tests conducted in holes 
drilled in the completed cut-off wall indicated a permeability of
1.2 x 10 5 cm/s to 6.2 x 10 ^ cm/s for the concrete piles.
Piezometers and observation pipes were provided in the foundation soil 
to monitor the performance of the cut-off wall after impounding. Details 
of piezometer readings are given in Fig 7.6. On the basis of these 
observations the Authors prepared a flow net and estimated a value of 60% 
for the flow efficiency of the cut-off wall. The writer has used the same 
piezometric data to deduce the piezometric level relating to the base of the
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dam (Fig 7.6) and concludes that the head efficiency of the cut-off wall 
is less than 11%. Since the flow efficiency is invariably less than the 
head efficiency then in all probability 11% which finding completely
contradicts the AuthorsT assessment of the effectiveness of the cut-off 
wall.
Alleghency Reservoir Dam (Fuquay 1967)
The dam is a combination of a concrete gravity structure and a 
rolled-earth embankment, located on the River Allegheny, Pennsylvania, USA. 
The concrete section is founded directly on bedrock and the embankment 
section on pervious alluvium which extends across the river valley. The 
alluvial deposits consist of silts, sands and gravels varying in thickness 
from 23 m to 55 m. Bedrock in the area is a series of shales, siltstones 
and conglomerates.
Permeability tests in the alluvium indicated a horizontal permeability 
of the order of 0.5 cm/s, the horizontal permeability being nine times 
that in the vertical.
Measures were adopted to control underseepage, in the form of a 3 m 
thick upstream impervious blanket which connects the central core and the 
upstream earth cofferdam (which is incorporated into the dam complex), 
acting in conjunction with a 0.75 m thick concrete cut-off wall which 
extends through the alluvium and penetrates a minimum distance of 0.60 m 
into bedrock. Fig 7.7 shows a typical section through the embankment dam. 
The cut-off wall, of average depth 30 m, was constructed in sections by 
the IC0S diaphragm walling method using bentonite slurry to stabilise the 
excavations. To study the performance of the cut-off wall, lines of 
piezometers were placed immediately downstream of the wall and near the 
downstream toe of the embankment. Data presented by the Author clearly 
showed that tail water levels were reflected almost exactly by the 
piezometer readings downstream of the cut-off wall. Data relating to the 
maximum recorded upstream water level in early 1966 were as follows:

Upstream water level: 380m (above datum)
Tail water level : 370 m
Piezometer readings immediately downstream of the wall 
and at the toe of the embankment: 370 m
Although the overall head loss across the dam was only 10 m (compared 
with 48 m at maximum reservoir level) nonetheless on the basis of the 
recorded value of 100% for the head efficiency, the conclusion was 
drawn that the cut-off wall was functioning satisfactorily.
Selset Dam (Kennard and Kennard 1962, Bishop and Vaughan 1962)
The reservoir is situated on the River Lune, southwest of Middleton- 
in-Teesdale. Solid strata underlie the reservoir basin and consist of a 
gently dipping series of alternating bands of relatively impervious 
shales and permeable sandstones (gritstones) and limestones. Boulder clay 
overlies rock and blankets the valley. Groundwater investigations 
indicated an artesian condition in the rock.
For the purpose of controlling uplift pressures downstream of the dam 
an extensive, composite-type of cut off wall was constructed beneath the 
whole length of the dam, with wing trench extensions in the valley sides.
A 2 m wide concrete wall was constructed in open cut, to a maximum depth 
of 38 m, penetrating into shale on the north side of the river and stepping 
up through sandstone on the south side. The cut-off wall was extended 
deeper into rock by means of a grout curtain which was taken to a maximum 
depth of 60 m; a sand-cement grout was injected from a single line of 
grout holes. A section of the dam is shown in Fig 7.8 (i). Additional 
precautionary measures were taken to prevent the development of an increase 
in pore water pressure in rock over an area on the south side of the valley 
where slope instability in boulder clay was in evidence. These measures 
consisted of the construction of a horizontal drainage adit into the valley 
side and the installation of a number of relief wells.
As reservoir impounding progressed, piezometers recorded unacceptably
o
high pore pressures in rock and this necessitated extending the system 
of relief wells. At one stage uplift pressures were shown to be at the 
dangerous level of equalling 80% of the overburden pressure at the toe 
of the dam. Pore pressure data are given by Bishop et al (1963); a 
simplifed representation of downstream water levels during impounding is 
shown in Fig 7.8 (ii).
It was concluded that the presence of the cut-off wall failed to 
prevent the development of high uplift pressures over the downstream section 
of the dam. The single line grout curtain was considered to be of dubious 
value. The control of uplift pressures was successfully achieved by a 
system of relief wells and a drainage adit.
Balderhead Dam (Kennard, 1964 and 1974)
The dam is located on the River Balder in Yorkshire. It is 
constructed on a predominantly shale foundation and is provided with a 
1.8 m wide concrete cut-off wall which penetrates sound shale at a 
maximum depth of about 25 m. Beneath the concrete wall is a single 
line, cement grout curtain which extends the cut-off wall by a further 30 m.
Information regarding the performance of the cut-off wall has not been 
published,but Kennard (1974) has made available the data shown in Fig 7.9. 
which relates to the first impounding. The piezometric level shows no 
deviation at the line of the cut-off wall, which strongly suggests that its 
value is questionable. Opinion is expressed that in all probability the 
natural inflow of groundwater from the surrounding hills was the main 
contributary factor in nullifying any effect the presence of the cut-off 
wall may have had in modifying the piezometric level over the downstream 
area of the dam.
A line of relief wells were subsequently installed, at the location 
indicated in Fig 7.9 in order to reduce downstream uplift pressures.
M —
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Limoeiro Dam (Vargas, 1971)
This is an earth embankment (Fig 7.10) on the Rio Pardo, in the state 
of Sao Paulo, Brazil. Foundation conditions across the river valley are 
variable but in general consists of a thickness of residual soil overlying 
the parent rock material, this being a granite-gneiss the upper 10 m of 
which is highly fissured. In its upper horizons the residual soil is a 
sandy clay and this provided the construction material for the embankment.
A gradual transition is discernible in the residual soil, between the upper 
sandy clay and the fissured parent rock.
For the purpose of intercepting the maximum amount of underseepage in 
order to alleviate downstream uplift pressures a cut-off wall was proposed. 
A composite cut-off wall was installed which consists of a compacted earth 
(sandy clay) filled trench of trapezoidal section and depth approximately 
one half of the thickness of the residual soil, followed by a 2 m thick 
concrete wall which penetrates into the fissured gneiss, and completed by a 
single line grout curtain which terminates in sound, impervious gneiss.
The grouting was undertaken with competence by one of the world's leading 
grouting firms (Casagrande, 1961). Detailed records were kept of all 
operations. The grout holes were closely spaced on 0.6 m centres and the 
grout take was high and erratic. In spite of a thorough job of grouting, 
piezometers installed to monitor the performance of the cut-off wall 
show a piezometric level relating to the fissured gneiss (see Fig 7.10 )
which is practically a straight-line drop from the upstream water level 
to the tail water level, without the slightest indication that there might 
be a barrier to seepage at the location of the grout curtain. Similar 
results were observed at the left and right abutment dam sections. On the 
basis of these observations it was concluded that the single line grout 
curtain in no way affects the pattern of flow within the fissured rock.
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7.2.3 GROUT CURTAINS AND SLURRY TRENCH CUT-OFF WALLS 
Girna Dam (Murti et al, 1970)
Built during the period 1958-65, the Girna dam is a rolled earth
fill dam sited on the River Girna, India. It has a central impervious 
core and shoulders of semi-pervious material. The dam, which attains a 
maximum height of 40.4 m above river bed level, is shown in section in 
Fig 7.11 . The foundation conditions are pervious deposits, of maximum 
thickness 24.4 m, overlying bedrock. The former consists of fine sand, 
gravel, erratic lenses of silt and cemented clay.
A cut-off wall is provided to control underseepage. The upper
section of compacted impervious material is continuous with the core of
the dam and the lower section is a 7.3 m thick grout curtain which was
constructed using bentonite-clay-cement grout and chemical grout injected
into the soil through five rows of grout holes. Permeability tests
. . -3indicated a pre-groutmg permeability of 20 x 10 cm/s for the pervious
. -4 /soil and 2 x 10 cm/s for the permeability of the grout curtain
(ie K^/K^ = 1/100). Further tests conducted in bedrock below the alluvium
indicated a highly pervious zone in the uppermost 6 m and this was treated
with neat cement grouting.
It was specified that the head drop across the grout curtain should 
be at least 80% of the total head drop between piezometers spaced 107 m 
apart and positioned 15.25 m and 91.44 m upstream and downstream respect­
ively, of the centre line of the grout curtain. In practice this
specification was realised, and at five monitored sections the initial 
(1965) head drop over the 107 m varied from 94% to 98%. Over the ensuing 
four years the performance of the cut-off wall has declined and the 
piezometric level shown in Fig 7.11 for a typical section of the dam 
indicates a head efficiency of about 85% over the 107 m length. Discharge 
from the relief wells has been minimal.
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By considering the complete foundation geometry, it may be deduced 
from the piezometric level shown on Fig 7.11 that in terms of the overall 
head drop across the dam, the head efficiency of the cut-off wall is 
approximately 65%, which figure relates to the ratio of L/D = 30. This 
high value of head efficiency coupled with the information that the 
discharge from the relief wells is minimal, leads the writer to conclude 
that the cut-off wall is effectively controlling underseepage.
The Backwater Dam (Geddes et al, 1972)
The dam, which was completed in 1968, is sited 20 miles north west of 
Dundee in the foothills of the Grampian mountains. It is an earth 
embankment of maximum height A3 m, with a central impervious core and 
impervious shoulders provided with horizontal drainage layers (Fig 7.12).
The entire base of the dam outside the limits of the core is provided with 
a i m  thick blanket drain to intercept water seeping from the foundation. 
Bedrock at the site is composed of chlorite schists or phyllites with 
interbedding schistose grits and is at a maximum depth of 50 m at the centre 
of the river valley. Glacial Fill overlies rock at this point to a depth 
of 6 m. Sedimentation from glacial lakes has resulted in deposits of fine 
laminated silts and sands to a depth of 6 m over the fill. Overlying the 
lake deposits are 15 m of sand and gravel beds deposited by melt waters 
in a confused order. A further thickness of fill covers the sand and 
gravel complex.
Because of the considerable depth of permeable overburden it was 
considered that a cut-off wall should be formed to minimise leakage and 
add to the security of the dam. A grout curtain was installed using 
cement-bentonite, bentonite and chemical grouts. The main section of the 
curtain was formed by injection through three lines of grout holes spaced 
at 3 m centres, thus providing a theoretical cut-off width of 9 m. A 
minimum penetration of 4.5 m was achieved into bedrock. Immediately 
beneath the core the number of lines of grout holes was increased to five,
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in order to lengthen the percolation path at the junction between the
foundation of the dam and the cut-off wall. The two outer rows were
limited to a depth of 18 m below the ground surface. Bedrock was injected
with cement grout to a depth of 15 m below rockhead. Insitu testing
-3indicated a permeability of 1 x 10 cm/s for the sand and gravel complex 
which decreased to 1 x 10 ^ cm/s when grouted. Full details of the cut-off
wall are given by Geddes and Pradoura (1967).
In order to monitor the performance of the cut-off wall, an extensive
system of piezometers was installed at various levels within the upper layer
of till, the sand and gravel complex and in bedrock. Piezometer
observations relating to the various strata are summarised in Fig 7.13. An
analysis of data for the sand and gravel complex has been undertaken by 
Telling (1973)'*'. Assuming horizontal flow through the sand and gravel, 
then the piezometric level indicates a head efficiency of about 60% 
corresponding to a foundation geometry L/t = 17, where L is the length of 
the dam base and t is the thickness of the cut-off wall. Substituting 
the known values of permeability for the sand and gravel and the grout 
curtain into equation 3.13(Section 3.3), a theoretical value of 85% 
is obtained for the head efficiency. If the piezometric level (shown in 
Fig 7.-13) is readjusted to suit all piezometer readings, including that of 
P33 which has apparently been ignored, then very close agreement is 
obtained between measured and predicted performance. Additional comments 
on the performance of the cut-off wall have been made by Kennard (1973).
Rocky Reach Dam (Swiger, 1962 and 1969)
This is a concrete dam located on the Columbia River, near the town 
of Wenatchee, Washington, USA. A plan of the dam site is shown in Fig 7.14 
The dam structure is founded on rock, in the river valley. The main 
problem in developing the site was in preventing seepage flow around the 
side of the dam through the east bank. A ground profile of this area is
1. This analysis is given in full in Appendix D
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given in Fig 7.14, which shows variable river terrace deposits overlying 
bedrock. The basal stratum is a highly pervious gravel (of estimated, 
permeability 1 to 7.5 cm/s) which outcrops in the river banks upstream 
and downstream of the dam. It was considered necessary to provide a cut­
off wall in the east bank for the purpose of:
1. Controlling seepage through the basal gravel to prevent the
development of underground erosion or piping
2. Limiting seepage pressures sufficiently to ensure stability
of the downstream bank
3. Limiting seepage losses to economical acceptable levels.
The line of the cut-off wall is shown in Fig 7.14 and full details are 
given by Swiger (1962). Basically a trench was excavated in open cut 
through the upper gravel to the surface of the clay deposits. Grouting 
of the basal gravel layer was then undertaken from this level. The major 
section of the curtain was constructed using three lines of grout holes 
spaced at 3 m centres. This gave an estimated thickness of 10 m to the 
curtain. Adjoining the abutment of the dam, the number of rows of grout 
holes was increased to five, while at the eastern extremity only a single 
row was provided. Primary grouting was carried out with cement mixed 
with clay or bentonite. Intermediate holes were drilled along the centre­
line of the cut-off wall and chemical grouting was injected. A maximum 
thickness of 38 m of gravel was treated. On completion of grouting a 
compacted, impervious, inclined earth wall, of horizontal thickness 6 m, 
was constructed against one of the sloping sides of the trench and which 
connected at its base to the upper surface of the clay deposits. Finally 
the trench was backfilled with random material.
Piezometers, installed in the basal gravel, upstream and downstream 
of the cut-off wall (Fig 7.14) were read over the five year period 
following impounding and gave the following data:
Average piezometric level upstream of cut-off wall: h^ = (H "--0.6)m
Average piezometric level downstream of cut-off wall: = (H^ + 0.3)m
where and are headwater and tailwater levels respectively.
Since = 29 m the head efficiency value is determined by:
Eh = ip--sf ’ -IT- - m
Near perfection is indicated for this isolated cut-off wall which is 
essentially providing an impervious plug in the basal gravel.
Mission Dam (Terzaghi and Lacroix, 1964; Terzaghi and Peck, 1967)
This is an earth and rockfill dam on the Bridge River in British 
Columbia. The site is underlain by two pervious soil aquifers which under 
the major section of the dam site are separated by a thick clay layer.
These soil deposits lie in a gorge-like rock valley which attains a
maximum depth of about 158 m. Seepage through the lower aquifer is
controlled by a deep grout curtain, and a sheet pile wall sealed into the
clay layer controls seepage through the upper aquifer. Simplified cross-
sections of the dam and the valley at the location of the grout curtain 
are shown in Fig 7.15.
The main feature of the dam complex is the deep grout curtain which 
was designed to withstand a maximum hydraulic gradient of between 3 and 4.
A thickness of 15 m was selected to withstand the maximum differential 
head of 55 m across the dam. Clay-cement grout and chemically treated 
clay grout was injected through five lines of grout holes set 3 m apart.
It was estimated that grouting reduced the permeability of the aquifer from 
10  ^ cm/s to about 2 x 10 ^ cm/s.
Piezometer data are not given in the technical literature but 
Terzaghi and Peck (1967) state that piezometer observations demonstrated 
the grout curtain to be ’practically impervious’.
Sheet pile cut-off wall 
driven through 
diversion dam
_______________ SZL
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Francisco Zarco Dam (Gamboa et al, 1970)
Constructed during the period 1965-68, the Francisco Zarco Dam is an
earth and rockfil! dam with a central clay core and rockfill shoulders.
It is located on the Nazas River in Northern Mexico. The height of the
dam is 33 m above original river bed level. Thick alluvial deposits
consisting of cobbles, gravel, sand and silt extend to a maximum depth of
140 m. Beneath the alluvium lies bedrock. A geological section along r
the axis of the dam is shown in Fig 7.16(i).
Permeability studies in the alluvium showed a marked drop in
permeability at a depth of about 20 m. Above this level, the deposits
comprising well grouted slightly silty sand and gravel in a medium dense
- 2state, were estimated to have an average permeability of 10 cm/s. Below
20 m the alluvium becomes more dense and slightly cemented, and the
-3permeability value reduces to 10 cm/s.
Because of the great depth to an impervious base it was decided to 
accept a certain amount of controlled underseepage and provision was made 
for a flexible cut-off wall which would penetrate the upper pervious zone of 
alluvium. The partial cut-off wall was formed by the slurry trench method. 
A 3 m wide, 20 m deep trench was excavated and stabilised using a bentonite 
slurry. The completed trench was backfilled with a mixture of well graded 
sand and gravel, low plasticity silt and bentonite slurry.
Open standpipe piezometers were installed downstream of the cut-off 
wall at different elevations in the foundation alluvium; and the piezometer 
levels are indicated in Fig 7.16(ii). The Author’s interpretation of 
this data is that immediately downstream of the base of the cut-off wall 
the loss in head with reference to the overall head loss across the dam 
exceeds 60% and therefore the cut-off wall has ’effectively reduced 
seepage beneath the dam’.
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A different interpretation can however be made of the data. The
; ' 1 
writer feels that the depth of the cut-off wall is insignificant compared
with the thickness of alluvium and consequently the quantity of under­
seepage is not significantly affected by the presence of a cut-off wall.
The piezometric levels recorded are consistent with a flow net drawn^for 
a perfect cut-off wall and assuming that the full head loss across the dam 
occurs over the base length of the impermeable core. Since this base 
length is only 42 m, then a relatively high head efficiency is achieved 
which is estimated at about 50%.
7.3 APPRAISAL OF CASE HISTORIES
7.3.1 Sheet Pile Cut-off Walls
The first three cases described, where the sheet piling fully 
penetrates a pervious layer and seals into an underlying impervious layer, 
represent confined flow in the foundation soil. The foundation geometries, 
as defined by the ratio of the distance over which the total head loss 
across the dam occurs to the depth of foundation soil, are different for 
each case and to enable comparisons to be made more readily it is 
convenient to use the piezometric data to deduce head efficiency values 
corresponding to a single ratio^of L/D = 4 , for the condition of horizontal 
flow within the bounded zone. Unconfined flow is represented by the 
fourth case (spillway dam 2). The piezometric level shown in Fig 7.4 
suggests that horizontal flow occurs upstream and downstream of the more 
centrally placed cut-off wall and for this condition with L/d = 4 (where d : 
depth of cut-off wall) and a value of head efficiency may be determined.
1. For isotropic soil conditions.
2. Selected to be consistent with measurements made in the hydraulic and 
analogue model tests.
Deduced head efficiency values corresponding to L/D = 4 for the cases 
of confined flow and L/d = 4 for the case of unconfined flow are tabulated 
below.
Dam
Foundation
Flow
Soil
Permeability 
cm/s
EL%
Initial Final
Fort Peck Confined 0.14 77 91
Garrison Confined 0.14* 67, 85
Spillway 1 Conf ined 0.025 - 94
Spillway 2 Unconfined variable - 63
^assumed
Tabulated values of head effidiency indicate a high level of 
performance for all the sheet pile walls examined. The apparently 
anomalous result obtained for spillway dam 1 whece the highest head 
efficiency is recorded for the lowest soil permeability is not of 
significance, since the soil permeability is only one of a number of 
factors^ that are likely to influence the performance of a sheet pile wall.
The consistently high values of head efficiency obtained are in 
contradiction to the viewpoint expressed in civil engineering circles that 
sheet piling provides an unsatisfactory type of cut-off wall. This belief 
may be based on a misinterpretation of data presented in the widely quoted 
paper by Lane and Wohlt (1961). It is stated by Terzaghi and Peck (1967) 
that "the measured efficiency of complete sheet pile cut-offs beneath 
several of the large dams on the Missouri River was found to be as low as 
about 10% in spite of the fact that the sheet piles were driven into shale". 
The implication is clear, but in the writer’s opinion this statement is 
misleading since in quoting a head efficiency value,the corresponding B/D 
ratio should also be specified. For Fort Peck and Garrison dams the B/D
1. This is discussed in detail in Section 1.2.2
ratios are very large'K (approximately 95 and 35 respectively) and it is 
only to be expected that relatively low head efficiency values would have 
been obtained for the combination of a large B/D ratio and a thin imperfect 
cut-off wall. Bishop (1963) and Sherard et al (1963) also quote a head 
efficiency value for Fort Peck dam without giving the appropriate B/D 
ratio.
That a poor performance may be equated to difficult driving
. . 2 . . .
conditions is generally accepted and is not in dispute here. But to
present a balanced picture and to correct a misconception it should be 
considered that under favourable circumstances this type of cut-off wall 
can achieve a high level of performance as corroborated by the evidence 
presented by the four case histories. It is however recognised that in 
the long term, corrosion may lead to a progressive deterioration in the 
state of the piling and an inevitable reduction in the level of performance 
although quantitative data, relating to the change in efficiency with 
time, given by Lane and Wohlt (1961) shows a reverse trend. Over a 
period of 17 years the head efficiency at Fort Peck dam increased from 12% 
to 30%. This however should be regarded as a short-term phenomenon.
7.3.2 Concrete cut-off walls (with and without single line grout curtains) 
Performance observations at Selset, Balderhead and Limoeiro dams 
suggest that the presence of a cut-off wall had a minimal effect in reducing 
uplift pressures beneath the dams. In spite of the Authors’ claims a 
similar picture emerges at Selevir dam where only a 10% head drop was 
recorded across the cut-off wall, this figure relating to an estimated B/d 
ratio of about 7, where in this case, d represents the depth of the concrete
1. In Lane and Wohlt’s paper the dam sections are drawn to a distorted 
scale, the horizontal dimension being reduced by a factor of 5. A 
superficial examination therefore may give the impression that the B/D 
ratios are very much smaller than in fact they are.
2. Which results in damage to the piling (Section 1.2.2 )
wall and the thickness of the alluvium. A similarity exists between 
these four dams where the main section of cut-off wall through upper 
pervious strata is constructed of concrete (either in the form of 
interlocking bored piles or a wall constructed in open trench) and the 
lower section comprising a single line grout curtain extending through 
pervious rock. It is reasonable to suppose the concrete sections to be 
^relatively watertight, and if this is so, then the failure of the cut-offs 
to control underseepage may be attributed to the poor performance of the 
grout curtains, which is in broad agreement with the findings of 
Casagrande (1961). To an extent this is a subjective assessment and is 
perhaps an over-simplification of what actually occurred in practice, 
particularly for the Selset and Balderhead dams where groundwater conditions 
played a decisive part in modifying the piezometric levels in the 
foundations. It is of interest to speculate the extent to which an 
improvement in performance would have been achieved had wider and deeper 
grout curtains been installed at these four dam sites.
At Allegheny dam the concrete diaphragm wall sealed into bedrock 
achieved a head efficiency of 100%. This evidence gives a clear 
indication of the imperviousness of the concrete wall and further, that no 
underseepage occurred through the underlying rock.
The five cases considered provide only limited data but nonetheless 
demonstrate that:
(i) a concrete cut-off wall provides an essentially watertight barrier^ 
when terminated in an impervious stratum
(ii) a single line grout curtain installed in pervious rock is of 
questionable value
1. This is corroborated by Sherard et al (1963) and Terzaghi and Peck 
(1967) who describe the installation of a 0.6 m wide cast-in-place 
concrete pile wall as a cut-off wall beneath the upstream cofferdam 
of the Manicouagon V project, Quebec. It extends to a maximum depth 
of 75 m through river sediments and piezometer observations show it 
to be practically impervious.
(iii) when acting in combination, whereas an upper concrete section 
prevents virtually all through-flow in a pervious stratum, a 
single line grout curtain cannot be relied upon to control 
seepage through underlying pervious rock. Indeed depending on 
the foundation geometry the installation of a combination type 
of cut-off wall may not have any significant effect in controlling 
underseepage.
7.3.3 Grout Curtains and Slurry trench Cut-off Walls
If the restriction in the area of flow in the foundation soil 
beneath the central part of Girna Dam is ignored and an average depth of 
foundation soil is considered, then the recorded head efficiency value 
of 65% may be conveniently related to a horizontal flow condition and to 
the following sets of parameters:
L/D ^  30; t/D = 0.6; K^/l^ = 1/100.
Over the shorter length represented by L/D = 4, the corresponding head 
efficiency is about 90%. Data are not available regarding the piezometric 
level in the bedrock, which required grouting in its highly pervious upper 
horizons. However, had the grouting proved ineffective then it is 
considered unlikely that such a positive head drop would have been 
recorded across the cut-off wall.
At Backwater Dam flow through the sand-grave1 complex may be regarded 
as confined, with the impervious clay blanket at the top and bedrock at 
the base. Although the piezometric level in the rock is essentially 
linear, which is indicative of ineffective grouting, nonetheless for the 
purpose of analysing the performance of the cut-off wall it will be assumed 
that the rock is relatively impervious. The piezometric level given by 
the Authors’ in Fig 7.13 indicates a head efficiency of about 60% for the 
following set of parameters: L/Dj* 8.5; t/D —  0.2; K2 K^i = 1/100.-'
By making adjustments to the upstream piezometric level, the head 
efficiency has been reassessed at about 85% by Telling (1973). For
L/D = A the corresponding head efficiency value is 91%.
The cut-off wall provided in the valley side at Rocky Reach Dam 
is acting as a sealing plug in a highly pervious stratum of gravel. The 
length of seepage path in the gravel from the upstream to downstream 
boundaries is infinitely variable and approximates to a semi-circular arc 
in plan, the centre of the circle being at the point of connection of the 
cut-off wall with the concrete dam. Since however the head efficiency 
approaches 100% the length of seepage path is of no significance. The 
thickness of cut-off wall may be expressed approximately by the parameter 
t/D &  0.5.
At Mission Dam the grout curtain (of thickness given by t/D *  0.15) 
is reported (on the basis of piezometric data) to be 'practically 
impervious'. This suggests a head efficiency of the order of 100%, 
which figure corresponds to a permeability ratio of I^/^i = i/2000.
By collating data relating to the grout curtain cut-off walls 
examined, similarities are made more apparent. Thus all cut-off walls 
were installed in pervious granular soils, the grout being injected through 
three to five lines of grout holes. The thickness of the grout curtains 
is represented by 0.15 <  t/D £ 0.6 and the degree of imperviousness by 
1/2000 ^ K^/K^^ 1/100. It may be concluded that satisfactory 
performances are achieved for each of the cut-off walls considered.
It is considered that the partially penetrating slurry trench cut-off 
wall, provided at the Francisco Zarco Dam, had only a minimal effect in 
controlling underseepage. An appraisal of the performance in terms of
head efficiency has already been given in section 7.2.3.
CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION
8.1 BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Underseepage control measures are introduced into a dam system to reduce 
reservoir leakage and to ensure the stability of the dam and its supporting 
foundation. The main problem is that of stability and in this connection 
measures are adopted to eliminate the possibility of a piping failure and 
to prevent the development of high pore water pressures within a foundation 
beneath the downstream shoulder of the dam. This is achieved through the 
use of drainage measures (relief wells and adequate filter protection) and 
the installation of seepage barriers (upstream impervious blankets and cut­
off walls). The various types of cut-off wall used in civil engineering 
practice may be catagorised as follows:
Group 1. Uniformly pervious walls: grout curtains and slurry trench
walls.
Group 2. Walls deriving imperfection from the presence of gaps or joints 
between individual members constituting the wall: steel sheet
piling, contiguous bored piling, concrete diaphragm and 
concrete cut-offs.
Cut-off wall effectiveness is specified either in terms of flow efficiency 
(Casagrande, 1961), or head efficiency (Lane and Wohlt, 1961). A direct 
measure of cut-off wall effectiveness can only be made in terms of head 
efficiency (Bishop, 1963) on the basis of piezometric data relating to the 
dam-foundation interface.
At the design stage an estimate of anticipated cut-off wall effectiveness 
is required to enable foundation pore water pressures to be predicted for 
the purpose of assessing dam stability. Various methods are available
whereby the distribution of pore water pressure within a foundation may be 
determined and those in most frequent use and which have been considered 
in the present investigation are: hydraulic model testing; electrical
analogue (continuous conductor and resistor network) model testing; 
rigorous and approximate mathematical methods of analysis; flow-net 
sketching methods. Basic data relating to the cut-off wall and the dam 
foundation are required to establish either a physical or mathematical model. 
The geometry of a cut-off wall is specified by its thickness and depth of 
penetration. Cut-off wall permeability is difficult to assess, particularly 
if the wall is of the Group 2 type for which imperfection may be represented 
either by regularly spaced slits (Ambraseys, 1963a; Krizek and Karadi,
1969) or by an equivalent uniformly pervious wall (Russo, 1958). The 
permeability of a Group 1 type of cut-off wall is more readily determined, 
either by making reference to case histories (Londe, 1970) or by undertaking 
in-situ testing on completed or test section of the wall. A simplified 
foundation geometry and ground profile is usually assumed for the model.
In assessing foundation permeability, consideration should be given to: 
the possibility of non-linear flow occurring. Thus in soil finer than 
coarse sand or fine gravel laminar flow (in accordance with Darcy's Law) is 
likely to occur; in soil coarser than fine gravel the flow will be 
transitional; and in very coarse material (rock fill^ for example) 
and fissured and jointed rock the flow may approach full turbulence. In 
terms of the Reynold's number (Re) criterion, it is generally accepted 
that laminar flow occurs when Re ^  1, and the onset of turbulence occurs 
when Re lies in the approximate range 100 ^  Re ^  1000. The simplified 
Forchheimer equation (Muscat, 1937; Scheidegger, 1957; Polubarinova- 
Kochina, 1962) relates the hydraulic gradient (i) and the velocity of flow 
(V) within a flow domain:
i = c <U*n (equation 1.7)
wherein c and n are empirically determined for a particular flow medium.
1: this however is unlikely to represent a foundation condition.
The value of the exponent of velocity varies between the limits 1 ^  n <. 2, 
the limiting values corresponding to laminar and turbulent flow respectively.
In terms of the total head (h), the case of two-dimensional, linear, 
steady state flow^ is represented by equation 1.14:
Kx c> h ^ Ky S 2h n
a x 2 V  "
where Kx and Ky are the foundation permeabilities in the horizontal (x) and 
vertical (y) directions respectively. The solution of this equation for 
specified boundary conditions determines head values (and therefore pore 
water pressures) throughout a flow domain. The case of non-linear flow 
may be solved by methods described by Lee (1968) and Kluber and Breth (1971).
8.2 PROBLEM INVESTIGATED
Since the majority of dams now constructed are of the earth-embankment 
type, the current investigation has been restricted primarily to the 
problem depicted in Fig 8.1 where the base length of the dam is large 
compared to the foundation thickness. Cut-off wall effectivness has been 
assessed terms of head efficiency.
Fig. 8.| Embankment dam w ith a centrally placed cu t-o ff wall
1: the majority of problems fall into this catagory.
8.3 ASSESSING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF CUT-OFF WALLS: ANALYTICAL
SOLUTIONS____________ '______________________ ___________ _______
8.3.1 Previous work
The work is summarised in section 3.2. Mathematically based solutions 
provide useful, although incomplete information relating to dams with and 
without partially penetrating, thin, perfect cut-off walls. Approximate 
theoretical expressions, developed by Casagrande (1961) and Ambraseys 
(1963a), for the flow efficiency of fully penetrating imperfect cut-off 
walls (the imperfection being represented by uniformly spaced horizontal 
slits) are presented together with the expression derived by Bishop (1963) 
for the head efficiency of a fully penetrating, uniformly pervious wall.
8.3.2 Present Investigation
Since entrance and exit head losses are negligible when the ratio of 
the length of a dam (B) to foundation thickness (D) is comparatively large 
(defined approximately by B/D$5- 5), the effectiveness of a fully penetrating 
cut-off wall may be established with reasonable accuracy using equation 3.13 
which defines the head efficiency of a cut-off wall in a domain in which 
horizontal flow occurs at the upstream and downstream boundaries. A 
similar approach may be adopted to analyse the case of transitional flow 
within a foundation and laminar flow through a cut-off wall; the head 
effiency is given by equation 3.22. Since the variation between head loss 
and velocity of flow in the foundation is non-linear, the head efficiency 
is a variable quantity which depends on the overall head loss across the 
dam.
The solution presented by Muscat (1937) for the quantity of seepage 
beneath a dam on a foundation of limited thickness may be adapted to 
determine the efficiency of a fully penetrating,imperfect, cut-off wall 
inserted centrally into the Muscat flow domain. The expression for head 
efficiency is:
Eh =
1
1 +
(Equation 3.18)
wherein N is the Muscat flow parameter (Q/K^H) given in Fig 3.A for values 
of the ratio L/D, where L = (B - t).
This equation is of similar form to that obtained independantly by
(equation 3.20) is presented in terms of the Muscat flow parameter relating 
to a transformed foundation geometry and an average coefficient of foundation 
permeability:
The equation indicates that cut-off efficiency reduces for decreasing 
values of the ratio of vertical to horizontal foundation permeability, this 
being due to correspondingly greater head losses occurring at the entrance 
and exit flow boundaries.
8.A ASSESSING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF CUT-OFF WALLS: HYDRAULIC AND
ELECTRICAL ANALOGUE MODEL INVESTIGATIONS AND NUMERICAL ANALYSES
8.A.1 Previous Work
Investigations have been undertaken by Cambefort (1967) and Krizek
and Karadi (1969) using electrical analogue models and by Krizek and McLean
(1972) using a numerical method of analysis to assess the effectiveness of
partially and fully penetrating imperfect cut-off walls. The data obtained
King (1968). By operating on a transformed section, this method of
approach may be extended to consider the important practical case of
anisotropy within a foundation. The expression for head efficiency
Ph = 1
wherein K = J K  K  ;
M H
N : Muscat flow parameter,' given in Fig 3.A for values of the
ratio l! ID where if is the transformed horizontal dimension
t
however have restricted application since only a limited range of foundation 
geometries were examined.
8.4.2 Present investigation
8.4.2.1 Hydraulic model tests
Twin-tank horizontal flow model
Experience in working with three preliminary models lead to the 
development of a twin-tank horizontal flow model of welded steel plate 
construction. The model cut-off wall was interposed vertically between 
two soil filled tanks. Piezometers, were designed to vent the model.
Each consisted of a short brass tube soldered to the tank wall, into which 
fitted a smell diameter brass rod; the annulus so formed in section 
between the rod and inner wall of the tube provided the facility for venting 
the soil (coarse Leighton Buzzard sand) in the immediate vicinity of the 
piezometer. Fully penetrating, thin, perforated, metal diaphragms were 
used to represent cut-off walls. Details of the model are given in section 
4.3. Although incomplete, the results indicate general trends in the 
performance of thin cut-off walls; a significant reduction in head 
efficiency occurs with a relatively low degree of imperfection of the order 
of 1%. Use of the model was discontinued in favour of subsequent models 
developed in order to reduce testing time.
Single-tank vertical flow model
It was argued that since identical patterns of flow develop on both 
sides of a centrally placed cut-off wall, a vertical flow model could be 
devised to represent only one half of the flow domain. In the model 
(described in section 4.4), the diaphragm was interposed horizontally 
between a header tank and a vertically mounted sand filled tank. It was 
anticipated that since the piezometer tubes were orientated horizontally, 
venting the model would probably prove more difficult, particularly in the 
zone immediately adjacent to the underside of the diaphragm where an 
accumulation of air was thought most likely to occur. It was considered
that the problem of entrapped air would not materialise if the grain size 
of the soil were increased and a test programme was undertaken to investigate 
the suitability of using a coarser soil, the criterion of suitability 
being that laminar flow would be maintained. The testing of fully 
penetrating diaphragms was carried out concurrently with the permeability 
tests. A range of soils were investigated, but in the event laminar flow 
could only be achieved with coarse Leighton Buzzard sand. It was during 
the series of tests with sand in the model that quite fortuitously the 
discharge rate was varied for each diaphragm tested; a non-linear variation 
was found to exist between the head drop across the diaphragm (h) and the 
total head drop across the model (H) as illusted in Fig 8.2.
^ Tach n ir\/0-
concluded that the progressive increase in head efficiency with increasing 
rates of discharge may be explained in terms of the velocity head loss 
across the diaphragm which increases as a function of the square of the 
velocity of flow through the diaphragm perforations. It is also argued 
that the initial tangent drawn to the test curve (corresponding to an overall 
hydraulic gradient H/L = 0) represents the head drop across the diaphragm 
exluding the velocity head effects.
Velocity head J %r%a 
across diaphragm 1 * j In it ia l tangent / correspond inoj to
O
An analysis of test data is presented in section 4.4.5 where it is
To account for the variation of head efficiency with overall hydraulic 
gradient, the test data are presented in dimensionless form as relation­
ships between head efficiency and degree of imperfection for different 
values of overall hydraulic gradient.
While tests using soils in the gravel range were carried out 
satisfactorily, an accumulation of air developed on the underside of the 
diaphragm when sand was used and, for reasons given in section 4.4.5, this 
prevented a full programme of testing from being undertaken.
Single-tank horizontal flow model
The test arrangement was designed to incorporate features of both 
the twin-tank horizontal flow model and the single-tank vertical flow 
model. By operating in the horizontal position, the model could be 
satisfactorily vented during testing, and in investigating a centrally 
placed cut-off wall, advantage could be taken of symmetry by using only 
one soil filled tank. The practical problem of bringing one face of the 
diaphragm into direct contact with water was overcome by interposing a 
small sand filled unit between the diaphragm and the downstream source of 
water; this functioned essentially as a device in preventing the movement 
of soil from the main upstream tank through and beneath the diaphragm.
The main purpose of testing was to investigate the performance of 
thin imperfect cut-off walls. Because of the number of different types 
of wall that fall into this catagory and the variation in joint or gap 
spacing, a method was selected whereby a wide range of prototype imperfection 
could be represented by a single model wall. This was achieved using 
thin, perforated, metal diaphragms. However in adopting this method of 
representation it was recognised that it would be difficult to relate model 
test data to a particular prototype cut-off and only a general indication 
of performance would be obtained.
Thin metal diaphragms were tested under laminar and transitional 
flow conditions using coarse sand and fine gravel in the model 
respectively. Test data are presented to show the variation of head 
efficiency with diaphragm imperfection for different values of the overall 
hydraulic gradient. It is argued, on the basis of deduced values of 
Reynold’s number (section 4.5.4.1), that with sand in the model relation­
ships corresponding to an overall hydraulic gradient of zero represent a 
laminar flow condition.
Some general points regarding performance clearly emerge. Relatively 
small degrees of imperfection, of the order of 1%, cause a significant 
reduction in head efficiency; the effect of the distribution of 
imperfection is represented in generalised form in Fig 8.3. For a fully 
penetrating diaphragm with the imperfection concentrated at a low level, 
at about 1% imperfection the head efficiency has fallen essentially to 
the value that results when that area over which the imperfection is 
concentrated is completely removed. In practical terms this would suggest 
that if steel sheet piling is being driven to an underlying hard sealing 
stratum, it may be advisable to cease driving as soon as contact is made, 
in order to minimise the risk of low level damage. A marked reduction in 
head efficiency also occurs with small degrees of imperfection for partially 
and fully penetrating diaphragms where the imperfection is uniformly 
distributed. An imperfection of considerably less than 1% renders the 
diaphragm practically ineffective. This result (for fully penetrating 
diaphragms) is in accordance with the findings of Casagrande (1961), 
Ambraseys (1963a) and Cedergren (1967). The suitability of steel sheet 
piling for cut-off walls is therefore questionable since as was discussed in 
section 1.2.2 under certain circumstances a degree of imperfection of the 
order of 1% may be expected in practice.
The generalised relationships in Fig 8.3 indicate that providing a

perfect cut-off wall can be installed then even if only partial penetration 
is achieved this is preferable to a fully penetrating, imperfect cut-off 
wall. The desirability of achieving as near perfection as possible is 
clearly apparent, and in practice this is more likely to be attained with 
cast-in-situ contiguous bored piling and concrete diaphragm walls with 
widely spaced construction joints (typically 800mm, and of the order of 
metres respectively) than with driven steel sheet piling with clutch gaps 
at 400mm intervals.
Similar performance data were obtained for perforated diaphragms tested 
under transitional flow conditions with fine gravel in the model; the 
reduction in head efficiency was found however, to move gradual with 
increasing imperfection.
A method is described in detail (section 4.5.4) whereby data obtained 
from the testing of perforated diaphragms with sand in the model may be 
used to predict the performance of partially penetrating cut-off walls 
of uniform permeability. The development and use of a calibration curve 
which converts the degree of imperfection into an equivalent permeability 
enables the test data to be presented in the form of a plot of head 
efficiency against the penetration ratio for different values of the 
permeability ratio. The validity of the relationships so determined is 
considered in the following section 8.4.2.2.
Data obtained from the testing of concrete diaphragms of uniform 
permeability with fine gravel in the model are presented as plots of head 
efficiency against penetration ratio (d/D) for different values of cut-off 
wall permeability. Unlike the tests carried out with perforated 
diaphragms, the head efficiency remained constant as the overall hydraulic 
gradient across the model was varied, although some variation should have
been expected according to theoretical predictions. The results obtained 
for fully penetrating cut-off walls are compared with theoretical values 
deduced from equation 3.2.2 and excellent agreement is achieved'*' (Fig 4.64).
8.4.2.2 Electrical analogue model tests and numerical analyses
A continuous conductor analogue model with Teledeltos paper as 
the conducting medium, was successfully used to investigate the performance 
of perfect cut-off walls of varying thickness for a wide range of 
foundation geometries. The work is described in section 5.4. In 
extending its use to the testing of imperfect cut-off walls a difficulty 
arose in that a minimum degree of imperfection of about 7% (representing 
a permeability ratio of about 15) could only be achieved using bridging 
strips across the cut-off zone to simulate imperfection. Although it was 
not possible to test in the range of imperfection 0-7% this does not 
prevent a relationship between head efficiency and degree of imperfection 
from being defined for thick cut-off walls, since for increasing degrees 
of imperfection the reduction in head efficiency is gradual and this 
permits interpolation over the untested range. A relationship cannot 
however, be defined for thin cut-off walls because of the abrupt 
reduction in head efficiency occurring at low degrees of imperfection 
(<7%). This proved to be a serious limitation of the method, particularly 
in view of the fact that the degree of imperfection for sheet piling is 
likely to vary from zero to about 1%. A testing arrangement should 
therefore be capable of operating over this more limited range; in the 
event this was achieved using a resistor network analogue model. Varying 
the number of bridging strips between 10 and 40, to achieve a given 
degree of imperfection, appeared to have no measurable effect on head 
efficiency values. The effect of slit density on cut-off efficiency has
1: This indicates that a uniform permeability was achieved with gravel,
and may be attributed to the random state of packing of the angular
soil particles.
been investigated theoretically by Ambraseys (1963a), who shows that 
although a variation in efficiency does occur for the number of slits'*' 
in the range 10 to infinity, the variation is slight, particularly when 
the B/D ratio is comparatively large. This point is confirmed by data 
obtained for fully penetrating diaphragms uniformly perforated with 40 
and 250 holes tested with fine gravel in the model.
A resistor network analogue model was constructed, for the purpose 
of investigating the performance of imperfect cut-off walls for any chosen 
degree of imperfection. A half flow domain was represented by a basic
grid size of 20 horizontal by 10 vertical (ie 21 x 11 nodal points).
Data resulting from the testing of a number of different thicknesses of 
cut-off wall indicate:
(i) that for a given depth of penetration, the head efficiency
/
improves with increasing values of the permeability ratio and 
thickness of cut-off wall,
(ii) that for a given thickness of cut-off wall there exists an 
upper limiting value of the permeability ratio which may be 
considered to represent ’near perfection’. The thinner the 
cut-off wall, the higher the permeability ratio required to 
achieve this condition. Thus when t/D = 1/120 and t/D = 1/5,
the corresponding upper limiting values of the permeability
ratio are approximately 4000 and 200 respectively.
Some points of practical significance emerge. In general it would 
appear to be appropriate to make provision for a thick cut-off wall since 
only a low permeability ratio is required to achieve a high level of 
performance. This implies that the installation specification would not
1: Representing gaps between bridging strips.
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have to be unduly demanding. These remarks apply particularly to 
cut-off walls which seek to reduce the permeability of a foundation within 
a defined zone. If, on the other hand, a thin cut-off wall is to be 
provided of the type where gaps are present between members constituting 
the wall, (Group 2 types) then full penetration is desirable and the 
permeability ratio should preferably exceed 1000, which in terms of a degree 
of imperfection represents 0.1%. These findings for thin cut-off 
walls are consistent with conclusions drawn on the basis of hydraulic model 
test data, although the restriction placed on the degree of imperfection 
is more precise.
While there is some descrepancy between data correlating head efficiency 
and penetration ratio for various values of the permeability ratio, as 
obtained from resistor network model testing and that predicted from 
hydraulic model testing using the calibration curve (to convert imperfection 
into an equivalent permeability), nonetheless there is a measure of 
agreement which suggests that the method used to convert hydraulic model 
tests data is valid.
Numerical work was undertaken using a finite difference method of 
solution to investigate the performance of cut-off walls in a flow domain 
in which horizontal flow is induced at the upstream and downstream boundaries 
and the foundation geometry is specified by L/D = 4. The method consists 
of superimposing a square grid over the half domain, and at each node point 
representing the governing equation of flow in finite difference form.
Thus over a flow domain with X node points, X finite difference equations 
are established which are then solved for total head values. In this 
investigation a solution was achieved by a method of matrix inversion with 
the aid of a digital computer.
Since solutions for the performance of thin, perfect cut-off walls
were available from hydraulic and analogue model testing, a numerical analysis 
was undertaken for this particular type of wall for comparative purposes 
and in order to examine the effect of varying the mesh size on the accuracy 
of the solution. A number of different mesh sizes were used in the range 
8 x 4  to 22 x 11. For a given penetration ratio, head efficiencies are 
plotted against the reciprocal of mesh size and the extrapolated value of 
head efficiency corresponding to a zero value of the reciprocal of mesh 
size (representing an infinite number of node points) is considered to 
define the 'exact* solution. It is noted that extrapolated values 
represent only a marginal improvement over the values corresponding to the 
20 x 10 mesh. The accuracy of solution obtained by the numerical analysis 
may be assessed by making reference to Fig 8.4 where data obtained for 
thin perfect cut-off walls by all the methods used in this investigation 
are collated. Accepting that the continuous conductor analogue model 
provides the 'correct' solution, then on the basis of the close measure 
of agreement between data it may be inferred'*' that in adopting a mesh 
spacing of D/10 (20 x 10 mesh) the accuracy of solution obtained by 
numerical analysis (and the resistor network analogue model) is acceptable, 
and there would appear to be no case for reducing the mesh size in the 
vicinity of the cut-off wall in order to achieve an improved accuracy.
Data given in Fig 8.4 may be considered to define an essentially linear 
relationship between head efficiency and penetration ratio over the range 
d/D * £ 9 0 %
ie, for d/D ^  90%. Eh% = 0.55 (d/D%) --- (8.1)
1: Three further points emerge in connection with hydraulic model testing:
1. The use of a rounded coarse grained sand and the method of 
densification used achieved a soil of uniform permeability.
2. The method of interpreting test data to account for the effect of 
velocity head losses across the model cut-off wall appears to
be valid.
3. There is only a slight disparity between data corresponding to 
laminar flow and that obtained with gravel in the model
under transitional flow conditions. The difference would however 
become progressively more pronounced with soils of increasing particle 
size.
A uniform mesh size was again adopted to consider the case of the imperfect 
cut-off wall. Having made this decision, then on the basis of previous 
work, it was considered that a 20 x 10 mesh would give a solution of a 
known order of accuracy. The thickness of cut-off wall was set at one 
mesh width and the resulting data relates to t/D = 0.2. The results 
obtained by the obtained by the numerical analysis are identical to those 
obtained using the resistor network model, but this is to be expected since 
the same mesh spacing was adopted. A contour plotting procedure was 
used to establish equipotential lines for various permeability and 
penetration ratios and a method was developed whereby the proportion of 
seepage passing through the cut-off wall could be determined.
Relationships obtained for d/D = 80% and 90% indicate that even for 
relatively high permeability ratios a measurable quantity of seepage still 
passes through the wall.
8.4.2.3 Appraisal of methods of assessing cut-off wall performance
Of the methods used in this investigation, the electrical resistor 
network analogue model proved to be the most useful. The model was 
rapidly constructed, simple to use and could easily be modified to 
accommodate changes in flow domain geometry.
In contrast the single tank horizontal flow model, used for the main 
programme of hydraulic model testing, took a considerable time to develop. 
Difficulties were experienced with entrapped air and this necessitated 
the design of special piezometers capable of venting the model. Only a 
limited programme of investigation was undertaken in view of the time 
required for testing. An advantage of the hydraulic model was that non­
linear flow conditions could be examined.
Due to the difficulty in writing a flexible computer program to 
consider a wide range of foundation and cut-off wall conditions, it is
considered that the numerical method of analysis offers no advantage 
over the use of the resistor network analogue model. The application 
of the continuous conductor analogue model was limited, proving 
suitable only for the investigation of perfect cut-off walls.
8,4.2.4 Extrapolation of test data to prototype foundation geometries
The experimental and numerical work undertaken in this investigation 
has been primarily concerned with the evaluation of cut-off wall 
performance in a flow domain in which the length of the model is four 
times the foundation thickness and horizontal flow is imposed at the 
upstream and downstream boundaries. This, it has been argued, represents 
what occurs within the central section of a foundation beneath the 
majority of dams. Methods whereby data may be extrapolated to prototype 
geometries have been developed in each section of the work; a general
approach is as follows:
vw; s/s:/St'S//s's
/// ///■?-/-/■
Zones 1 & 5 Head loss across zone =
Q = K^H^N where N = Flow parameter
.*. Q/Kx = HXN ... (8.2a)
or H = Q / ^ N  ... (8. 2b)
(NOTE: the dimension T D and N = 6/8)
Zones 2 & A Head loss across zone = H^
Q = K xH2D/S
.*. Q/K^ = H 2D/S ... (8.3a)
or H 2 = QS/KjD ... (8.3b)
Zone 3 Head loss across zone = H^; head loss across cut-off
wall = h .
In the initial and final section of the zone, horizontal 
flow is maintained.
. *. Q = K-jD AH/AX
. \  Q/K = DAH/AX ... (8.4)
where A H  is the head loss over distance Ax.
Method of Solution 1
From equations 8.2(a), 8.3(a) and 8.4
Q/Kj = HjN = DH2/S = DAH/A'X
.* . H 1 = AHD/NAX and H 2 = AH/SAX
The head efficiency for B/D ^ ■ h
2 H  2HX + 2H2 + H3
h/H3
‘ • Eh = 2H1/H3 + 2H2/H3 + 1
, -  Eh* /n
2AHD/NAXH3 + 2AHS/AXH3 + 1 (8,5)
where Eh* is the head efficiency for L/D - 4 obtained from model test
data and A h /H3 is also obtainable either directly or by interpolation
from model test data.
Method of Solution 2
h h
The head efficiency for B/D =
J5TH 2Hx + 2H2 + H3
substituting for H^ and H 2 using equations 8.2(b) and 8.3(b) gives:
Eh C I n I - —— ■ —■ .1 —... ■ — , .
2Q/K^N + 2 Q S / K j D + H ^  
h/H3
* * Eh = 2Q/K1NH3 + 2QS/K1DH3 + 1
• n  Eh*
' ’ 2Q/K1H 3 (l/N + S/D) + 1
where Eh* is the head efficiency for L/D = 4 obtained 
data and the term Q/H3 is determined from a plot of Q 
gradient to the test curve at H 3 = 0,
8.5 CASE HISTORIES
An analysis of collected data may be briefly summarised as follows:
1. Performance observations on sheet pile walls installed 
beneath dams on the Missouri River and spillway structures 
in the USSR indicate a high level performance. This may be 
explained in the terms of favourable driving conditions, tight 
joints (in tension or compression), and the movement of
fines into the clutch gaps. These findings are however in
contradiction to the widely held view that this type of cut­
off wall is ineffective in controlling underseepage.
In the long-term the effectiveness of steel sheet piling will 
steadily decrease as a result of progressive deterioration 
due to corrosion.
2. Data analysed from Selevir, Selset, Balderhead, Allegheny, 
Manicouagan and Limoeiro Dams indicate that:
(i) A concrete cut-off wall provides an essentially water­
tight barrier when terminated in an impervious stratum.
(ii) A  single line grout curtain in pervious rock is of 
questionable value. This is consistent with the 
findings of Casagrande (1961).
. . .  (8.6)
from model test 
against H 3 as the
3. Satisfactory performances were obtained for the grouted
cut-off walls installed at the Girna, Backwater, Rocky Reach 
and Mission Dams. In terms of the parameter t/D, the 
thickness of cut-off wall were in the range 0.15 t/D ^  0.6. 
Installation was carried out using 3 to 5 lines of grout holes. 
For the Girna and Backwater Dams, the measured performances 
are in accordance with theoretically predicted values of 
head efficiency obtained using the quoted permeability ratios 
in equation 3.13. The performance of the grouted cut-off 
at the Backwater Dam has been analysed in detail by Telling
(1973).
Far more information is required before any definite conclusions may 
be drawn. Even when additional data becomes available it is considered 
unlikely that the performance of a cut-off wall could be assessed prior 
to installation solely on the basis of the performance of similar types of 
cut-off at different sites. In all probability only guidelines will 
be broadly established.
8.6 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
If a designer considers that underseepage control may best be achieved 
through the use of a cut-off wall then answers to two questions are 
required:
1. What type of cut-off wall should be provided?
2. How effective will the selected type of cut-off wall prove 
to be when installed?
Information presented in Chapters 1, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 gives guidance 
as to selection and performance assessment. Ideally a wide, fully 
penetrating, low permeability cut-off wall should be provided, and a 
grouted cut-off installed along several rows of grout holes or a slurry 
trench wall may be considered to meet these requirements. If this is not
possible and a thin cut-off wall is to be used then contiguous bored 
piling or a concrete diaphragm wall should be specified in preference to 
a single line grout curtain or steel sheet piling. An estimation of 
cut-off wall effectiveness may be made in a number of ways:
1. Using the analytical methods of solution given in Chapter 3.
2. Using model test data presented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 and 
extrapolating to required prototype geometries by the method 
proposed in the previous section 8.4.2.4.
3. Undertaking an original theoretical or experimental investigation.
4. Basing an assessment on performance observations of similar 
types of cut-off walls.
Whichever methods are used only an approximate indication cut-off wall 
effectiveness can be made. If therefore, the main function of the cut­
off is to reduce the level of foundation pore water pressure beneath the 
downstream section of the dam in order to secure stability, then it is 
imperative that its performance be monitored during and immediately after 
the critical period of impounding. If piezometer observations indicate 
that the cut-off is failing to achieve its design function, then 
appropriate corrective measures may be taken.
8.7 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
Considered collectively the information presented in Chapters 3, 4,
5, 6 and 7 relating to the performance of partially and fully penetrating 
cut-off walls is reasonably comprehensive, although some additional work 
could usefully be undertaken for non-linear flow within foundations.
The apparent lack of performance observations on installed cut-off 
walls is regretable and it is in this area that more data are required. 
Short-term performance data should be forthcoming since it is now standard 
practice to provide piezometer instrumentation within dam foundations.
Of particular interest however is the performance over an extended period
(decades) since in the long-term it is inevitable that a progressive 
deterioration in the state of a cut-off wall will occur. Thus, steel 
sheet piling will corrode, grout curtains and slurry trench walls may 
puncture at weak points due to the sustained action of high hydraulic 
gradients and concrete walls are likely to deteriorate at the joints.
In order to assess long-term behaviour, continuous monotoring will be 
required and it is to be hoped that the value of such work will be 
recognised and that the necessary resources will be allocated to enable 
this important work to be undertaken.
APPENDIX A
HYDRAULIC' MODEL TEST RESULTS 
(summary data)
Twin-tank Horizontal Flow Model
(symbols defined in Fig 4.10)
°f
hole6
mm
X
c .o t4- XU 
0 0 . .o
$ V
I**
Q
ccjscc
ho
mm
h d
mm
H
mm
h
mm
k /
/H X
1-97 0*124 14*3 5 4 67 643 52 % 91 0 .4 3
VIJ 0*175 2o *2 73 65 632 493 78 0*4-2.
VI8 0*24 a2 *o 21 6 8 627 4&o 77 0 -4 Z
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Single-tank Vertical Flow Model
(symbols defined in Fig A.13)
Soil and 
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Diam.
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Q
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V
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H
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SINGLE TANK HORIZONTAL FLOW MODEL 
(symbols defined in Fig 4.28)
Metal diaphragms: Coarse Sand
Diaphragm No 1; K = 0.60 cm/s
E
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IDiaphragm No 2; K = 0.75 cm/s
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Diaphragm No 3; K = 0.76 cm/s
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Diaphragm No 4; K = 0.78 cm/s
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Diaphragm No 5; K = 0.83 cm/s
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Diaphragm No 6; K = 0.86 cm/s
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6*8
19*4
36*o
58*0
512
434
314
146
515
444
335
178
535
5oo
445
3 6 2
544
528
497
442,
6*35 5-1 80 16
6*1
/8*0
35*1
51*0
513
432
289
160
515
439
3o6
185
536
503
441
380
5 4 6
530
496
460
Diaphragm No /; K = 0.b3 cm/s
B
v4- E 0
_• VO 8 ^ 
.2 “o 
a  -x
z
l lu T“
S3 g-
O  -E
Temp.
°C
Q
cc^sec
hi
mm
k
mm
h*
mm
h4
rum
EVJt-
o
£
,0
c
'O'
H— 0
VO
*
£
r--
voO
0_c
£
lo i 0*23 IOO 21
2-1
21*6
41-5
541 
4o3 
201
545
46?
377
54?
507
450
552
531
49?
1-58 0-55 loo 20
4-7
26*5
50-0
525
335
220
534
4 4 4
330
5 4 4  
4? 4  
422
550
525
481
3-17 2-22 IOO 2 0
2-35
28*6
54-5
541
333
2 2 4
545
435
30?
54?
4 8 8
4 0 ?
552
521
471
6-34 8*8 loo 12-5
2-4
27-o
55*0
542
338
223
545
43?
307
550
48?
405
553
521
46?
8*0 14-0 IOO 2 0
3-3
27-5
56*0
534
403
2.17
540
4 4 0
238
44 5
4 3 0
4 o l
550
522
466
7cm removed 72 2 0
4 -4
27*6
55*0
523
401
211
535
43?
2?5
5 4 4
42?
3?8
550
521
465
28
 
ho
les
 
in 
up
pe
r 
18 
cm
l-Ol 0-124 72 0*5
4-7
2 9 0
5^-0
523
357
200
533
427
267
543
486
5g6
550
520
457
1*58 0*305 72 n*5
4-2  
27-0 
60 O
532
413
133
534
432
245
5 4 4
4 0 0
375
5 5 0
521
44?
3*17 1*22 72 1?
5*3
31-0
6 1 0
526
333
211
528
408
240
541
478
378
54?
515
452.
475 2*78 72 12
5*3 
17*6 
3? 0  
58-0
518
445
5oo
162
520
45 0
313
ISfZ
536
502
4 3 0
3^6
5 4 5
528
4ff8
4 4 0
6-34 4-8a 72 16
6-5 
20-0 
31*2 
4 8 - 2-
508
33?
3o |
147
510
411 
317 
*77 ■
536
4 ? 4
4 5 2
386
546
526
5o4
4 6 6
Diaphragm No 8; K = 0.80 cm/s
Pi
am
. 
of
 
ho
les
 
mm
c
Lf— 0 v°
v A  
Z tcn §
£  J v
Temp.
°C
Q
cc/sec
h,
mm
hz
mm
^3
mm
h4
mm
§
0
k
_0
c
"r
£
0
■8
0
JC.
0
0
l-o | 0*32 IOO 17
2'1
23-3
470
536
4o4-
199
539
450
330
546
496
421
549
523
4-77
1-58 079 loo 16
2* 87 
26'5 
54*5
537
4oo
2oo
540
438
290
541
4 9 0
395
549
520
460
3-20 3* 15 IOO 17
2-5 
24*0 
52 *5
534
4o|
217
536
437
291
547
435
4o3
549
524
4 6 8
£35 12-6 IOO 18
5-4. 
27*0 
57*0 
70 O
520
379
20 |
99
526
413
265
IB|
540
476
382
546
513
453
415
7*95 19-6 loo 18*5
7-8
19-4
56*5
65*5
509
449
212
102
516
468
273
173
535  
507 
386  
30 6
545
530
455
386
locm removed 6 0 /8*5
6-4  
27-1 
55*6 
69 o
516
4 0 4
217
ill
524
433
280
192
537
485
389
330
545
517
457
415
Eo
bQ
b
n_
A-o
.n
0
JZ
4*
1 Ol 013 6 0 18
7-o
21-5
48-5
7o*5
518
428
277
107
523
447
319
174
538
495
*418
325
546
524-
477
414
1*58 0-32 6 0 17
g'-Q 
23 o 
54*o 
72-0
514
435
249
112
518
449
288
170
537 
499  
4 o6 
3 3 1
545
528
473
425
3*20 1-27 60 18
9*8
370
71*0
502 
352 
115
5o7 
373 
161
528
4 5 6
325
540
502.
415
6-35 5-0 6 o 18
17*3
4l*o
65-0
467
334
168
471
3 4 4
186
512
4 4 2
347
535
4 9 3
431
Diaphragm No 9; K = 0.79 cm/s
E
0 
• <0 £
.5 “o A -n
z
oOcL
& £
% y .
Temp.
°C
0
ccfsec
hi
mm
hz
mm
hs
mm
Il4
mm
12
0 
ho
les
 
(1
2r
ow
s 
of 
lo) 
in 
low
er 
12
cm l-oi 0-385 loo 18
7-1
20*5
38-3
50-0
515
424
270
149
525
467
377
311
539
506
452.
410
548
530
499
472
1-58 0-95 IOO 18
7-4
27*3
47*6
61*5
5I|
395
256
140
520
430
322
234
536
466
420
363
5 4 5
520
479
441
3*20 3-8 IOO 19
9*0
26*2
47*0
63*5
506
408
273
149
514
433
322
220
533
488
421
356
545
520
480
437
6*40 15-2 IOO 18*5
8*3
25*6
44*0
64*5
5o5
406
296
141
513
431
338
206
532
487
431
348
544
520
486
430
12 cm removed. $ 2 18
7-9
26*4
47-0
65-0
509
408
278
144
516
432
323
210
533
487
421
34 8
5 4 4
520
480
4 3 0
20
 
ho
le
s 
in 
up
pe
r 
15 
cm
l-o| 0124 52 17
7*0 
24 0  
48*o 
67-0
515
421
273
130
519
438
308
184
535
491
415
3 3 4
544
321
475
421
1*58 0*302 52 17
5-3
26*5
51*5
68-0
524
412
247
134
526
424
275
173
540
487
4 0 0
3 3 4
547
520
468
4 22 .
3*20 1*21 s z 18
6 2  
28 0 
470  
60-0
519
401
289
50
52|
413
308
75
538
485
425
225
5 4 6
52o
485
305
4 80 274 52 15
3 * 4
19 O 
3 6 0  
53*5
518
433
310
160
520
44 2
330
190
538
5 0 0
4 4 4
369
5 4 6
528
496
452.
6- 40 4 *9 51 16
4  6 
16-9 
29 0  
45*0
520
426
319
167
522
437
3 3 4
190
539
505
461
396
546
531
507
471
E
^ -e
0
e‘8
5  “5x
c
? !
SPfr
c\ £
%7. Temp
°C
Q
ccjszc
hi
M-tU*
h i
mm
ll3
mm
h *
mm
S
u
{£)
± ■ 
%
,c
■3oX
0
V
V)
*
fiin
V
0JZ
2
I-OI 0*49 loo 18
7*8
24-3
41*0
55*5
5o8
403
27?
160
517
439
346
261
533
490
435
380
543
520
488
452
1-58 1*18 loo 17
5*6
lo o
22-4
38-5
58/0
524
5oo
425
320
171
529
509
447
360
237
541
531
496
445
366
548 
544  
525 
49 5 
443
3 * 0 4*80 loo 16*5
3*2
20‘O
43*2 
6o o
515
437
283
154
521 
455 
322 
210
537
5o |
424
3 5 4
545
529
4 8 |
4 36
6*40 19*4 loo 18
5*8
25*5
48*0
65'0
521
4 0 8
277
151
525 
426 
310  
200
539
484-
417
3 4 8
546
518
479
434-
15 cm removed 4o 17
8*6 
33*0 
4 6 0  
66 0
505
369
279
140
511 
390  
3o 9 
183
532
464-
414
335
54 4 -
5o5
4 7 4
4-20
EU
O
b0-Ol-3
.£
VOO
oX
NO
l*ol 0-13 4 0 17
6*4 
25/5 
44/0 
66  o
518
413
288
152
521
429
317
194
537
487
421
345
546
519
478
4 2 8
1-58 0*32 4 o 18
5*8
22-3
42-0
61*0
521
433
305
172.
524
443
326
205
539
496
429
356
546
525
485
436
3-20 1*26 4o 17
7*6
24*7
4o*5
65*o
510
417
316
146
513
428
335
175
532
4 8 7
435
336
5 4 2
519
4 8 7
4 2 3
6-40 5-1 4 o 16
7 - 4
20-1
33*8
4 7 0
5o4
407
276
146
505
414
297
170
532
497
447
398
5 4 4
529
505
481
Diaphragm No 11; K = 0.73 cm/s
Piam.
holes
mm
c.o
Lf-JLJ
o  X  
O -E
Temp
°C
o
ccjsec
hi
mm
hz
mm
I13
mm
h4
mm
v>OV
00
II
E
TX
a.o
•5
.5
o
0X
$
1*01 0*13 16
6-7
19*7
20*5
36*0
5o2
412
244
142
514
463
395
345
5*35
510
411
450
544
532
510
438
1*58 0*32 16
6*5
i?*o
31*0
450
509
424
302
148
518
457
379
287
536
507
468
418
545
530
5o8
478
3*16 1*26 16
7*7 
16-9 
36 *5 
57*0
508
431
319
159
511
443
342
198
533
5oo
450
372
543
528
5ol
454
3*95 1*57 16
5*2
22*2
33*5
57*0
520 
413 
290 
147
523
430
317
197
538
494
435
362
546
523
430
4 4 4
4*75 2*85 16
6*5
13*6
35*6
57*0
517
438
326
166
519
444
339
190
537 
501 
44 8  
366
546
528
438
447
6*36 5*1 17
5*8 
21 O 
42-0 
59-0
520
425
292
149"
521
431
294
167
538
495
425
354
546
535
4s4
4 4 0
1*50 0-28 16
5*8 
.16*0 
26 ’3 
34*5
509
4o5
266
133
515
440
3^ 1
273
537
508
475
444
546  
535  
521 
507
2*38 0*72 17
5*7
14*8
29*0
41-8
510
429
282
116
513
443
317
190
537
511
463
415
546
537
517
498
Diaphragm No 12; K = 0.68 cm/s
E
*-4— E 
0
§ J
•2 -o ^  _c
c
.0
S ' r
s i rCi-£
Temp.
°C
Q
cc/$ec
hi
mm
ha
mm
h 5
mm mm
8
«•
sA
E
tnaV
XCu,o
-a
c
w
0
X
0m
l*o| 0-81 17
6*6
12*4
35*0
56*o
513
476
324
131
517
422
3 4 8
l*>9
535
520
453
352
5 4 4
537
5o Z
4 3 7
n r l-io 16
4*5
ltf-4
39*4
6 0 0
528
44ST
292
126
530
4 5 6
315
160
541
5 0 8
445
367
5 4 5
531
4 9 8
4 5 3
1-58 2-0 15
7-sr 
21-0 
3 9 0  
5 3 'O
508
42.7
290
1^ 1
511
437  
3 09 
2o 5
533
497
431
374
5 4 4
525
4 8 9
452*
2*58 4-46 16
6*8
l8*o
3 6 0
51*0
5o7
4 3 0
283
155
510 
4 42 . 
303 
17 9
533
50 6
4 5 0
596
543
531
5 0 4
4 7 4
5*18 8 - 0 17
6*6 
2 0 #  
35 O 
55*5
515
419
316
150
517
4 27
331
176
535
4 9 4
4 4 8
366
5 4 4  
525  
4  9 8  
4 4 9
3*96 12-3 15
7*6
21*5
37*o
54*5
508
421
3 0 6
170
510
4 2 5
314
lff3
532
492
4 3 6
362
5 4 4
5 2 4
4 9 2
4 5 0
Metal diaphragms: Fine gravel
Diaphragm No 13
* r  I
C '<0 C
o J
c
<+-.2  O JJ
«> 1  S T
?)SLa  _g
% l
Temp.
°C
Q
cc/sec
h,
mm
hz
mm
^3
mm
h*
mm
£uOl
L.
t_o
c
/ov
£
■A
s
£
a
3*18 0 -6 5 loo 15
13-7
23*6
43*5
5S*o
77*5
lo3
532
514
451 
3S5 
275 
119
538
528
4-81
454
332
304
541
533
502
469
414
333
542
535
506
476
424
348
4-80 1-44- loo 15
16*2
37*0
*9*2
93*0
119
530
487
382
235
116
535
5o3
425
314
223
538
512
443
343
260
540
516
452
357
278
2cm removed 92, 16
2 0*6  
46-5 
66*5
90*0
119
526
470
410
311
163
530
484
433
349
2 2 2
533
494
449
372
255
536
5oo
457
384
27|
£oto<N
o -a-D
C
s
Jvato
1*58 0--5I 92. 16*5
2 0 0
51*0
23*0
114
132.
528
463
357
215
103
531
472
378
248
145
535
486
4oo
283
188
538
492
411
299
2o7
3*18 1-54 92, 15*5
37*0
64*5
lo4-
139
503
432
276
loz
505
438
290
124
514
456
32|
170
518
463
335
188
6*7 5*0
» ’
92, 14*5
58*0
105
141
452,
233
to4
454
298
113
470
330
159
476
342
179
Diaphragm No 14
c+- I  
0
c ^g.9 o A -c
C 
^0 C_L—JL3
M ^
c o>
JPI"
■H>Z
1emp
°c
Q
cc/sec
h,
mm
hz
mm
*13
mm
h 4
mm
E0
*
t0
c
T
r
<n
a
*
i>
i
$
1*58 0-32 loo 17
11*0
29-6
50-2
67-8'
310
537
432
406
305
124
543
518
477
434
355
544
524-
429
449
377
54 5
5X7
494-
457
388
318 1-27 loo 16
23-6
46-4
£50
$ 6 0
124
520
471
417
328
139
526
486
442
369
214
530
496
456
390
246
533
500
464
4 0 0
262.
6*37 51 loo 16
230 
47 'O 
71 o  
92-0 
126
525
476
408
329
152
529
486
425
355
196
532
495
441
376
228
535
5 0 0
449
387
2 4 5
4cm removed 84 14 -5
17-8
430
60-5
?3'0
135
533
485
441
340
111
536
494
454
364
154
538
502
467
384
189
540
507
473
394
206
EJj
N
t-
CL.a.D
C
V)*>
0-C
cn|to
1-58 0-30 84 15
(8-o
45-5
740
lol
135
530
432
4oo
295
125
532
488
413
317
160
535
498
430
340
194
53 7 
503 
439 
353
£13
3-18 1*19 8+ 15
17-1
47-3
710
lo4
132
535
4SI
417
289
149
535
484
423
3oo
167
538
494
440
327
2o2
540
498
447
339
21?
6*37 4-75 84 16
36-5
170
Igo
196
206
5?o
451
370
265
162.
5*1
462
325
280
180
585
498
425
326
2 2 9
589
518
445
34?
£55
Diaphragm No 15
E
T £
E &
cM- O
0 JG
g l v
f i
d./ y  
/ p /
temp
°C
Q
cc^ec mm
Hz
mm mm
h 4
mm
E0
\fi
i-
J9
c
'S '
£
v><u
0X
$
1-58 o*475 IOO 15
*>7
4>-5
61-3
95*0
113
551
47S
4-11
293
H3
536
4 3 5
455
■ 37? 
.262
53^
503
4 6 7
32)7
297
5 4 0
5o7
4 7 3
4 0 6
3 o f
3-17 1*90 IOO 15-5.
2 2 -4
46-o
*5-5
112
134
528
481
3 5 4
236
125
531
49|
331
277
176
5 3 4
4 3 9
3 9 0
303
20?
5 3 6  
503  
4 o y  
315 
22  4
6-3Z 7-55 loo 15
25-0
52*6
S£*5
115
138
524
4 66
3 5 4
252
lc6
527
475
373
26$>
144
5 3 0
4 9 4
32>1
287
173
5 3 2
4 9 9
4&o
239
195
6cm vfen^ ov^ cL 76 17
n*c>
48*6
79-5
116
135
529  
478  
3 8 4  
22 6  
134
53|
485
398
2 5 0
164
5 3 4
49>4
416
w
197
536
4 9 9
4 2 4
2 9 2
2 1 4
§
0
b
jD _
Cl.
,C
to
i
N>0
1-58 0*334 76 15
24*3 
58*0  
X 'O  
126 
136
5 2 6
4 5 3
3 2 6
105
118
527
4 6 0
341
217
144
531
4 7 2
36 3
247
18o
533
4 7 8
373
2 6 2
12>7
3-17 1*33 7 6 15-5
35*0
64*0
9£*0
108
141
516
442.
36|
291
lo 4
512.
447
362
232
121
518
4 6 0
388
3 2 0
160
520
4 6 6
3 3 3
332-
177
£•32 5-3Z 76 16*5
?o*o
125
180
213
5 90
465
346
178
593
472
360
133
596
4 3 5
4 o [
243
6o3
509
4 23
2 6 8
Diaphragm No 16
Di
am
. 
of
 
ho
les
 
m
m
c
fc) l_
s’ ra  —
% • / .
Temp
°C
Q
C< mm
hz
mm
h-5
mm
h4
mm
Bu
0
1
c
M—0
£
a
0\'—t
in
V
0X
0
ON
1*5© 0-7| IOO 16
18-7
41-8
71*2
n-5
10.2.
532
487
307
208
148
535
499
427
349
229
537 
506 
44 0  
369 
259
538
511
447
379
27Z
3*16 2-84 loo 15-5
280
51*0
78-5
107
132,
520
472
390
274
142
523
479
4o5
297
173
527
4 8 8
419
320
20 2
529
495
426
332
218
6-33 n -4 loo (6
25-8
45*5
72*0
105
133
524
486
396
281
146
526
491
4 0 6
296
168
5 3 0
500
422
3 2 0
19?
532
5 0 4
4 3 0
332,
>215
9cm removed 6 4 16
27*2
59*0
£6*0
lo9
134
521
454
364
267
139
523
4 6 0
375
283
160
527
471
393
306
191
529
477
401
319
2 0 6
EJ
i
Cl.O
£
in
cs
1*58 o - 5 0 6 4 16
25-1
56-5
21*0
102
132
525
462
386
295
153
527
4 66
394
306
170
530
477
411
328
20)
533
4 8 2
419
3 4 0
216
3*16 l - l  9 6 4 15-5
36-8
63-5
97*5
124
152
5o5
4 4 2
324
191
-98
5o7
4 4 6
3 3 2
203
112
515
4 6 0
355
233
154
518
4 6 6
365
25 0
172,
6*33 4-15 64- 15
64-0
97*0
131
159
570
452
291
117
573
455
296
127
5? 7
4 8 0
332,
170
593
4 9 0
347
19|
Diaphragm No 17
£«H— C 
0
E u 
£  *0 A X
Voo
C
C4- *2
o -ft
« is
f f  f -A J=
% i
Icmp
* c
Q
C^ sgc
hi
mm
hz
mm
hs
mm
^ 4
mm
Eucs
1
_0
c
Y
s
fi
cj
8
i
8
1-58 0-95 100 15
36-5 
67-5 
So o 
980  
122
589
479
399
277
io7
598
497
423
312
155
602.
5o*
437
330
177
605
514
445
3 4 0
192
317 3*80 loo *5
52*5
S3-5
HI
153
157
594
5o3
3^ 1
279
127
toZ
513
406
300
153
611
529
430
328
190
616
537
4 4 2
344
209
£•34 15-2 loo 15
55-0
88*0
115
160
592
487
368
III
599
496
382
133
608
514
4 0 6
170
614 
523 
4 2 0  
I2> 1
12 cm  f&mov&cL 5 2 15
24*0 
51-O 
120 
145 
[GO
584  
481 
3 48 
202 
113
5*7
4*6
363
221
135
590
494
386
254
169
593
498
4oo
270
189
20 
ho
les
 
in 
up
pe
r 
13 
cm
1-58 0-302 52 15-5
53*0
Sb*0
121
138
155
597
519
363
253
134
Qo%
525
374
269
151
612
541
400
299
189
617
550
413
315
207
3-17 1-0.1 52. 15
25*c>
*(*o
112
138T
163
60S:
518
402
272.
99
610
522
4c>7
280
HI
613
538
432
313
152
615
5 4 5
4 4 4
327
172.
6*34 4*90 52 16
27-0
55-3
141
I6 |
604
4o7
254
123
605
4o3
&G\
130
609
4 1 8
294
172
612
4 2 2
309
191
Diaphragm No 18
Mi0)O-XT
°  E 
E E_C1 
&
\  0
c.0
^  0 
0 c£-W Cl 
O, —
% / .
Temp.
; c
Q
cejsec
hi
mm
hz
mm
h -5
mm
h *
mm
EOUQ
_0
mc
"o'
T
V)
*
£
lO
J2oJC=
0LO
i- 58 I -2, 100 17*5
29-3
4£*5
69'5
te -o
&o\
4 85
312.
113
6o4-
4 3 3
326
131
608
5oo
337
147
610
5 o 4
3 4 3
155
3 I7 4-75 100 16-5
34-6
56*5
74-o
146
171
5 %
481
3 4 4
2 5 7
lia
53S”
4 8 6
350
2 74
134
603
4 9 5
363
307
175
606
5 0 0
3 7 0
3 2 4
155
6-34. 15-O [00 15*5
31*7
7 * 0
109
147
174
600
541
4 4 2
259
114
601
553
4 5 0
2 7 2
131
606
567
4 7 2
3 o 4
17)
6o7
5 7 4
4 8 2
321
191
I5cm fErrJoVfect 4 0 15-5
48*5  
37 'O  
126 
(5 2  
175
5 4 8
4 8 4
375
248
HO
55|
4 9 2
385
2 6 2
126
5 5 ^  
5 1 j 
413 
295  
168
5 6 2
521
4 2 5
311
190
EO
o
bD~o_
D
r:
• Mi
V)
fc>
0-E
V£
1*58 0-315 4o 15*5
3o -6
38-o
129
157
178
597
4 8 0
3 5 4
*17
162
5S8
4 8 6
363
227
U7
6 0 3
So]
3 9 3
2 6 5
159
6 0 4
517
4 0 6
2 8 3
178
3-I7 1-26 4 0 16
36-5
103
125
147
174
597
4 6 4
3 7 0
261
105
599
469
3 7 8
270
116
6 0 4
4 9 1
406
3 0 5
160
606
501
4 1 8
321
18|
Diaphragm No 19
E
C-H- £ 
0
E-S
.2 “o
A-C
V oo
C
.0M-J3
0 u
1 ^0 <4—
£-
n
Tenrvp.
°G
Q
cc/Uc.
k
mrn mm
^3
mm
h4
mm
It
vA
"O'
E
SPv.
■"1h
'-5
z
V)
i
s<u
1*01 0-81 16
3 4 0
?0 O
M8
139
160
592
495
382
26?
146
595 
515 
413 
513 
2o5
600
534
441
348
246
6o3
543
453
363
265
I 58 1-00 15
35*5
77*5
12.3
147
167
598
513
375
262
140
519
385
ne
160
604-
539
415
313
203
6 o 7
546
428
330
223
1-98 3*10 15-5
27*4
34*0
127
152,
173
608
492
368
251
loo
6C0
496
373
259
(11
611
517
4o5
298
158
61-4— 
526 
4(6  
315 
17 7
2-37 4*46 16
92*0
122
146
180
504
395
272
136
5o6
398
280
142-
525
425
313
187
535
439
330
205
2*77 608 15-5
71*0
133
155
174
123
5*5
489 
378 
275 
154
5*7
492
381
282
159
6 0 0
523
420
326
211
606
538
438
345
235
3-17 8-0 17
125 
17 O  
184 
197 
213
569
437
346
246
125
571
441
350
253
133
599
4 *3
398
3o6
192,
6 11 
5 0 3
420
330
21?
Diaphragm No 20
E
\ o  0 N
c
.0
T  ■y 
*>
Tem^ >. Q h* h-2. h-5
-
h *
i  -$
A
$ bon $-
A  Ji
o
c cc^ ee KVi»n mm mm mm
31*0 501 592. 535 597
1*01 0*13 16 60*0 246 575 585 589
69*0 105 542. 552 558
21*2. 545 560 563 565
150 0-28 16*5 54-5 97-O
435
257
538
579
548
5 9 4
551
6C>4
109 IOO 524 542 554
21*3 470 481 483 486
0*32 16-5 65-5 430
536 550 551
1-58 loi 246 497 516 527
£ 130 121 538 563 57636-0 593 599 607 610V/
150 402 540 572 588t)
2-37 o* 73 16 159 353 507 541 557Nrl•no" 171 26| 438 415 495
182. 145 352 393 415
520 589 595 602 606
£ 114 524 552 572 583
S3 3*7 1-26 16 145 380 428 457 471
JZ 177 3c>8 382 420 44 O
A— l?8 165 252 29 5 313
"tS 38-7 583 5*5 59\ 595
n 59-0 518 525 532 53r
v> 3-98 W 16 119 432 455 473 425_0
A 184 311 360 398 41g>
-£ 210 146 209 253 lie
0
tJ- ■7*0 580 5*6 601 608
167 443 469 506 525
4*75 2-85 16 176 354 323 427 447
150 268 3oo 350 372
205 145 184 240 265
88*0 556 560 577 584
136 466 475 505 520
6-54 5*1 16-5 171 419 431 473 431
196 248 264- 316 338
210 116 135 194 220
92-o 552 557 571 580
143 465 475 499 515
7*92 7-9 16 171 408 421 454 474
192 298 307 348 368
208 156 173 223 246
Concrete diaphragms: Fine gravel
Diaphragm No 21
%7.
Temp.
°C
Q
cc./sec
hi
mm
hz
mm
h3
mm
h-4-
rnnri
loo 19
30'0  
103 
158 
182 
208
550
52?
44?
321
139
554
549
485
362
188
558
567
520
4o{
236
560
577
534
421
261
96 19
650
136
164-
184
208
578
433
435
294
132
587
512
467
330
172
598
533
501
368
218
6 0 4
543
520
393
248
92 18
3#*0
102
165
179
212
565
524
440
330
127
569
539
468
360
163
572.
553
496
392
205
576
562-
512
415
230
80 I?
■3*2
99*0
147
176
1*33
212
565
541
4Z0
364
267
112
569
551
4^7
385
290
136
575
56?
527
424
333
187
578
578
544
445
358
215
So IB
66*0
130
206
43*0
572
386
130
569
578 
4ol 
15 7 
571
590
428
2o6
576
506
444
234
57?
60 19
107
172
192
210
530
415
251
98
538
431
271
121
554  
461 
306 
163
564
481
330
is>l
Diaphragm No 22
d/W
Temp
°C
Q
cc-jsec.
h,
mm
Hz
mm
Hb
mm
Il4
mm
ICO 17
72*5
117
166
195
36
530
386
294
104
554
582
465
413
239
574
596
491
452
288
580
603
503
471
312
583
96 17-5
74*0
121
162
loo
558
427
368
117
584
473
435
2 0 2
596
497
472
250
6 0 4  
509 
490 
276
96 51*5
26* 8 
63*0 
149
570
478
484
577
495
532
578
506
565
582
512
584
92 *7-5
47
lo4
133
173
2o4
56)
543
446
326
116
575
576 
494 
331 
194
584
595
520
428
240
588
605
535
451
267
90 18
24-5
78-5
120
165
198
578
533
Aoo
290
146
582
549
428
334
2o|
586
564
45|
37)
248
588
571
464
332
£76
Go 21
32
70
122
170
200
573
567
412
354
130
576 
576 
429 
378 
164
580
585
453
412
20 8
58|
592
468
434
235
Diaphragm No 23
Temp Q. h,
mm
Hz
mm
H3
mm
H4
mm
?z 19-5
36-4
6&*5
118
184
426
376
338
194
436
407
469
3 4 0
4 4 0
417
490
376
443
424
502.
4 0 0
8 0 22*5
41-8
86-4
126
»7|
198
378
319
381
260
155
386
342
421
322
233
390
355
4 4 4
357
274
396
364
4 6 0
378
3 0 2
Go 20-5
53-4
120
154
188
453
428
350
234
46|
4 4 8
381
273
467
468  
409  
313
472
4 8 2
4 3 0
338
O 2|
65 
15 5 
196
407
3S|
171
4c>7
384
175
4 2 0
422
228
425
441
056
Diaphragm No 24
V -
Temp
°C
Q
cc[$ec
hi
mm
hz
mm mm
T14-
m m
lo o
2 0
57 *5 
08*0 
157 
108
460
458
576
189
4^8
483
425
259
474
503
465
313
476
515
4 8 4
341
20*5
53*5
HO
187
439
552
251
448
377
305
457
398
355
4Gl
412
381
9 0
20*5
54
3^ )
149
20]
405
357
316
138
413
372
343
242
4 2 0
39j
376
292
425
402.
396
323
20-5
66
131
loo
385
312.
264
394
336
30^
403
364
355
410
37?
383
76
20
67
132
2o7
338
257
158
343
274
191
354
299
244
3^0
315
275
20
118
200
433
250
448
281
471
328
4 8 4
357
5 Z
20
82
128
210
337
27|
2oo
343
281
219
357
307
272
365
321
3 0 0
20*5
74 
20 1
273
255
278
274
287
322
293
349
Diaphragm No 25
% y .
Temp
•c
Q
ccjsejc.
hi
mm
hi
mm
hs
mm
h4
mm
loo 20
49 
108
184 
99
185
2-81
232
167
3o7
174
338 
358
339 
399 
370
345
381
446
419
419
348
330
468
411
441
90 19-5
67
122
205
137
208
287
373
131
331
123
310
427
252
392
238
318
447
2.98
418
285
323
459
325
434
311
76 20
59
177
218
174
342
30?
108
2o4
36|
365
186
267
365
398
232
3ol
370 
41? 
2 6 1 
323
52. 2 0
132
210
178
300
157
334
320
191
365
342
2 4 0
33?
358
270
421
Diaphragm No 26
4 /  •/
/D/o
lemp
°C
Q
ccjsec
f y . ' .
mm
Hz
mm
h3
mm
H4-
mrn
81 330 359 370 377
1? 138 365 4o9 432 448
?o 214 151 239 282 315
IQ 87 221 250 26| 269
192 207 306 342 368
67 292 3o2 310 316
19 )7| 288 322 353 375
60 215 177 224 269 299
la 75-5 34^ 362 372 380‘7 188 270 3(8 355 380
APPENDIX B
ELECTRICAL ANALOGUE MODEL TEST RESULTS 
(Resistor network model)
Horizontal boundary flow model; Thick cut-off walls
(symbols defined in Fig 5.26)
% %
Voltage at node* points.
% A4A/ 3 5' C /c D>
/
D E F4F
0*2 7*55 7-54 5*09 5*c>7 2-70 2*57 HZ
o-4 7*62 1-CO 5-24 5*18 2*97 2*69 1*47
0*6 7*68 7-65 5*3? 5-31 3*20 2-26 1*6?
o-Z °'7 looo 7-73 7-7| 5-47 5*41 3-32 2*39 1*77 O
0*8 7-75 7-74- 5*55 5*48* 3-42 3*13 l-?5
C>*9 7*82 7-21 5-6,5 5*6{ 3*54 3*34 1-93
1-0 7-87 7-?£ 5*7? 5 -19 3*72 3*72 2*06
0-2 7*54 7-53 5-13 5-09 2*83 2*60 1*77
o*4-
0-4 7-64 K l 5-35 5*25 3*25 2*7? 2-30
5
0-6 10-00 7*77 7-74 563 5-50 3*66 3*o7 2*7/ O
<vsr 7*38 7-% 5*% 5-86 4-o7 3*67 3 0 ?
1-0 f-19 6-42 6-42. 4-64 4*64 3-5?
o-2 7-58 7-56 5-20 5*13 2*39 2*63 2-36
o-4 7*74 7-7o 5*52 5-37 3*55 2*7 3*o(
0*6 c>*£ 10-00 W 744 5-95 5*6,7 4*06 3*22 3-*/ O
©*g *•£>9 ST-05 6*24 6*09 4-57 3**5 3-99
1*0 1-A7. 2-4] 6*96 6-£6 5*31 5*31 4*69
o-Z 7-55 7-55 5*12 5*09 2-76 2-59 1-33
0-4 7-61 T59 5-31 5-22. 3*15 2*75 1*91
o-£ 7-74 7-72. 35* 5-46 3-57 3*04 2-35
o i o-7 10-OD 7-23 7-79 5-73 5*62 3-79 3*25 2-55 O
O'Z w 747 5*** 5-78 400 3*52 2-74
o-9 ?-c>2 2>-oo 609 6-oz 4*27 3-9j 2-97
1*0 7-23 8*23 6-51 6*51 4*79 4-79 3*42
o-2 757 7-55 5-1* 5*12 2-92 2-63 1-99
o-4 771 1-6% 5*50 5*36 3*52 2-?7 2-76
10 o-4 0*6 10-00 7*l m 5*90 5*72 4*14 3-30 3-43 O
0 ‘ff *45 Ml 6*38 6-22 4*79 4-03 4- ol
1-0 *64 tf*64 7*32 7*32 6*01 6*01 5*22
o *2 7-56 7-53 5-22 5-13 308 2-65 2-57
0*4 7-7* 7-74 5-65 5*46 3**5 296 3*45
0'6 0*6 10-00 Sf-oo 7*35 6*13 S'SZ 4*59 3*44 4*20 0
O-Z W *32 6*78 6*56 5*43 4-37 B-o^
1-0 S*95 *95 i-n 7*8* 6-81 6*21 6*38
contr.
% y P
Voltage, at node, jo ints.
AiA' E> &' C c ' p p ' E F4 F7
6-1 7*55 7*54 5*13 5-09 2-81 2'60 Mg'-
o-4 7-6* 7*66 5*42 5-31 2-85 2-28
0*2. 0*6 10-00 7*79 7*76 5*74- 5-59 3*9 319 2*93 o
o * 8*o9 *06 6*25 6*11 4-59 ■3'3| 3-63
o*9‘ *22 *•19 6*55 6*44 5-01 4-48T 4*04
1*0 sr-67 *•67 7-39 7*39 6* 1| 6*11 5 *9
o-2 7*6| 7*59 5*23 5-16 2-99 2*66 2*14-
o-4 7*79 7*76 5*62 5*4£ 5-72 2*96 3*09
2 0 o-4- o-6 10*00 tf*c>5 7*39 6*13 5-91 4-52 3*49 307 o
0 .* 8*39 *•34 6-7? 6-59 5*45 4*47 4*03
1*0 9-10 9*10 *•24 *•24 7-35* 7*38 6**6
o*2 7-65 7*63 5-31 5*21 3*19 1*70 274
0*5 10*00 **OJ 7*35 6-01 5*30 4*53 *5-30 4-25 o
0*6 0-* 7*52 *••46 7-IZ 6*6 6-03 4*74 577
1*0 9-32 9*32 >•67 *•67 *0 2 *•02 7-76
0-2 7-55 7-53 5-1] 5-or 2-75 2*59 177
o-4 7*69 7*66 5*41 5*31 3-31 2**2 2-al
0*1 o*6 10-00 7*92 7‘?g^ 5*?5 569 4*03 3*27 3*13 O
o*8r *•21 *•17 6-44 6-27 4*90 4*07 4*10
o*9 *•41 *•3* 4*6 6*71 5*50 4*7*’ 4-75
1*0 9*26 9*2) *48* *•50 7*77 7*7* 7*14
o*2 745. 7-54 5-14 5*09 2**4 261 1*60
0*4 7*7! 7*67 5*4* 5*36 3*4* 2-** 2-65
loo 0*1 0*6 |o-oo 7*95 7*91 5*9* 5-7 9 4-31 3*40 3*64 o
O? *•34 *•29 6*73 6*53 5*38 4-41 4**3
o*9 *•43 *•59 7*29 7*12 6-16 5-35 5-67
l-o 9 57 W 9*15 9*15 *•73 *•73 *•3,9
o-2 7-5? 7*57 5-23 5*15 3*02 2*66 2*23
o*4 7*7* 7*74 5*66 5*4ff 3-*4 2*99 3-35
0-4- 0*6 10*00 W *•02 6*27 6*01 4-83 3-62 4*4-6 o
o-sr *•51 *•46 7*13 6‘tfT 6-06 4 ‘*1 5-78
1 o 973 473 9*50 9-50 9-27 9^7 e>*i3
o*2 7-47 7-44 5-33 5-23 5*24 2*71 2*83
o*6 0*5 10*00 8-03 7*97 6-17 5-*7 4  76 3*3* 4*57 o
O'? *•45 8*5* 7» 44 7-13 660 5*07
1*0 9tfo ?•*<? 9*64 H 4 ■ 9-4* 9*4* 9*41
Co rib.
% ' d/p
V o lta g e  a t  tio d e .-p o in te
B V c c/ 3> 1/ E F4F
0 2 7-S7 7*56 576 5*11 2*35 2-62. VG7.
0 4 7-73 770 5-51 5*39 3-52 2-30 2-69
200 0 '2 0-6 lo o o 7-9? 7-95 6 0 4 5-34 4-39 3-46 3*77 O
o sr *•36 S-32 6*79 &5% 5-50 44ff 502.
0-9 - ?-67 S‘64 7-4| 723 6-56 5-49 5-95
1*0 9*76 976 9-54 9-54 93J 9-31 3*12
0-2 7-54 7-53 5-14 5-o? 2-84 2*6,1 1-63
o-4 7*71 7*6? 5*5! 5-37 3*53 2-9o 274
OO 0-2 o c 10-00 7*99 7-96 6*c>7 5*86 4-44 3-4? 3*$rar o
0 8 S-3? 2*36 6-27 6*66 5*64 4-57 5*24
o-? 3-74 tf*7| 7-54 7-36 6-57 5-65 6-26
Horizontal boundary flow model; Thin cut-off walls
(symbols defined in Fig 5.27)
Voltage, at node points.
1/d
* . /
/Kx d/j> A4A' B c
/c P J>' £ F4f '
0167 746 7-46 5-oi 5-00 2*57 2*53 0*55
0*33 7-5| 7-50 5-10 5-<*7 2*77 2*60 0*9 4
|oo 0-50 10’OO 7-57 7-56 5-03 5-»7 2*39 2*71 147 o
0-67 7*64 7-63 537 5-50 3*19 2*7 1*34-
0*35 7-7| 7*70 5-5| 5-46 3-39 3*10 1*48
1-0 7*90 7-50 5-95 5 *4 3*70 3*7<S 1*73
0167 7-52 7-52 5-05 5-0 4 2*60 2*53 0-63
0-33 7-5* 7-S7 5-17 5*13 2*5 2*64 MS
0-50 7*66 7*64 5*35 5*7 346 2-9o 1*59
200 0-67 10-00 7-76 7*74 5-55 5-46 3*49 3*04 1*92 O
Y\zo
o-«*5
0-92
7*3 7*1 575 5-67 Z'19 3*37 2*21
2-38
1*0 *•24 * 2 4 6-46 6-46 4-69 4*69 2*93
0-167 7-46 7-46 5-01 5-00 2*59 2-53 0*67
0*33 7-54 7-53 5-16 541 2W 2*64 1*34
4 OO 0*50 10-00 7-72 I'll 5-44 5-35 3*3J 2*97 1*33 O v
0-67 7-97 7*4 5-72 5-60 3*76 3*lff 2*45
0*35 %'OG 9-03 6-off 5*96 4*26 3-68 2-97
1-0 9-69 ff-6? 7-5! 7*31 5*93 5*03 4*55
0-167 7-57 7-57 5-OS 5*o7 2*63 2*57 0*70
0*33 7-64 7*63 5*4 549 2*05 2*6S 1*46
800 O'fo 7-75 7-73 5-4? 5*39 3*40 2*91 2*16
0*6/ 10-00 7*91 7*?? 5*3 57D 3*4 3*W 2*93 O
0*35 542 6*5 641 4*57 3*7 3-53
002 3*96
1*0 3-o6 3-06 *41 942 7*16 7*17 6-21
cont.
y o ity (* p nr hode, joints.
*/$> A* A' 6 5' C c.' 7> !>' E H P
0*167 7*ssr m 5-09 5*0? 2*63 2*57 072
0-33 7*66 7-65 5*27 5*21 2*97 2*70 1*54
0*50 7*79 7'77 555 5*43 3*47 2-95 2*33
2000 0*67 1000 >89 7*27 5*86 5*71 465 333 3*10 O
0*835 8*15 8*11 6*37 620 4*81 4*02 3*98
0*9Z 4*54
1 0 9*49 9*49 9*00 900 8*52 3*52 ?o4
0467 7*47 7*47 5*02 5*01 259 2*54 p*72
0*33 7*55 >54- 5*1? 5*14- 294- 2*66 1*54
0*50 7*6? >66 5*47 5*36 3-45 2*s>l 2*36
f z o 4000 0*67 10*00 >37 7*85 5*86 5*71 4*Og 3*33 3*I5> O
o-«?>5
002
3-15 3-12 6*41 6*24 4*8.9 4*o7 4*15
4*76
1-0 9*6? 9*6? 9*42- 9*42 9*6 9*15
0*167 7*4ff >47 5*02 5*ol 2*60 2*54 0-72
0-33 7*56 >55 5*20 5-6 2-95 2*67 1*57
0*50 7*71 7-69 5*5o 5*38 3*4* 2*93 2-42
00 0*67 10*00 >5>l —j
 
«1 5*91 5*75 4-5 3*37 3*32 O
0*835 8*20 8-17 6*49 6*31 5*02 4*15 4.36
0*92 3*41 3-37 6*39 6*73 5*61 4*78' 5*04
Vertical boundary flow model
% m 6
'///// s/s/ss // /////// /////SfftZ/L.
//ts f s ;///////f s/^ / / / / / / 1 r/v
' Voltage at- node oints.
% d/p A ■A' £ s' C c! E F *f'
1-0 9 75 9-39 >36 *96 9-95 *•61
0-*0 3S7 709 696 5*02 4-93 4*02
0-40 0*60 10-00 %-ei 6*54- 6-40 408 3*9| 2*95 6
0-40 *55 6-23 QoS 3*52 3*41 2*01
0-20 *48 6*04- 5-88 3*15 3-11 1*26
IOO O 8-45 5’95 5*79 2*98 2-97 0*60
1-0 l^l 9*71 >70 3-48 9-48 3 33
0*0 *0? >54- >43 5-82 5-52 529
0*80 0-40 16-00 >66 6*41 > 2 6 3*3 3*63 2- 87 O
0-20 >55 613 5-3* 3*2.9 3-21 109
O >45 5*95 5-7? 2-98 2-97 1*19
hO 7*35 7-05 5-41 • 5-40 3*85
0-40 0*0 IO-CTO >72 6-65 6-51 423 4*12 2*67 O
0-4o >54- 6-16 oca. 3-38 3*30 1-65
1 o o *•45 5-95 5-7? 208 2*97 0*60
1-0 9*23 *•02 7-85 6*58 6-58 5*7|
O-SO o * 10-00 *•96 703 691 4-94- 4*74- 4*02 O
0*4- 9-57 6-28 6-13 3*64- 3-48 2*51
o 9*45 5*95 5*79 2-98 2*97 1*19
conk.
% °  4
% E > 1bt>
3
/ f r/ ' / ' / / f/tt /
A' c F<
Voltage at node points
V k. t/l> d/p A k' 3 / C
/C E F4P
1*0 9-69 9*43 3*41 yen g.07 8* SO
fc
0*83 8*58 7*32 7*14 5*73 5*14 5*13
0*50 10-00 8*06 6*19 S-O? 4*oo 3*5| 3*10 O
0'\q 7*82 5*7? 5*63 3*03 2*3) 1*47
O 7*85 5*75 5*59 2*84 2*82 on\
loo 1-0 9*83 9-67 9*68 9*48 9*49 9*38
Vs
o*83 W 7*35 7*67 6*65 5*81 6*41
0-50 10-00 8*23 6*57 6*34 4*55 W 4*12 O
0*167 70| 531 5*73 3*22 2*99 2-32
o 7*85 5*75 5*59 2*84 2*82 1-41
1-0 HI 7*33 7*24 5’5£ 5*56 4*27
o*83 %>% 6*67 6*50 4*55 4*20 3*31
6 0*50 (0-00 w 6*ia 533 3*63 3*31 2*37 O
0(67 7*31 5*78 5*61 W 3 2-89 1-32
JO o 7*35 575 5-59 2*84 2*82 0*7|
1 9*07 8*14 3*07 6-85 6*85 6*23
V3
o*33 8*50 7*l£> 638 5-44 4*38 4*83
0-50 (0*00 8*08 6*35 6*13 4*14 354 3*48 O
0(67 7*37 586 5-6? *515 2*96 2*16
o 7*35 5*75 5-5? 2*84 2*82 1*41
y// // // ///^ / /// / / / / / / ^
V7V 7V /?-;//;// / / / /sQr-r/ s //-? ?•//?/-~rr7-/ f //;//S/?
■ % d/p
VbltqgC a t node. poirftS
A A/ 3
/
5 E F4F
IOO
Mi
i
0 * 6
0 ‘57
oa$5
O
10-00
W
Z-03
7-02
6-46
6*23
>53
7*74
6*38
5*22
4*4$
9*46
6*44
4*1
4*09
3*1
9*23
7*00
5*23
3*37
1*09
O
M i
1
0 * 6
0*57
o m
o
10-00
>7g
<*•39
7*22
6*59
6*23
■ HO
$’41
7-01
5*70
4*4$
3*67
6*33
5*0)
4*19
3*81
9*60
*>12
6*48
4*76
1*94
o
I o
Mi
I
0'%>
0*57
0*2*5
O
ID-OO
$02
7*34
6*77
6-43
6*23)
.7:12-
6-4$
5*78
506
44$:
6*74
5*45
4*5l
4*04
3*1
5*38
4*69
3.90
2*82
1*0?
o
Ah
1
c?&(&
0*57
0*2*5
O
10-00
$*66 
7-SO
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APPENDIX C
LISTING OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
(All programs were written for an ICL 1905E computer)
PROGRAM 1
Program listing for the solution of perfect cut-off walls
Listing of variables
(Variables are defined in section 6.2)
M: Number of rows
N: Number of columns
D: Depth of penetration of cut-off wall
NODE: Number of nodal points in flow domain
BAND: Width of band matrix
•BEGIN'
'INTEGER' I,J,K,L,M,N,D,NODE,BAND,TEMP;
'INTEGER' XX;
XX:=FORMAT('('DDDDD.DD')') ;
N:=READ; M:=READ; D:=READ;
NODE:=N*M;
BAND:=2*N+1;
'BEGIN'
'REAL''ARRAY'BM[1:NODE,-N:N],KM[l:NODE];
'BEGIN'
'COMMENT' GENERATE MATRIX KM ;
Ji=0*
'FOR'I:=1'STEP'1'UNTIL' NODE 'DO'
'BEGIN' '
J:=J+1;
'IF' J=1'THEN' KM[I]:=1000 'ELSE' KM[I]:=0; 
'IF' J=N'THEN' J:=0;
'END';
'COMMENT' GENERATE MATRIX BM ;
'FOR' I :=1'STEP'!'UNTIL' NODE 'DO'
'FOR'J:=-N'STEP'1'UNTIL'N'DO'
BM[l, J] :=0;
'FOR' I: = T  STEP M'UNTIL'NODE'DO'
BM[l,0]:=-4;
BM[■,0]: 1;
BM[N0DE,0] :=1;
BM[N,0]:=-2;
'FOR' I :=2'STEP'1'UNTIL'NODE-1'DO'
'BEGIN'
BM[I,-1] : 1;BM[1,1 ] : 1;
'END';
'FOR' I :=N+1'STEP'1'UNTIL'NODE-N'DO'
'BEGIN'
BM[I,-N]:=1;BM[I,N]:=1;
'END';
'FOR'I :- 2'STEP'1'UNTIL'N-l 'DO'
BM[I,N]:=2;
BM[N,N]: 1;
'FOR' I:=N0DE+1-N'STEP'1'UNTIL'NODE-1'DO'
BM[I,-N]:=2;
'FOR'J: N+1'STEP'N'UNTIL'N0DE+1-N'DO'
'BEGIN'
BM[J,-N]:=0;BM[J,-1]:=0;BM[J,0]:=1;
BM[ J, 1 ] : =0;BM[ J,N]: =0;
'END';
'FOR' J :=2*N'STEP'N 'UNTIL'NODE-N'DO'
•BEGIN'
BM[J,-1] :=2;BM[J,1]:=0;
'END';
TEMP:=2;
'IF' D<TEMP 'THEN' D:=TEMP;
TEMP:=D+1;
'IF' TEMP>M'THEN' D:=M-1;
'FOR' J :=D*N'STEP'N 'UNTIL'NODE-N'DO'
•BEGIN'
BM[j,-N]:=0;BM[j,l]:=0;BM[j,-l]:=0;
BM[ J,n ] :=0;BM[ J,Oj : -1 ;
•END';
BM[N,l]:=0;
LABI : 'COMMENT' END OP GENERATION ;
'END';
'BEGIN'
'INTEGER' D2,E,R;
'REAL'Dl,LAMBDA,MACHEPS;
' REAL" ARRAY'B[l :NODE,l:1],M1 [1 :NODE,l :1 
'INTEGER"ARRAY' INTI 1: NODE];
'PROCEDURE'BANDET1 (N.Ml ,M2)DATA: (E,LAM!
RESULT:(A) RESULT:(Dl,D2,M,I 
'VALUE'N,Ml,M2,E,LAMBDA,MACHEPS;'INTEGEf
'REAL'Dl,LAMBDA,MACHEPS; ’ARRAY'A,M; 'INTEGER" ARRAY'INT;
'LABEL'FAIL;
'COMMENT'THE BAND MATRIX,A,OF ORDER N WITHM1SUB-DIAGONAL ELE­
MENTS AND M2 SUPER-DIAGONAL ELEMENTS IN A TYPICAL ROW IS 
STORED AS AN N*(Ml+M2+1) ARRAY, A[l:N, -M1:M2].
THE MATRIX(A-LAMBDA*I)IS FACTORIZED INTO THE PRODUCT 
OF A LOWER-TRIANGULAR MATRIX AND AN UPPER-TRIANGULAR MA­
TRIX USING PARTIAL PIVOTING. THE LOWER TRIANGLE IS STORED AS 
THE N*M1 ARRAY M[l,j] AND THE UPPER-TRIANGLE IS OVER­
WRITTEN ON A. DETAILS OF THE INTERCHANGES ARE STORED IN THE 
ARRAY INT[I],1=1(I)N. THE DETERMINANT, D1*2TD2, IS ALSO 
COMPUTED. THE PARAMETER E INFLUENCES THE PATH TO BE TAKEN 
WHEN A ZERO PIVOT ARISES. THE PROCEDURE FAILS WHEN E=0 
AND (A-LAMBDA*!), MODIFIED BY THE ROUNDING ERRORS, IS 
SINGULAR;
' BEGIN "INTEGER'I, J,K,L;
'REAL'X,NORM;
N0RM:=0;
'IF'E=1'THEN'
'FOR'I:=l'STEP' 1 'UNTIL'N'DO'
'BEGIN'X:=0;
'FOR'J:=-Ml 'STEP'1'UNTIL'M2'DO1 
X:=X+ABS(a [I,J]);
' IF' NORM<X' THEN' NORM: =X 
'END'I;
'FOR'I:=l'STEP'l'UNTIL'N'DO'
A[I,0]:=A[1,0]-LAMBDA;
L:=M1;
'F0R'I:=1'STEP'l'UNTIL'Ml'DO'
'BEGIN "  FOR'J :=1-I'STEP'1'UNTIL'M2'DO'
A[I,J-L]:=A[I,J];
L: =L-1 •
'FOR'J ;=M2-L'STEP'VUNTIL'M2'DO'
A[I,J]:=0
T.'END
'FOR .. 
'BEGIN
'F0R'J:=K+1'STEP'VUNTIL'L'DO'
•IF1ABS(A[J,-Ml])>ABS(X )1THEN'
1BEGIN'X :=A[J,-Ml]; I :=J ' END1J;
INT[K] : I;D1 : Dl *X;
'IF'X=01THEN1 
•BEGIN'D2:=0;
'IF'E=1 'THEN'A[K,-Ml] :=NORM*MACHEPS 
'ELSE " G O T O 1FAIL 
'END';
'IF'D1#0'THEN'
'BEGIN''FOR'D2:=D2+4*WHILE'ABS(Dl )'GE'l'DO'
Dl : Dl ' 0.0625;
’FOR'D2:=D2-4'WHILE'ABS(DV) <0.0625'DO'
Dl : D I M 6 
'END';
'IF'I#K'THEN'
'BEGIN'Dl :=-Dl;
'FOR'J:=-Ml'STEP'I'UNTIL'M2'D0'
'BEGIN'X:=A[K,J];A[K,J]:=A[l,J];
A[I,J]:=X 
'END'J 
'END';
'FOR'I:=K+1'STEP'1'UNTIL'L'DO'
'BEGIN'X:=M[K,I-K]:=A[ I, -Ml ] /a [K,-Ml];
'FOR'J:=l-Ml'STEP'1' UNTIL1 M2' DO'
A[I, J-l ] : -A[l, j] -X*A[K, J] ;
A[I,M2]: • 0 
'END'I 
'END'K 
'END'EANDETl;
'PROCEDURE'BANSOL1(N ,Ml ,M2)DATA:(E,R,A ,M, INT)DATA AND RESULT:(B ); 
'VALUE'NjMl,M2,E,R;'INTEGER'N,Ml,M2,E»R;'ARRAY'A,M,B;
'INTEGER "  ARRAY'INT;
'COMMENT'WHEN E=0 THIS PROCEDURE SOLVES (A-LAMBDA*I)X=B,
WHERE A IS A BAND MATRIX OF ORDER N AND (A-LAMBDA M )
HAS PREVIOUSLY BEEN FACTORIZED USING BANDET 1. HERE,B IS AN 
N*R MATRIX CONSISTING OF R RIGHT-HAND SIDES. EACH RIGHT- 
HAND SIDE REQUIRES ONE FORWARD SUBSTITUTION AND ONE BACK- 
SUBSTITUTION. WHEN E=1,A BACK-SUBSTITUTION ONLY IS USED. 
THIS VARIENT SHOULD BE USED AS THE FIRST IN INVERSE 
ITERATION FOR THE EIGENVECTOR CORRESPONDING TO LAMBDA; 
'BEGIN' 'INTEGER'I,J,K,L,W;
'REAL'X;
Ls=Ml;
'IF'E=0 'THEN'
'FOR'K:=TSTEP'l'UNTIL'N'DO'
'BEGIN'I:=INT[K];
1 IF' I#K'THEN'
'FOR'J:-1'STEP'1 'UNTIL'R'DO'
•BEGIN'X:=B[K,J];B[K,J]: B[l,J];B[I,J]:=X 
'END'J;
'IF'L<N'THEN'L :=L+1;
' FOR' I : =K+V STEP' 1'UNTIL' L ' DO'
'BEGIN'X:=M[K,I-K];
'FOR'J:=l'STEP'1'UNTIL'R'DO'
B[I,J] :=B[I,J]-X*B[K,J]
•END'I
'END'K;
'FOR'J:=l'STEP'I'UNTIL'R'DO'
'BEGIN'L:=-M1;
'FOR'I :=N'STEP'-1'UNTIL'1'DO'
'BEGIN' X : =B[ I, J];W:=I+M1;
'FOR'K:=1-Ml'STEP'V  UNTIL'L 'DO'
X:=X-A[I,K]*B[K+W,J];
B[l,j] :=X/a [I,-M1J;
1IF'L<M2'THEN'L:=L+1 
'END'I 
'END'J 
'END* BANSOL1;
'BEGIN'
•FOR' I:=l'STEP'I'UNTIL'NODE'DO'
Btl.l]:=KM[I];
E:=0; LAMBDA:=0; MACHEPS:=0.OOOOOIj 
BANDET1(NODE,N,N,E,LAMBDA,MACHEPS,BM,D1 ,D2,M1, INT,FAIL); 
R:=1;
BANS0L1(N0DE,N,N,E,R,BM,M1,INT,B);
'END';
WRITE TEXT(' ( "  ('6S') 'HEAD^VALUES')');
WRITE ARRAY(0,XX,2,B,'('HEADS')');
NEWLINE(4);
WRITE TEXT ('("(' 6S1) ' PENETRATION^VALUE' (' 6S' ) "  ) ') 
PRINT(D,2,o);
'END';
FAIL :
'END';
'END';
PROGRAM 2
Program listing for the solution of imperfect cut-off walls
Listing of variables
(Variables are defined in section 6.3)
M: Number of rows
N: Number of columns
D: Depth of penetration of cut-off wall
KK: Ratio of foundation to cut-off wall permeability
NODE: Number of nodal points in flow domain
BAND: Width of band matrix
'BEGIN'
•INTEGER' I,J,K,L,M,N,D,NODE,BAND,TEMP,D2,E,R;
'REAL' KK;
N :“READ; M:-READ; D:=READ;
KK:-READ;
NODE:=N*M;
BAND:=2*N+T;
'BEGIN'
•INTEGER' XX;
'REAL "  ARRAY' BM[ 1:NODE.-N:N],KM[ 1:NODE];
XX:=FORMAT('('DDDDD.DD')');
'COMMENT' GENERATE MATRIX BM ;
'FOR' I : =1' STEP 'V UNTIL 'NODE 'DO'
'FOR' J:=-N'STEP'f UNTIL'N'DO'
BM[ I,J]:=0;
'FOR' I:=l'STEP'1'UNTIL'NODE'DO'
BM[ I,o ] : -4;
'FOR' I :—1'STEP'N 'UNTIL'NODE+1-N'DO'
BM[I,0]:=1;
'FOR' I: =N'STEP'N 'UNTIL'NODE'DO'
BM[l,0] :=1;
BM[N-1,0]:--(2+2*KK);
'FOR'I:-2'STEP'1'UNTIL'NODE-1 'DO'
'BEGIN'
BM[ I, -1 ] ;
BM[1,1i :=1;
'END';
BM[N-1,-1] : =KK;
' FOR' I: =N+1 ' STEP' 1 ' UNTIL' NODE-N' DO'
'BEGIN'
BM[I,-N]:=1;
BM[ I, N ] :=1;
'END';
'FOR'I:=2'STEP'TUNT I L 'N-2'DO'
BM[I,N]:=2;
BM[ N-1, N] : =KK+1;
' FOR' I : =N0DE+1-N' STEP' T  UNTIL' NODE-T DO'
BM[ I, -N] : - 2;
' FOR' J : =N+V STEP' N ' UNTIL' NODE+1 -N' DO'
'BEGIN'
BM[J,-N] :~0;BM[ J,-1 ] :=0;BM[J,0] :=1;BM[J,T] :=0;BM[ J,N] :=0; 
'END';
'FOR'J :=N1 STEP'N 'UNTIL'NODE'DO1 
'BEGIN'
BM[J,-N]:=0; BM[J,-1] :=0;BM[J,1] :=0; BM[ J,N] :=0 
'END';
'FOR'J :=2*N-T S T E P 'N 'UNTIL'NODE-1 -N 'DO'
'BEGIN'
BM[J,-N]:=KK+1: BM[J,-1]:=2*KK; BM[J,0]:=-(4*KK+4); 
BM[j,l]:=2; BM[J,N]:=KK+1;
'END';
TEMP:=2;
' IF'D<TEMP'THEN'D:-TEMP;
TEMP: =EH-1;
'IF'TEMP>M'THEN'D :=M-1;
'FOR'J:=D*N-1'DO'
'BEGIN'
BM[ J,-N]:-KK+l;BM[J,-l]: 2*KK;BM[J,0]:=-(6 K K + 2 ) ;
BM[J,1]:=KK+1; BM[J,N]:=2*KK
'END';
'FOR'J: = (D+l)*N-TSTEP'N'UNTTL'NODE-l-N'DO'
'BEGIN'
BM[J,-N] : = 1; BM[j,-l]:=l; BM[J,0] :=-4; BM[ J, 1 ] :=1; BM[ J,N] :
'END';
LABI : 'COMMENT' END OF GENERATION ;
'BEGIN'
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STNflirT.AR:INGULAR;
'BEGIN''INTEGER'I,J,K,L;
'REAL'X,NORM;
NORM:=0;
'IF'E=1'THEN'
'F0R'I:=1'STEP' 1 'UNTIL'N'DO' 
’BEGIN'X:=0;
'FOR'J:=-M1 'STEP'!'UNTIL'M2'DO' 
X:=X+ABS(A[I,J]);
' IF' NORM<X' THEN' NORM: =X 
'END'I;
'F0R'I:=1 'STEP'I'UNTIL'N'DO'
Atl,0]:=A[I,0]-LAMBDA;
L:=M1;
'FOR'I: = 1'STEP'I'UNTIL'Ml 'DO'
'BEGIN''FOR'J :=1-I'STEP' 1 'UNTIL'M2'DO 
A[ I,J-L]:=A[I,J];
L j =L-1 •
'FOR'J:-M2-L'STEP'I'UNTIL'M2'DO' 
Afl.Jl:=0
■ r u n  ■ J : =ft.+ I ■ o T E r  l Ur
'IF'ABS(A[J.-Ml])>ABS 
'BEGIN'X :=A[J,-Ml];I : 
INT[K] :=I;D1 :=D1*X;
1IF'X=0'THEN1 
1BEGIN1D2:“0 *
'IF'E=1'THEN'AtK,-Ml]:=N0RM*MACHEPS 
'ELSE "GOTO'FAIL 
•END';
'IF'D1#0'THEN'
'BEGIN "  FOR'D2:=D2+4'WHILE'ABS(Dl )'GE'l'DO'
Dl: Dl *0.0625;
'FOR'D2:=D2-4'WHILE'ABS(Dl)<0.0625'DO'
Dl :=D1 *16 
'END';
'IF'I#K'THEN'
' BEGIN' Dl :=-Dl;
'FOR'J:=-Ml'STEP'1'UNTIL'M2'DO'
'BEGIN'X:=A[K,J];A[K,J]:=A[l,J];
A[I,J]:=X 
'END'J 
'END';
'FOR'I:=K+1'STEP'1 'UNTIL'L'DO'
'BEGIN'X:=M[K,I-K]:=A[I,-Ml]/A[K,-Ml];
'FOR'J :=1-Ml'STEP'1'UNTIL'M2'DO'
A[l,J-l]:-A[I,J]-X*A[K,J];
Atl,M2]:=0 
'END'I 
'END'K 
'END'BANDETl;
'PROCEDURE'BANS0L1(N,M1,M2)DATA:(E,R,A,M,INT)DATA AND RESULT:(b ); 
'VALUE'N,M1,M2,E,R;'INTEGER'N.Ml,M2,E,R;'ARRAY'A,M,B;
'INTEGER "  ARRAY'INT;
'COMMENT'WHEN E-0 THIS PROCEDURE SOLVES (A-LAMBDA*l)X=B,
WHERE A IS A BAND MATRIX OF ORDER N AND (A-LAMBDA*l)
HAS PREVIOUSLY BEEN FACTORIZED USING BANDET 1. HERE,B IS AN 
N*R MATRIX CONSISTING OF R RIGHT-HAND SIDES. EACH RIGHT- 
HAND SIDE REQUIRES ONE FORWARD SUBSTITUTION AND ONE BACK- 
SUBSTITUTION. WHEN E=1,A BACK-SUBSTITUTION ONLY IS USED. 
THIS VARIENT SHOULD BE USED AS THE FIRST IN INVERSE 
ITERATION FOR THE EIGENVECTOR CORRESPONDING TO LAMBDA; 
'BEGIN' 'INTEGER'I,J,K,L,W;
'REAL'X;
1IF'E=0 'THEN'
'F0R'K:=1'STEP'I'UNTIL'N'DO'
•BEGIN'I:=INT[K];
'IF'I#K'THEN'
'FOR'J:=l'STEP'I'UNTIL'R'DO'
'BEGIN'X:=B[K,J];B[K,J]:=B[l,J];B[l,J]:=X 
'END'J;
'IF'L<N'THEN'L:=L+1;
'FOR'I :=K+V STEP'1'UNTIL'L 'DO'
'BEGIN'X:=M[K,I-K];
'FOR'J:=1'STEP'TUNTIL'R'DO'
B[l,j]:=B[ I,J]-X*B[K, j] .
'END'I 
'END'K;
'FOR'J :=1'STEP'1'UNTIL'R 'DO'
'BEGIN'L:=-Ml;
'FOR'I:=N' STEP1-11UNTIL' 1 'DO'
'BEGIN'X:=B[l,J]; W: =I+M1;
'FOR'K:=l-Ml'STEP'1'UNTIL'L'DO' 
X:=X-A[I,K]*B[K+W.J] ;
B[I,J] :=X/A[l,-M1 J ;
1IF'L<M21THEN'L :=L+1 
'END'I 
'END1J 
'END1BANSOL1;
'COMMENT' GENERATE MATRIX B ;
J : =0 *
'FOR'I: =TSTEP'l'UNTIL' NODE 'DO'
'BEGIN'
J:=J+1;
'IF' J=1'THEN' B[l,1]:=1000'ELSE'B[l,l]:=0;
'IF' J=N'THEN' J:=0;
'END':
NEWLINE(4};
'BEGIN'
E:=0; LAMBDA:=0; MACHEPS:=0.000001;
BANDET1(NODE,N,N,E,LAMBDA,MACHEPS, BM,D1, D2,M1,INT,FAIL); 
R:=1;
BANS0L1(N0DE,N,N,E,R,BM,M1,INT,B);
'END';
WRITE TEXT ('("(' 6S')' HEARLVALUES') ');
WRITE ARRAY(0,XX,2,B,'('HEADS')');
NEWLINE(4);
WRITE TEXT(' ( "  ( ' 6S') ' PENETRATION/LVALUE' (' 6S') "  ) ') 
PRINT(D,2,o);
NEWLINE(2);
WRITE TEXT(' ( "  ( '6S') 'REVALUE' (*6S') "  )' ) ;
PRINT(KK,2,4j;
SELECT OUTPUT(6);
I :-O-
'FOR' J:=11 STEP'1'UNTIL'NODE'DO'
'BEGIN'
PRINT(B[J,11,4,2);
'IF' 1=8'THEN'
'BEGIN'
NEWLINE(l);
I:=0;
'END';
I:=I+1;
'END';
FREE OUTPUT;
FAIL :
'END';
'END';
'END1;
PROGRAM 3
Program listing for graphical output 
of equipotential lines
Standard graphical routines as supplied by ICL were used. The input 
data consisted of head values for which equipotential lines were 
required and the variables M and N read from cards, and the values of 
head obtained from the use of Program 2 having been stored on magnetic 
tape. This two stage process was necessary since the computer store 
was insufficient to cope with a combined program.
'BEGIN'
'PROCEDURE' APLOT;'EXTERNAL';
'PROCEDURE' HGPSYMBL(X ,Y ,HT,BCD,THETA,N );'VALUE' X , Y , HT,THETA,N ;
'INTEGER' Nj'ARRAY' BCD;'REAL'X,Y,HT,THETA;'EXTERNAL' 
'PROCEDURE' HGPSCURVE(X,Y,N,L,YOP,YFP);'VALUE'N,L,YOP,YFP;
'INTEGER'N.L;'ARRAY'X,Y;'REAL'YOP,YFP;'EXTERNAL';
'PROCEDURE' HGPNUMBER(X ,Y,HT,FL,THETA,I,IP,IQ);'VALUE' X , Y , HT, FL, 
THETA,I,IP,IQ;'INTEGER'I,IP.IQ;'REAL' X ,Y,HT,FL,THETA;'EXTERNAL' 
'PROCEDURE' HGPLINE(X,Y,N,K) ; 'VALUE'N,K;'ARRAY'X ,Y;'INTEGER'N,K; 
'EXTERNAL';
'PROCEDURE' HGPLOT(X,Y,A,B);'VALUE'X,Y;'REAL'X,Y;'INTEGER'A,B; 
'EXTERNAL';
'INTEGER' I,J,K,L,M,N,NODE;
'REAL' RANGE,CONTOUR,NUMB,X,Y;
N:=READ; M:=READ;
'BEGIN'
'REAL' 'ARRAY' XPLOT[l:M] ,YPLOT[ l :M] , A[ 1 :N, 1 :M] ;
'BOOLEAN' MGRT,NGRT;
NODE:=N*M;
SELECT INPUT(6);
'FOR' J : =1'STEP'1'UNTIL'M'DO'
'FOR'I:=1'STEP'1'UNTIL'N 'DO'
A[I,J]:=READ;
FREE INPUT ;
■COMMENT'
SECTION TO DRAW EQUIPOTENTIAL LINES FOR THE FLOW PROGRAM 
'BEGIN'
MGRT:=M>100; NGRT:=N>60;
'COMMENT' CHECK ARRAY SIZE SHOULD BE NO LARGER THAN 100 BY 60 
'IF' MGRT 'OR' NGRT 'THEN'
'BEGIN'
NEWLINE(I);
WRITE TEXT('( "  ('5S')'ARRAY^TOO^LARGE')') 
NEWLINE(1);'GOTO' LAB5;
'END';
'END';
APLOT;
HGPLOT (0.0,0.0,6,1);
HGPLOT (0.0,4.0,0,4);
'FOR' I:=l'STEP'l'UNTIL'N'DO'
'BEGIN'
'FOR'J :=1'STEP'1'UNTIL'M 'DO'
'BEGIN'
X:=I; Y:=-J;
HGPLOT (X,Y,3,0);
HGPLOT (X+O.l,Y,2,0);
HGPLOT (X-0.1,Y,1,0);
HGPLOT (X,Y,l,o);
HGPLOT (X.Y+0.1,1,0);
HGPLOT (X,Y-0.1.1,0);
HGPLOT (X,Y,1,0);
HGPLOT (X,Y,3,0)
•END'
'END';
LAB3: CONTOUR:=READ; L:=0;
1IF* CONTOUR < 0 . 0  'THEN11GOTO1 LAB4;
• FOR1 J :=11 STEP11 1 UNTIL1M 1 DO1 
'BEGIN'
I:=1;
LABB : I^I+l *
•IF' A[l,j] < CONTOUR'THEN'
'BEGIN'
L:=L+1; RANGE:=A[l-1,J]-A[l,J];
RANGE:=1/RANGE; NUMB:=A[l-1,J]-CONTOUR;
RANGE:=NUMB*RANGE;
XPLOT[L] :=I-1+RANGE;
YPLOT[L]:—-J •
•IF' L=M 'THEN''GOTO' LAB6;
'GOTO' LABA;
'END';
'IF' I=N'THEN "GOTO' LABA 
'ELSE''GOTO' LABB;
LABA : 'COMMENT' ;
'END';
LAB6 : ' IF'L<3'THEN "GOTO ' LABI;
HGPSCURVE(XPLOT,YPLOT,L,0,0.0,0.0);
'GOTO' LAB2;
LABI: WRITE TEXT ('("('5S')'NOT^ENOUGH^POINT^FOR^CONTOUR')'); 
SPACE(4);PRINT(C0NT0UR,4,2);NEWLINE(l);
'GOTO' LAB3;
LAB2: WRITE TEXT ('(''('5S')'CONTOUR^PLOTTED')');PRINT(CONTOUR,6,2) 
NEWLINE (1);
'FOR' I :=1'STEP'1'UNTIL'M 'DO'
'BEGIN'
YPLOTtl]:=0.0;
XPL0T[I]:=0.0;
'END'; 'GOTO' LAB3;
LAB4 : NEWLINE(6); WRITE TEXT(•( "  ('5S*)'GRAPH%DRAWN')');
'FOR' Is=l 'DO'
'FOR' J:=l 'STEP'TUNTIL' M 'DO'
'BEGIN'
NUMB:= A[l,j];
HGPNUMBER(I-1.5,-J,0.2,NUMB,0.0,0,4,1);
'END';
'FOR'I :=N 'DO'
'FOR'J:=1 'STEP'1'UNTIL'M 'DO1 
'BEGIN'
NUMB:=A[I,J];
HGPNUMBER(l+0.3,-J,0.2,NUMB,0.0,0,4,1);
'END';
HGPLOT (0.0,0.0,0,2);
LAB5 : 'COMMENT' END OF PLOT ;
'END';
'END';
JE
* * *
APPENDIX D
A contribution by Telling (1973) to the discussion on ’The Backwater Dam’ 
by Geddes et al (1972) ■ -
An explanation as to why the cut-off wall is considered necessary 
would have been a useful addition to paragraph 13. If leakage from the 
reservoir is an important consideration, then presumably the main function 
of the cut-off is to control and reduce the quantity of underseepage, 
particularly through the sand/gravel complex. In reducing the risk of 
downstream instability of the dam and its foundation due to seeping 
water would not the role of the cut-off be subordinate to that of the 
thick mantle of glacial till overlying the sand/gravel?
The performance of the cut-off wall may be examined on the basis of 
data given in Fig. 13 relating to the piezometric levels recorded in 
the sand/gravel complex. Since limited information is presented only a 
simplified analysis is attempted.
Assuming horizontal, steady seepage between sections A and B (Fig. 25) 
it is convenient to assess the effectiveness of the cut-off wall in terms 
of the head efficiency Eh. A general expression for Eh is obtained by 
equating flow through the foundation soil with that through the cut-off 
wall
Eh
h
H
1
(1)
Fiexomebric level
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where k^ is the permeability of the foundation soil and is the 
permeability of the cut-off wall.
Inserting the average permeability values for the sand/gravel
-3 -5
complex and the cut-off wall of 10 cm/s and 10 cm/s respectively
in equation (1), for a ratio L/t = 17 a head efficiency of 85% is obtained.
This differs appreciably from the value of 60% deduced from Fig. 13.
However, if a different interpretation is made of the piezometric data,
the discrepancy between the two values of head efficiency is essentially
eliminated. The piezometric level shown in Fig. 13 indicates upstream
-2
and downstream values for the ratio k 2/k^ of approximately 7 x 10
-2  . .
and 1.1 x 10 respectively, compared with an expected average value of
-2  . . . .
10 . Adjusting the upstream piezometric level to suit all piezometric
readings, including that of P33 which has apparently been ignored, the 
ratio of approximates to the expected value and close agreement
between measured and predicted values of Eh is achieved. Further, the 
adjusted upstream piezometric level in the sand/gravel then tends towards 
that recorded for the base of the glacial till, which would be as expected, 
and which is the case for the downstream side of the dam.
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